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universal necessity for such reform.
A

WeeEkLY

RELIGIOUS

FOR'FHE

own local observation the depravation of
the fare-collecting system on our betterpoliced railroads has originated in an indirect manner. The collection of the fine of
five or ton cents imposed on passengers
paying in the cars, has effected the reverse
result from what was intended. = Instead of
driving passengers to the ticket offices, it
has driven conductors to avoid the abuse
and odium they encountered in enforcing
the fine, by tacitly remitting it, and then
suppressing in their reports a sufficient
number of fares to make up the rest to the
required figure, Of course, the habit of
* knocking down” fares for one object
must lead to the application of the same
process for other purposes. The business
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Under these circumstances,
our leading railway companies have been
led to adopt an ingenious but simple system of duplex tickets, which relieves the
conductor at once from temptation and suspicion, the most igrorant passenger from
all fear of imposition, and the ‘company
from the possibility of being robbed, by an
effectual check operating at once in all these
directions. Since this new style of ticket

from this oftice,
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2. Ifa person orders his paper discontinued, he
must pay all arrearages,or the publisher may continue to send it until paymentis made, and collect the
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3. The courts have decided that refusing
to take

newspapers and

periodicals

from

the

post-ofiice,or

removing and leaving them uncalled
Jacie evidence of intentional fraud.

for,
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The new tickets measure about two by
five inches, and are bound by hundreds in
a little book for the conductor's pocket.
Each ticket is double, the one duplicate being folded over on the other, so as to bring
the printed matter ol each to an exact
“register,” or corresponding position. . Each

12, 1873.

in a Snow-storm.
from the casement,
the driving storm,
wind moaned fitfully,
unworded song.

bits of paper

:

and

all

“ Blessed is he that mourns.”

fare is
He then
one duend of

the trip, and retains the other to be

return-

ed to the company

He loveth whom He chasteneth,
For thus they learn to know
The peace and life that blossometh
Beneath the chilling snow.
He came not to the happy,
But to the grief-oppressed ;

transaction ; to

as his report of

which

also the stub

the

where

it was torn out of his. book bears a more
general testimony. The passenger, for his
perfect protection against the possibility ef
an overcharge, whether in an ordinary car,

He takes from them their burden
And bids them be at rest,

a

sleeping

car,

has only to see to it that he receives a

drawing-room

car,

or

a

tick-

Then shrink not from the future,
Though dark the past hath frowned,

et of the above description from

For every cloud of sacrifice

in which case there can be no temptation to

In glory shall be crowned.

New

York

Correspondence.
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New

York,

March 3, 1873.

THE ELEVATED RAILWAY.
The Gilbert Elevated Railway Compavy
has now in hand $7,500,000 in cash, toward
the construction of the first ten miles of a
dauble-track

steel railway over the middle

of the Sixth avenue and other streets, from

the-Battery to High Bridge; to be supported on iron arches and spanning the roadway
from

sidewalk

to

sidewalk,

and

to

cost,

fully equipped, $1,000,000 per mile. The
workis all ;under contract with four of
the largest iron works of the country,
and more than 2,000 men, probably 3,000
are now hard at work on the iron. By
July or August, it is expected that the iron
will be delivered as fast as the structure
can be erected, which will be at the rate of
200 feet per day for each construction party.
By October, it is intended to have the road
running from the Battery to Central Park, |

the

book,

car company, from Boston to Chicago. The
Erie system, the Pacific Railroad, the Grand
Trunk of Canada,-and other leading lines

immediately fell in. The new method is
now adopted by over sixty railroad companies, and is going into operation as a
national system as fast as the mechanical
facilities can prepare the ‘‘ books.” These
are printed and wade in Hartford, in an
extremely neat and accurate style. The
folding alone, it is said, employs 150 girls,
and

will

sooh require 400.

Perforating is

also an extensive department. The American machines, such as are used on postage
stamps, were found inadequate, and a number of steam rotary perforating machines
have been imported by the ticket manufacturers from England.
Vip1.

“and by the end of the year to High Bridge.
This

will. be

the

west

side

division, and

will be run both ways on the double track,
for- the present, by the ordinary mode of
reversing

the

direction

of

motion.

The

east side division will be erected in the
following year, uniting the other division

at both ends, and forming a continuous
double belt railway, with trains running in
unbroken circuit and succession

in each di-

rection, one series on the outside track
the- other
from

and

on the inside.
toward

Boston,

and

Through trains,
Montreal

and

Buffalo, in running in and out of ‘the city

will fall into this

continuity,

their

passen-

gers and baggage being ticketed and checked to and from any point in the city, from

High Bridge to the Battery, and on either
the east or the west side.
THE

GENERAL

REFORMATION,

What a universal ransacking of the secrets
apd tricks of administration in government
and municipalities, corporations and sys-

‘tems and trusts of all kinds!

Amongst

all the rest, nothing is more significant of
a profound stir in the moral nature of the
nation, than the exposure and. reformation
of abuses in railway management, .ramifying throughout the whole system that interlaces the towns and villages of our coun-

try. The Erie revolution was the grand
signal of the new epoch, but it signified
also reform and ‘accountability extending
from the greatest to the least details of the
service; and daily developments prove the

Ohio River Correspondence.
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HuNTINGTON, W. VA., MARCH 1, 1873.
* We write from Huntington, which is on
the Ohio River, at the western

the Chesapeake
miles from

and

Richmond,

Ohio
Va.

terminus

of

Railroad,—422
This

town

take

Mollie Stumbaugh, an interesting
girl only fourteen years old, recited
prettily the following lines, her own
We have here many advantages, and this position. We heard her recite another,
State must fill up, ere long, with a class of ed ‘The Unknown Grave”, showing
people from the North and maintaining as much ability :
:
northern principles.
\
THE MAGIC KEY.
SABBATH SCHOOLS.
Future, what, hast thou for me?
God is accomplishing great things in this
State in the Sabbath

school.

The

is

now scarcely eighteen mouths old, but already has a population of not less than
eighteen hundred. The place is made up
of emigrants from Ohio, Illinois, Iowa,
Nebraska, New York, New England, and

Virginia, and for nataral and acquired ability, they are excelled by but few towns in
the United States.
THE COLORED PEOPLE,
The condition of the colored people of
this State is demanding the attention of ‘the
Christian public, Situated as they are with
none to care for or think about them, their
condition is lamentable indeed. We have
here thousands who were formerly slaves,—
persons who possess all the elements of true
manhood, and those, too, that might become useful, and accomplish great things
for their race, had they only the advantages
essential to their intellectual and religious
growth. They are usually saving and very

little
very
comcallquite

When I own thy magic key,
Golden pleasures shall I find,
Or will darkness cloud my mind?

different

religious 'bodies take hold of this enterprise
with a spirit that® is commendable, They
have come to see,

to

some

extent,

that

great influence for good may be excited

a

Future, hast thou in thy chest,
Richest treasures of the best?
Sunbeams bright or chilling rain,
Smiles of joy or tears of pain?

in

strength
{han they would ‘do
without
a
pastor.
But
these
schools
are, not
conducted - with the
interest
neither are they as: effectual as they are
north. The teachers, with few exceptions,
ate incompetent. Vedy few of them have
grown up in the Sabbath school and consequently are not able to impart that theological knowledge that they would otherwise

A

is gradually

devel-

oping and is rapidly coming
into note
among those who, a few years since, were
its most ardent opposers.
The system is
already a success in many parts of the

Future, when my youth has flown,
And the cares of age are known,
‘Will I smile that thou art here,
Or call back my childhood dear?
Future, in my youthful bloom,
Shall I find an early tomb?
Or will winter’s frosty air
Silver o’er with snow my hair?

Churchman

is publishing

an

En-

glish Grammar on entirely new principles.
It promises to be a valuable text book on
this important but hitherto difficult subject.
3
Tora.

Christian
—

Conflicts.
C—

If we are not permitted to record during
the past year great revivals. of religion, we
to think that the free school system is destined to grow in popularity as its principles he- can record the agitation of great religious
questions which intimately concern the adcome known. The natives of West Virginvancement of Christ's kingdom. The Chrisia, although many of them were deprived of
tian
Union thus arranges these conflicts bescholastic training
in early youth, yet
tween Christianity and false religions :—
ave taking some interest in the education of
1. That arising from the conspiracy to
their children. They seem to appreciate
restore the temporal power of the Pope.
the advantages of schools more than many
2. The Old Catholic re-action against
who have always enjoyed them ; and it will
the Jesuitical Papal Absolution of the Vatisurprise

us

in

the

least,

twenty-five

years hence, should
State, educationally,

can Council.

:

we find this young
3. The re-action of the Protestant Gerfar in advance of man Empire against Jesuitical and Papal
those, her worthy sisters, that are now efforts to subjugate and overthrowit.
boasting of great things.
L. C. CHASE.
4. The conflict of evangelical religion
with the various forms of fundamental unRambles.
belief, under the guise of science and reRN
form. Under this head comes the conflict
We spent a pleasant
afternoon at the
Fort Wayne Conservatory of music.
This

is an institution originated and carried on
with eminent success by. Prof. Virgil. His
pupils give a free public entertainment
each fortnight, and the day we were present
there was a large and appreciative audience
in attendance.
It is simply an Academy of

with materialism, pantheism, atheism,

infi-

delity and communism.
5. The conflict of evangelical religion
with superstition, formalism, and sacramentalism.
6. The conflict of Protestantism,
various forms, with the Papacy.

in

its

music; where the pupils give this.art their

7. In England, the great conflict between the Non-conformist and Established church-

undivided

es, on the disendowment of ‘the Church

attention.

One

feature, new to

me, was several pupils, sometimes four,
practicing
.the same piece on as many
pianos in the same room, under the instruc-

and

the separation of the Church and State.
8.

The conflict in the

with the
ples.

Ritualists,

for

English
Protestant

Church
princi-

tion of a competent teacher.
They also
practice different pieces in the same room a
9. The conflict in the English Church as
part of the time. "Prof. V. meets with to the Athanasian Creed.
deserved success.
10. The great conflict as to governmentFort’ Wayne is a great railroad center. al education, whether it shall be denominaIt is already a large city and growing rap- tional or secular.
Fly
idly.
After a very pleasant week there
11. In addition to these are the denomiand receiving much kindness,we went to national controversies between the various
Indianapolis.
This city can not fail to Christian sects, that are still carried on, but
make a pleasant impression upon one who with less intensity and bitterness than of
enters it for the first time, especially if he old, inasmuch as the common interests of
find as good a specimen of Indiana hospi- Christianity ave felt to be at stake, and the
tality as greeted us. During our stay we ‘fundamental
grounds
of
unity
are
had a chance to see as much as we chose of felt
to
outweigh
the
non-essential
the State Institution for the blind.
It is grounds
of
difference.
There is
a
under the superintendence of Mr, Church- greater desire of unity, and a deeper con-'
man. Though blind, he designed the beau- viction that it is due to the great head of
tiful biildings, an ornament to the city and the church.
‘credit to the State. At the morning devotions we had much pleasure in listening to
Courtesy to Servants.
the blind students singing with an organ
The servant's right to be politely treated
accompaniment played by one of their own
is
just as absolute and indefeasible as that
seats
very
the
are
chapel
pumber. In the
to which Henry Ward Beechey ppeached of the queen. Sheisa child of the Great
King, and to her applies the royal law acpe
when a.pastor in this city. The i
ed eager for information and Hstened with cording to the Scripture, *‘Thoun shalt love
earnest,

interested

faces.

The

institu-

When all had
tion is eminently a home.
assembled in the dining-room and commenced their meal, we moved quietly
among the tables to witness -the scene,—
truly touching. There were teachers and
gervants in attendance who could see, and
when the food had been placed upon their
plates they ate with a kinfe and fork, and

thy neighbor as thyself.”

That

vulgarity.

law, which

is the highest of all, surely includes politeness. If we are bound to love our neighbors as ourselves, we are bound to treat
them, courteously, at any rate.
That is one

————

which
sion.

If you do not

Do not say that the guest never

te

have

been
A

reported

SHOCKING

the

past

ses-

MURDER,

Another shocking murder has been added to the already terrible list. Three women, two of them aged respectively 22 and
25 years, and all of irreproachable charac~
ter, living on

Smutty Nose

island,

one of

the Isles of Shoals group, were left alone
last Wednesday night, when a Prussian,
who had formerly lived with the family as
a hired laborer, procured a boat at Portsmouth, rowed 11 miles to the island, broke
into the house about 1 o'clock at night, and

tries your temper as the servant does. You
know that many of those whom you greet with an ax brutally killed the two younger
with smiles tell lies about you when they ladies. Their ‘companion, the mistress of
are béyond your sight. The laws of good the house, leapel from a window and hid
manners lead you to treat their deceitfulness herself, but not till she had received a blow
with forbearance ; should they not require from the ax which was meant to be fatalq
equal forbearance toward
the ignorant The murderer then secured about $15.00
Irish girl in your kitchen?
in the house, overlooking the larger sum
for which he probably committed the deed,
and, rowing back to Portsmouth, took the

Events of the Week.

noon train for Boston. But the surviving
woman, having nearly frozen to death in
General Grant was inaugurated for his her hiding-place among the rocks of the
“second presidential term last week Tues- coast, at length gave the alarm, officers
day. The display attending the ceremony were set to work, and the murderer was
was unprecedented on any like occasion. found in Boston the next night and taken to
There was a grand civic and military pro- Portsmouth jail. A hand of marines had
cession, filling nearly the whole length of to be sent over {rom the Kittery navy yard
Pennsylvania avenue, which was spanned to prevent the citizens from Jynching him.
by several arches and otherwise adorned. The island on which the murder was cond:
The President took the oath of office in“ his mitted belongs to Maine, and the trial will
usual leaden way, and then delivered a probably be held in Alfred, York County.
plain but pithy inaugural, which may be
found on the 8th page of this paper. Henry
Washington Correspondence.
Wilson went through a like performance,
WASHINGTON, D. C., March 5, 1872.
and the United States was declared duly
INAUGURATION.
officered for the next four years.
The
Washington is full’ of strangers; every place
day’s exercises were followed by a grand
INAUGURATION

in the

OF PRESIDENT

evening,

accounts, was

Future, when the hour of death

Mr.

her pocket-handkerchiefs.

govern yourself in all’ your conversation
with her by the same laws of courtesy
which you observe in your conversation
with the callers in your parlor, you are a
very vulgar person.
The maid in your
kitchen is a woman ; the guest in your parlor is nothing more. Will you give to silks
and feathers and a purse what you deny to
womanhood? This is the very essence of

ball

Binds in ice my latest breath,
Then will tell Eternity
‘Whit thou hast in store for me.

——

are entitled to no more credit for speaking
kindly to her than you are for not stealing

of

characteristic, judging

Future, will I smile on thee
When 1 own thy magic key?
Or shall I regret the past,
Banishing sweet hope at-last?

State. Many of our large towns have. ex.
cellent graded schools, and we are inclined

not

do him an injustice, however ignorant he
may be of the fares and charges, because it
is impossible for the person collecting to
profit by it a penny.
The new. ticket was at once adopted on
the whole system of Vanderbilt roads, and
by the Wagner drawing-room and sleeping-

in Ge-

and we think as soon as the

The free school system

the stations from and to which the
paid, and the amount churged.
tears out the duplex ticket, leaves
plicate with the passenger until the

propositions

attention of the public can be called in this
direction that emigration will turn this way.

EDUCATION.

plicates at once) the month and day of date,

Ah , thus we see ’neath silvered locks,
Which wear a crown of thorns,
Serenely peaceful eyes, which prove

ing Northener;

they

he educational interests, here, are attracting an unusual amount of attention.

days of the month. On collecting a fare,
the conductor punches (through both du-

The hemlock, ’ neath the erushing load,
Bowed meekly to the ground,
But still was ever green beneath
The wintry robe it found.

demonstrate

out the work of figures- before us. Little
girls
and boys, thirteen or fourteen years of
hold of them with a vim that is truly interage,
made
better recitations in Geography
esting and encouraging.
What we want is
more of those live Yankees” from the East than 1 ever heard before. Mr, Churchman
| disarranged a gkeleton mapof the United
and the North to come in here and open the
States and called upon one of these little
way for the education of this much neglectgirls to “reconstruct the Union.” I took
ed people. At present a very large per
up the piece representidg
Indiana and held
cent. of the population of this State are of
it while she went on with amazing rapidity
the old fogy stamp, belonging to the old
to feel out each state and place it where if
slave aristocracy, and are of no use so. far
belonged, never making a mistake. When
as reform and improvements are concerned.
the pieces were exhausted she ran her hand
They build their houses, their churches and
over it and stopped at'the blank place saytry to support a similar grade of schools,—all
ing, “Where is Indiana ?” I gave it to her
just as they did seventy-five years ago. We
and she slipped it into its place, completing
do not expect much from the native West
her task, I venture to say, quicker than any
Virginian. The future of this State depends
child could do it who has the use of his
upon the plans carried out by the enterpris- | eyes.
have the advantages of schools,

and hearts of the people.

the

and

When they ometry, that we could scarcely follow with-

ored natives of West Virginia.

ed to effect great changes in this respect.
The study ot the Bible is becoming more
general and its truths are rapidly becoming
more thoroughly inculcated in the minds

the figures of all the fares in duplicate columns , (one column out of reach of the
{-punch, so as to show the figures punche
out) the names of the months

We heard classes solve problems in Algebra,

be ; but we think that a few years is destin-

duplicate bears, besides the proper number
of the ticket, the names of all the stations,

Each flake found place allotted,
Like verse in poet's rhyme,
Or age on age, which lieap to form
The drifting snows of Time.

schools. There are perhaps no people in the
world more anxious to learn than these col-

this enterprise; and now many of thém
would no more do without this source of

their money, with the advantages or assurances they may derive from them,

wt
As, leaning
1 watched
The gustsiof
Like some

a part

it will,

punctured

The Morning Star.
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appears to be coming into vogue as

of our universal traveling system,

of course, be interesting to passengers to
understand the meaning of the peculiarly

privilege of returning

them.

trans-

conductors,
the temptaattach unmoney for

others of which no accurate account can be

scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
reminder

In my

n————————

in

the

which

from
fact

GRANT.

the

chief

the reporters’
that

the

iadies

wore dresses’ and had their hair combed.
Which isn’t so rare a thing in New Hampshire as to occasion extra comment. But
the exercises of the day were certainly imposirfg, and the whole affair passed off
pleasantly.
- THE SALARY QUESTION.
It seems to havé occurred to the last Congress to perform its chief act of folly ‘Tiear

where a person can sleep or eat is occupied, and age.
we, old residents, are crowded into corners and
out-of-the-way places, to make room for our guests.
For
everybody entertains here this
week,and all sorts of inconvenience are endured"
to make room for our cousins and guests, who
have chosen to come upon us during these festive
days.

Cold, bitter cold, that is the word.

Ail day

Monday,all night Monday night, and all day
on Tuesday, we have experienced a degree of
cold unprecedented in this climate at this season of the year. The mercury stood only four
ove
this morning at 6 o’clock.
The wind
0 wls, the dust careers about us with a blinding
its close.
The House, a week before, in
effect, yet all are out, each man and woman and
committee of the whole had voted a reck- child in his or her best clothes. For what is the
less increase of pay to the members, which use? Washington has an inauguration only once
it was hoped would be throttled and de- in four years, and its people and its guests must
cently modified before it became a law. do honor to the occasion. Boreas may a8 his
But in almost the closing session of Con- best ;—winds may howl, windows in sham-built
gress the “question was brought up, #hd dwellings may rattle; still we will out, we will
stand on the corners, we' will throng the avethose rare patriots not only voted them- nues and streets and fill the extemporized.
balselves 7,500.00 per year for future service, conies and every possible nook and standing
but unblushingly took nearly two million place,for we must all see the *¢ little silent man,”
dollars from the public treasury to make the * observed of all observers” to-day, who
the salary of the previous two years up to has occupied the White House for the last four
the same figures. The President's salary years, and is, by the permission of Providence,
to occupy it four years longer. There he is in
has also been increased to $50,000.00 per
his carriage, and there goes the procession, twenyear, considerable has been added to the ty thousand strong, stretching from the White
pay of Judges of the Supreme Court, &e. House to the east front of the Capitol, a mile
And to crown all, Congress utterly refused and a half or more. It is civic and military.
to add a mere pittance to the salaries of National troops, marines, West Point cadets, and
several poor clerks, who tremblingly ask- navy students from Annapolis, volunteer comed for it. There is magnanimous patriot- panies from Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Cincinnati, St. Louigsand many other cities, all
ism for you! Now, we have always been in come to do honor to the nation’s chosen ruler.
faver of a fair discussion of the salary ques- Truly it is a splendid sight, impressive and im-tion in Congress, and of such increase as posing, and he whom the people have honored
would seem to be just and proper., But by this great distinction sits quietlyin Ins carwe submit that this is too sweeping, and riage, the same unmoved and deeply thouzhtful
the country ought to raise such a howl of man, giving out no sign of pleasure or anxiety
self ‘poised and quiet,as though he were nothing
disapproval that even these pecunious Con- above
|
or below the most common man in the
gressmen will heed it. Ames and Brooks crowd.
are certainly not left alone in acts of pubHe arrives at the Capitol shortly before 11
lic plunder.
.
o’clock, A. M., goes quietly to his room and is enNEW ORLEANS.
gaged in signing bills till 12 »., when he comes.
The uncertain state of political affairs in forth to the platform, erected contiguous to the
east front of the Capitol, and in the presence of
New Orleans was brought to a crisis last the members of the Senate and House, the CabWednesday by a three-cornered fight be- inet Ministers, the Judges of the Supreme Court
vast multitude of the populace, delivers
tween the police,and a mob, and some U. S. ang'the
gural and takes the oath of office as ad-hii
troops. A straggling band of militia first ministerc yy the Chief Justice, and enters up-four years of service; and all is
fired into a police station, the police fired on another
over. The
[procession moves.
He is escorted
back, then the U. S. troops came up and back to the "Presidential Mansion, reviews theordered a stay of proceedings, which result troops as they pass before him on Pennsylvania
avenue, and thus the offizial ceremomes of the
ed in final peace, though not till one man day are ended.

had been kiiled and several wounded.
This
is doubtless a part of the regular programme,
and ‘has something to do with determining who is to he Governor of the State, but
just what, we are unable to say. A glossary of Louisiana affairs might be helpful to

otitsiders.
A GOOD THING OUT OF GOTHAM.

In view of the fact’ that horse-clipping

CONGRESS.

The

Forty-second

Congress

is at au end.

It

has done many things it ought not to have done,.
and has left undone much needed legislation.
More than three hundred bills fail, many of
which ought to have passed.
There are private
claims of money justly due to people wio are
suffering for that which the government owes
them, and must now suffer on, and hope for
better iuck next time.
Many things Congress
forgot or neglected to do, but it did not forget
or neglect to raise the salary of its members, and
to appropriate to each of them the soug little

has become a prevailing fashion, whereby sw of $5,000 additional compensation. The
the poor brutes are deprived. of* their nat- President’s salury is raised to $50,000, the. Cabi-net Ministers’ and Judges of the Supreme Court’s
to $10,000 each.
Some other officers and emwhereas they must apparently suffer a good ployees of the government also have their salumereased.
deal in consequence, and whereas when riesHow
will the people receive all this? There
are
some circumstances connected wich this inthe clippers have been remonstrated with
crease
of
which should be stated in mitthey have only smiled
blandly at the igation of salaries
this appafently large draft upon ** UnBerghites, and told them to go away, there- cle Saurstsjiassus 7.» Lhe franking privilege is
and members, like ordinary mortals, aust
fore it is very gratifying to vead that Judge gone,
Ray their own postage after June 50th, 1873.
Balcolm of the N. Y. Supreme Court has Mileage is also abolished,and it is contended that
retrenchment by these means will suve the
decided that the said practice is an indicta- the
amount to the nation during all subsequent
ble offense.
That the clippers may sitisfy Congresses which those two leakages absorbed.
that as it may, we have this gain, we have
themselves that the horses do suffer with Be
got rid of two sources of corrupting power untheir hair trimmed off, he advises them to der the government,—mileage and the franking
{
clothe themselves in fine linen and take a ride privilege.
No one questions the propriety of increasing
some morning with tie mercury at zero.
the President’s salary, nor do they object to givthe Cabinet Ministers, the Judges of the SuTHE GENEVA AWARD BUSINESS POSTPONED. ing
preme Court, the Vice President and the Speaker
$10,000
each. The worst feature, as it now
Between both bills which have heen so
stands, is that members should have voted themlong pending for the ‘distribution ot the selves back pay. That is, the Forty-second ConGeneva award, nothing is finally decided, gress consents—this is the word—to take a bonus
of $5,000 each for making the increase. One hunand the conference report throws the whole dred members go out. I'he places that knew

ural

protection

against

the

weather,

and

of the first and most rudimental of our duIn the them yesterday will know them no more forever,
ties to them. Your seryant, dear madam, matter over to the next Congress.
| and the ugly tact obtrudes itself upon the pubis your neiglibor—the nearest of all your meantime, the money when received from lic attention that these men were somehow
Britain is to be put into the bought to carry through a measure which other
neighbors.,
She has
a right, then, under Great
might have failed. After Credit Mobilier
Treasury
and invested in five per cent. wise
with as much propriety. and decorum as this royal law—which is itself the spirit of
investigations, it is not difficult to make the peoindustrious, and we have reason to beligve
ple believe such
tigings even of honorable
Con
are making a comfortable living. But, toa you would find in any family. In fact, as all just laws—to be courteously treated ‘government bonds. The postponement of gressmen,.
It remains to be seen how the peos
great extent, their education, religiously you looked across those tables, it was hard hy you. It is no more condescension for the matter is supposed to be satisfactory ple will treat this question of an increase of sal:
aries under the
circumstances, and whether
and intellectually, is terribly neglected ; and to believe they were as a rule stone blind, you to use respect and gentleness in your to the representatives of the insurance com- they
will lay this blame, if blame there be, at
panies
and
the
underwriters,
who
haye
intercourse
with
her,
than
itis
for
her
to
|
—a
few
of
them
have
na‘
quite
lost
their
thousands of children are growing up withthe door of the republican party.
i
3,
;
: "| sweep your floorsor build your fires. You had but dubious prospects in any of the bills
out the advantages of Sabbath or day , sight.
#
£3
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BUTTERWORTH,

Rohert Robinson, the author
known hymn, beginning— ,

force

of

wel

| the one love,

instability
his

which

or

he

circumstance,

deeply

declining years,

He

less, was to be girded

a

Methodist, an Independent, a Baptist and
a Socinian. He once said to a lady whom
he chanced to hear singing

should

them,

give

to

a thousand

enjoy

the

worlds,

feelings

had

a numGerman

lyrics written during the thirty years war,
illustrate the majesty of faith.
Among

these are John

Wesley's

itinerant

produc-

tions, Charles Wesley's “famous
hymii
written on the Land's End, Cornwall, and
Glover's “The God of Abraham praise.”
The well known hymn beginning—
+

Mighty God, while angels bless thee,”

belongs to the same

class.

It. was

under peculiar circumstances,

would seem to

written

such

as

be little likely to inspire

so

noble a theme.
It was composed,

says

and

Dr.

Belcher,

for

the use of Benjamin Williams, deacon of the
Baptist church "at Reading.
Benjamin
was a favorite of Robinson when a boy.
One day the poet took the boy into his lap,
and under the influence of that affectionate
teeling which a child's love inspires, he
wrote—
“Mighty God, while angels bless thee,
May an infant praise thy name?
Lord of man as well as angels,
Thou art every creature’s theme.”

No far the poet’s mind seems to

have

been

influenced by the child he was holding.
But a warm glow of religious feeling was
awakened within him; and the second

stan-

za was one of remarkable fervor and

pow-

er,—-

:
“Lord of every land and nation,
Ancient of eternal days,
Sounded through the whole creation
Be thy just and lawtul praise.
Hallelujah ! Amen.”

After completing the whole hymn, he read
it to the child, and put it playfully into his
Dr.

says

“Well do we remember,”

hand.

Belcjer, “the deep feeling with which Dea.
we

as

se2ne,

Williams described to us the

|
sat with him by his own fire side.”
Such was the happy hour of domestic
peace and affection that produced ome of
the ‘most majestic strains in the language,
which has been sung in all Christian lands.
It is one among many instances on record
in which the affectionate confidence of
childhood has awakened the sweetest inspiration in the poet's heart, and the most
harmonious chords of his lyre.
The hymn as altered reads—
aw

evening,

in the sitting-room of a small cogtage situated in one of our western vijjages, were
A very
Mrs. L. and her daughter Emma.
over
settling
be
to
seemed
dark. cloud
them. Indeed only an occasional glimpse
sunlight

: of God's blessed

illuminated

the pathway of one of the inmates since
six months before, when, one beautiful
morning in early June, the husband and
father was taken from them by death’.
family,

his

before, he, with

Some years

suffer.

with

When

one

1

year

crowded with
them,
to loom up before
earnest, noble work, and in the summer
following, as I watched with increasing in-

terest the untiring efforts of this noble
woman in our Sabbath school, and heard
her recommend the religion of Christ as
an antidote for every trial in life, and as
more recently I have seen with what power
consecrated talent was enabled to grapple
successfully with the world, as portrayed
by the per of the daughter, and felt the influence of such lives upon my own, I could

not but exclaim, “What hath God wrought.”

had removed from an eastern town,and purchased the cottage in which we find the
What Shall Our Boys Read?
mother and daughter at the opening of this
sketch. The remuneration he received for
They will read,—the most of them,—and
teaching the district school secured to them
aim of insfructors and
Possessed of a -it should be the
a comfortable living.
rather Fw to conquer.
direct
to
guardians
warm hearted, generous nature, beloved as
s can tell you
dozen/fear
a
of
child
Every
a teacher, always at his place in the sanctcharacter in
favorite
his
his pet story and
uary, it is not strange that when he sickBoot
fiction.
nerally
fiction,—ge
or
history
ened and died the community felt they had
dime
for
stands
news
the
at
inquire
blacks
met with an irreparable loss. But keener anboys’
published;
are
they
befere
novels
experienced
were
guish and deeper sorrow
and older people’s periodicals
by bis own household. The stricken wife periodicals,
and covrefused to be comforted, and “my

Christian

readers will.not wonder at this when I tell
them she was not a child of God. True,
she had assented to the truths of our holy

them exemplified

religion as she had seen

in the life of her husband, but ‘had never
felt that deep hatred of sin, ner realized

her great need ofa Saviour which betokens the truly penitent soul, and consequently did not knew of that sure refuge
which our Heavenly Father has provided
in time of trouble,
him.
Not so with

scarcely remember

praying
point

child.

to the time

for those who love
Emma,
who could

when

But

she

she

was

nots a

could definitely

when confessing

Christ

before the world was an imperative

duty,

and at the early age of twelve years she.
became identified with his followers. So
when this great sorrow came she was sustained, for she

ed.

One

clond

knew

in

whom

partially

she

obscured

trust-

the

vision of the dying husband,
It was that
she who had been the partaker of his earth-

ly joys could not share in his approaching
triumph, which is the Christian's sure legaey in the hour of dissolving nature. But
‘with that firm faith in the promises contained in his precious word, which had been his

tower of defense for many

mitted his dear

years,

Wil to the

* widowed and fatherless and
his eternal rest.

And

now

six months

God

he

entered

know

the books

YAID THE

and
uncomplainingly borne thirty-three
years of buffetings and revilings at the
hands of merciless persecutors, and in the

SAseATH

ScHooL.

Do some-

thing to keep up ai interest in.the Sabbath
school, and to increase it. Let all, teachers
and

end, the shameful
and ignominious death of

scholars,

and

church

members,

too,

take this course, and the school will prosthe cross, that we might be spared the uner,
told sufferings of’ the death that never dies,
What is wanted is work~strong, person:
them and the followers of Jesus The asks only of us the poor and unworthy boon al, united effort. Let the scholars, all of
trouble has been that there are so few dif- of our love and obedience.
Strenuous ef- them, get their lessons, and be present
Sabbath to recite them. Let each try
ferences between * him that serveth God forts have been employed in every age to every
to persuade others—as many as can be perand him that serveth Irim not,"—not in pro- prove the unauthentieity of that Word which _suaded—to come into the school, and thus
fe ssion,—but in life, There is little room is, has been and will ever be a lamp to the increase its numbers,
0
4
Let the teachers prepare themselves by a
for wonder why the gospel wins its way so Christian’s feet and a guide to his path.
of the lesson they are to hear, and do
slowly, when its open, nominal friends, by
He permits his Word to be tried even as study
all they can to illustrate and enforce it, and
cruel betrayal, become its worst secret ene- silver and gold are tried, but the refiner’s
by this punctuality and faithfulness manimics! Only let cards be admitted into a fire only enhances its brightness. For six fest an interest in the school.
=
‘Christian home, or let its members go else- ‘thousand years systems of religion almost
Also, let every member of the Church
where to play with cards, and it is easy without number have arisen, many to flour- consider the Sabbath school as an impor-

previous

in our ‘circulating libraries and

enough to trace the results

of such

habits,

see them composed wholly of stories,and in in loss of interest in the ordinances of the
the majority of cases of the lightest and Lord's house, in mere forndality in religious

tant instrumentality, and do all hie can by

ish for a time, and then be numbered among

the things that
one have

been

were.
found

And

his presence and co-operation, to contribute

all except this

wanting.

It

to its prosperity, and there can be no doubt:
as to the result.

is full

poorest kind. Among these, however,there
is a choice, and the well-worn covers mark

com-

of the
upon

had passed,

oT

S. S. Department,

idlers into his vineyard, these ransomed
ones had been earnestly seeking their appointéd sphere, And in reply life seemed

S—l—

bad

to

now

must

the world,

results in bringing down the former without elevating the latter, The world is not
to be converted by trying to show that
there is scarcely any difference between

habits in order to prescribe future occupations.
In the same manner mental and
moral doctors work understandingly only
when they have clea views of the material
with which they deal. So far as my observation extends, the present ¢endeucy
among young people is toward literature of
the lightest character. I find the supply of
the New York Weekly larger than that of
Harpers.
Saturday Night seems to find
readers where nothing else-does., 1 look at

evil

E. A.C.

In the twilight of a November

ones

physician

ferences between the church and

exercises, in coldness, in lack of all spirit- and free; enduring as the eternal Rock up- | Friendsof Christ, just try these means,
ual power, in neglect of the stated meetings| on which it was founded. The stone that and you will have no reason to complain in
the very poorest of this very poor class. 11 of the church,in the loss of all true, healthy was cut out of the mouhtain without hands, regard toa poor Sabbath school.
enter the railroad train and am insulted by Christian influence, .and often ending in shall increase in sizeand strength, until it
darkness seem to be round about us. But the literary trash that is offered me in the grievous sins.
A Possisni Excess. Hearth and Home
fills the whole earth,
The grass withereth,
A dying man, whose life had been wast- and the flower fadeth, but the woud of the
believing in this precious volume as I form of ‘“novelettes,” but am informed that
points out a danger that is worth comsiderdo, I take it as my guide, my comforter,” this kind is offered because this alone can ed in sinfu) worldly pleasures, once said, Lord endureth forever. That star which ing. Of this matter it may be said, “These
and
' opening her well worn Bible she be sold. I find boys in alleys and under what ought to be barned into the very soul shone with such vefulgent light up#h that ought ye to have done, and not have left the
read, “Thou art my hiding place,” and trees absorbed in stories. Iseethem trudge” of every Christian parent:—‘* Keep your fair castern land eighteen centuries ago, other undone:
again, “Gods our refuge and strength, a ing to schoo) with story papers in their sons from cards! Over them I have muar- shines to-day with ever increasing splendor
Sunday-scheol work has become a pro1 enter drawing-rooms and dered time and lost heaven !”
very present help in troubie.”
breast pocket.
in the heavens. Once again he will come, | fession, and the professional Sunday-school
T. H. IPRAKE.
«Oh, that Iknew
where I could find find the tables loaded with * Lamplighters'”
not as the despised Nazaren®, but as the | man must have something to give for his
| money.
IHencethere is a tendency to deand ** Stepmothers.”
I go the Sunday
him,” Said the mother.
righteous Judge of the universe. Clouds | part from the simplicity and spiritual charWho can tell the thrill of rapture that school and find the stories read and the hisof glory will envelop him, angels bear him | acter of the institution, to iutroduce novel“The Wonderful Counselor.”
Thus 1
pervaded the inmost soul of this youthful tories and biographies omitted.
company, and they that sleep in Jesus shall ties, and to overload with appliances. Shal——
disciple as the stricken one began to reach might go on to enumerate the reasons for
also be with: him.
“Every eye shall see | low nominalists want to’ change the name
Forty centuries had come and gone over
I to “*Bible-school,” and to make capital out
out after the Infinite? At this token that believing that among old and young light
him.” The wicked “shall wail because of | of the reverence for the Scriptures by the
this fair earth, since Adam went forth from
literature
is
the
popular,
and
with
a
great
the prayers which had been offered so many
him, and shall call tor rocks and mountains’ {| advocacy of what is: called
“thorough”
our primeval home, with Jehovah's fearful
times would yet he answered, with a grate- majority, almost the only literature. Anothto hide them from the terrible presence of | teaching, but which is indeed nothing: ‘more
ban resting upon him, sever again to roam
| norless than a substitution .of knowledge
ful heart she selected such portions of er vaviety of reading which seems to be
their Judge.
=
through its blooming fields, and drink of
Jut the agony of the soul that shall never i for those spiritual results which only are
his word as were expressive of the boundless gaining ground, is the narrative of personal
| worthy of being sought. The fact that the
its crystal waters.
Universal peace, fit
cease to burn, will find no relief. There
love of the Saviour of sinners for all who adventure,—real and fictitious. This seems
river Jordan is a certain number of miles in
harbinger
of
his
coming
of
whom
it
was
will be no gentle voice to eomfort, no arm
would come to him, and ended by reading to be distinet enough from the story proper
length is of no more consequence in itself
said,
‘he shall be called the Prince of
that beautiful chapter in John’s ‘gospel in to deserve separate notice, ana with the
to save, for they permitted the iron to eu- | than that the Rhine or the Towbigbee ave
Peace,”
rested
upon
the
Roman
Empire.
ter their souls that they might be fortified | «0 many miles in length; and the fact that
which Christ comforts his disciples,..and consideration of this the, next. article will
(Of the four potentates which, according to
against the sweet influences of the spirit | Cain kiiled his brother and that Hezekiah
"GEORGE LEWwIs.
assures .themn that whatsoever they aglgpd open.
| was-king
of Israel have, in themselves, no
prophecy, were to successively occupy the
and the “blood that speaketh better things || more: to do with the religions life ofa child
the Father in his name it should be den
throne of Israel anterior to and at the
Fain would we | than any facts in Rollin’s: Ancient History.
them.
I can not give an adequate dethan the blood of Abel.”
ushering in of the day of redemption, each.
Cards vs. Christians.
When Sunday school men lose sight of the
"withdraw our minds from this dark and
scription of the few hours that followed,
more powerful than his predecessor, the
Sunonly the mother opened her heart as never
—
—
terrible vision, to one that is of heavenly | fact that the veal analogy of the
last was now on the throne. The fullness of
| day-sehool is not with the common school,
soil
whose
land
a
before to this dear child, confessing that
is
There
Recently we learned of the case of a
brightness.
| but with the church, that the Scriptures are
time had come for the consummation of
has never heen. trod hy other than angel not to-be taught like geography, ands that
through all these weary days which had prominent
member of a certain church,
that whieh should be the: crowning event
feet, yet in life's most blissful moments we | the culture of the religious and moral nature
passed, she had been earnestly though se- leaving his home, on the day of his coveim the history of our race.
The same year
can form no approachable conception of the | of the child through the Scriptures and the
cretly desiring to drink from this fountain nant meeting, for the purpose of uniting in
that witnessed the downfall of Isrmel's temglories which await the finally faithful. | teachers personal influence is the real ebjectof cleansing, yet hardly daring to venture a party where ‘“ Eucher” was freely inporal glory, was the ushericg in of the day
| ive point, we shall no longer be able to
upon the promises of him who has said,
Countless millions have gone up “through-| | point with approval to the great results
dulged in by himself with others of mixed of its spiritual uprising.
“him that cometh unto me I will in no moral and religious principles.
great tribulation, having washed their robes | achieved. Net by a dead uniformity of lesson
Night's sable veil had fallen over ull the and made them white in the Lamb's blood.” | and a penderous “curriculum” of study, but
wise cast out.” The daughter urged that
Possibly this is an extreme case of unThe brightness of the firmament
Still they come, and they will never cease ' by the quick and living sympathy of teachers
doubts or mistrust on the part of the peni-4 faithfulness to covenant vows and Christian land.
had Jost itself in clouds of glory behind the so to do, until the archangel sounds the | who themselves living epistles, will the
tent grieved the Saviour, and his willing- profession.
But it serves to illustrate the
distant Judean. mountains.
Refreshing trumpet which shall “greet the ears of a | Sunday-school achieve its highest result.
ness to accept even now.
We know that temptations of ¢ fashionable society,” and
| And as a.home paper, interested in all that
sleep rested lovingly upon the eyelids of startled world.
“Eye hath not secu, ear | makes for the weltare of childhood, we hope
prayer was wrung in agony from the soul, reveals, in some measure, the eonflict bethe weary ones who had sought rest and hath pet heard, nor hath it entered into the || to see the Sunday school reach its highest
tween the gospel aud the world,—the puland e’er the midnight hour, angels carried
refreshment beneath the roof of the lowly
heart of man to coneeive” the unspeakable | effectiveness i the aduc ition of children.
the welcome news to heaven, that another pit and the pew,—wherein the gospel is so
LS 3
inn. The shepherds on the hillsides and happiness of those who have found their
sheaf was gathered into the garner of often neutralized by the poor conduct of its
in the valleys also slumbered. This night portion with the saints in light, and who |
professors. Moreover, it shows how easily
Christ.
=
Ovr Work HELD IN REMEMBRANCE.
and the small and unpretending city of ever bask in the sunlight and smiles of a
" Marvel not, dear reader, for though the some worldly church members become be{ No goed. that the homblest: of us has
David were chosen as the time and place loving and adored Redeemer.
Now
we
sotted in conscience.
wrought ever dies.
You are a.teacher.
If
discipline which a loving Father sends upon
of the mativity of our Saviour.
know emly in part.
Then all shall be re- you have been faithful, some good has dowStill, this is by no means the first or last
us may fail in its purifying mission, the
Suddenly a mysterious change came over vealed =.and doubts aud fears. will no long- ed frome: you into the mind and‘heart of your
earnest petition of one of the weakest of case of professed followers of Christ freely
pupil, and,perbaps,he was aware of it at the
Strange influences were in the er oppress the souls of the “Just made
indulging in “ Bucher playing.” Not a nature.
his children will not be unanswered.
time. Bat by-and-by other influences lend
perfect.”
or
Lox.
air.
The
shepherds
awoke
in
fear
and
Whe ensuing morning wis one of No- few whose homes stand for culture and retheir aid to.forms his mind and character,
and what.you have done can-not be distinvember’s dreariest, but light was within finement, mtroduce into the social circle amazement,. to find hovering above them
guished: from mewer forces, whieh act on the
that cottage, and from its very walls seem- such games with far less embarrassment one in white raiment, who in a voice of
youth and on the man. Perhaps you have
ed to float in thrilling sweetness, ‘My peaee than they would family worship.
or relig- heavenly sweetness said to them, ‘‘Feéar
throws seme seed into his mind, which
not,
for
I
bring
you
good
tidings
of
gneat
giveth
world
the
as
not
I give unto you;
ious conversation ! Indeed, there ase men
after leng years bears fruit, and he ascribes
' passed, who try to justify * games of cards” in joy, which shall be unto all people, for unto
give 1 unto you.” The winter
the cood to some oue else. What then?
Sing in the Sunday School.
giving place to genial, balmy spring, but in Christian families, upon the plea that,
If yow have served God in serving him, God
if you is berm: this day in the city of Dawid,
——
remembers
it, although he: does
not.
those chilly, freezing, wintry months the their sons were mot permitted to play a Saviour which is Christ the Lord.” Then
Dear children, sing in the Sunday-scheol. There is one long, unerring memory in the
seed of divine truth which had been plant- cards at heme, under their own eyes, they there was a sound of wings like the rush- Let your voices ring out sweet and clear in universe, out of which nothing: good ever
ed within those hearts, had sprung up and would frequent saloons or clubs, with ing of many waters, and countless millions the beautiful songs of worship.
fades.—Wookey.
of the heavenly host with voices tuned: for
De net sing with beisterous tones, which
even now gave promise of an abundant

“The Entrance of Thy Words.”
.

the

The

ures.

12, 1873.

of "* Every effort made to cover over the dif-

books, both bad and good.

associations,

for

such

harvest. Believing that the Master called no there learn many viees.”

“Mighty God ! while angels bless thee,
May a sinner praise thy name #’

BY MRS.

in

but now he seems so far away 3
“Viewed from an earthly
standpoint,”
said Emma,” I confess
that clouds and

then.”

The early Methottists produced
ber of hymns, which, like the

labor

the penalty of some broken law. I thought
I loved God before he dealt with me thus,

it’ I

I

for

-ago, [ can not but feel that we are suffering

in a stage canch, after his relapse into the
gloomy speculations of
Socinianism,—
*Madam,
1 am the poor, unhappy man
who composed that hymn, many years ago,
and I would

be

contrast our situation

+Come, thou Fount of every blessing,”

had

anew

the Master's service. And thus we find
them, The mother speaks first.
“I can not se¢ why we of all others

in

turns,

She
did
deeper, holier
even then en-

penniless.

circling her, that lite, instead of being aim-

an

regretted

wasby

aimless,

not know that a love purer,
than any earthly love, was

of genius and impressible feelwas easily influenced by the
association

with

the strong arm

not strange that, as she cast a tearful
glance into the future, she felt that life
henceforth would be a burden, bereft of

A

*("ome, thou Fouut of every blessing,”

was a man
ings, but

1t is necessary to know the present tendencies, in order to learn the present standpoint and where to apply curative meas-

Unused to battle

on whieh she had leaned so trustingly, it is

i

of.the

the part of Mrs. L.

missing

This requires a knowledge

boys and

CH

-

AH

a

the bad.

MAR

i

HEZE

months of sorrow, anguish and unreconciliation to the dealings of providence on
life's stern duties,

of Robinson’s Hymns. .
BY

STAR,

MORNING

HE

“Communications.
One

!

purposes,

and

Such is the silly
plea of not a few professed followers of our
Lord Jesus Christ! Of course, such wouldbe fashionable members of the church, with

very little strain upon their pliable consciences, find wines and dancing very convenient and ‘“ polite I” Fickle publie opinions, rather than the interests of the Redeemer’s cause, govern in all such cases.
He who repeatedly, persistently, defiantly

indulges in what is condemned as wrong
by his most earnest brethren and sisters in
the church, by his pastor and by the most
pious in every age, can not do otherwise
than pollute his conscience, comprernise
his principles, weaken his influence and
grieve away the Spirit of God. Conscience,
triffied

with,

soon

becomes

enfeebled,

so

that its dictates are vo longer trustworthy.

unnumbened ages, to notes of

sweepest

orate harshly upon

the

sensitive

ear,

and

melody, sang “Glory to God in the highest, disturb. the tender feelings of devotion,
peace on earth, good will to man.”
Skill which melt the heart and bring the dear
Saviourso lovingly near us—so near that
ness reiumed over all the earth.
And we camalmost feel his hand lai¥ in blessing
in the stable, im the arms of the virgin upon our heads ; but sing with your heart
mother,
the
infant
Jesus
lay sleep-- in the words and veur soul in. the music.
How many souls have been blessed and
ing ; a belpless babe, and yet the Creater of
saved
{rom some fierce temptation
and
the universe.
In the puny arm of that from evil
ways by the sweet. songs of the
child, alli power was vested, for he was Sunday school, we-shali never know until
“King of kings, and Lord of lords.” = His’ we with them reach the Great City, whose
span of life had just begun, yet he "lived light is the Lamb, where countless millions
.
before the morning stars, and had ‘‘glory are singing his praises.’
A young man eame to this country a few
with the Father before the world was. His years since frons Sec’ and. He had been
dominion is an

everlasting

dominions,

and

his king dom that which shall not be destroy-.
ed.” Yet be came not to the sound of the

trained up to a strict observance of the Sabbath..

Here, being

trumpet, leading his armies to the slaughter

land,”

of their enemies, but ‘‘despised and rejected of men,a man of sorrows and acquainted

was

he

*‘a

became

stranger

with

associated

young men of low. morals,
a [requenter of

in a strange

and

saloons,

a

with

some

them

breaker

of

the Sabbath and honored not God in all his
Ways.
One Sabbath: while wandering listlessly

with grief.” His life was one of unparalAnd when and where we put ourselves,
Miracles
leled gentleness and humility.
merely for pleasure or fashion, against the
many and stupendous he performed by the along the streets of the city, he approached
a Mission Sunday school. The voices of
sacred feelings and religious convictions of
word of his mouth, or the touch of. his the school rang out clear and joyous in the
others,—especially when those others are
band; healed diseases of mind anid body, dear old song so familiar to every Sundayof the church of Christ,—we wound our
for all that came to him, and poured the school child (and ought to he in every Sun.
true religious character, we sink our Chris- healing balm and *‘oil of gladness,” into. the day-school singing book in the land) “These
tian reputation under the hoofs of world- hearts of sorrowing and oppressed ones; is a happy land far, far away.” The yousg
man listened spell-bound. It seemed like
lings, and humiliate, before thie infidel and
“did no sin, neither was guile found in his voices from his dear Scotland home. All the
the vile, the precious cause of the Saviour.
mouth, and when he was reviled,reviled nod ties and memories of home, of church and
No; the excuses made to justify cardagain.”
Tears, such as his professed fal- the bléssed Sunday school came surging like
playing are not Christian or sound in reaare sometimes ashamed to shed, a great wave over his soul. He turned. his
lowers
that boys read, cumber the mails,
son or experience. Carnal hearts deceive coursed freely down his cheeks at sight of steps into the chapel, joined in the song,
er the counters of dealers. Circulating themselves when they bring any pleas for- human sorrow and suffering ;‘for he was in united himself to the Sunday school aad, fi-.
““ Ye
nally became a good Christain. His sidful
libraries fill the minds of patrons and the ward to excuse such indulgences.
all things like as we are, yet—without sin.” ways forsaken, a new life began, he soon
pockets of owners. The public libraries can not serve God and mammon I” /
a Humanity and divinity were in him most after returned to gladden the hearts of his
We are not of the number who count it
are patronized to an extent never known
ry” prophecy aged parents. Doubtless he is now laborharmoniously blended.
before, and are rapidly increasing in num- sin to enjoy a downright good laugh, or
concerning the star ing heart and soul in the good work Which
uttered,
been
had
that
bers and influence. Book-publishing is re- who deny the necessity of our nature for that should come out of Jacob, and the lies before him. Never forgetting the sweet
‘song which led his steps into the ways of
By
some rest, relaxation and amusement.
munerative, and one of its most important
scepter that should rise out of Israel, found peace. Onoe more,dear children, let me say,
branches is that which produces the books no means, however, can we excuse forms its perfect fulfillment in the ‘Wonderful with all your heart and voice sing together
and papers that our boys read. Hence the of amusement. whose tendency is low, whose Counselor.”
in your Sunday school.—The Epangel.
¢
multiplicity in these latter days of publish- associations ave groveling, whose enemies
Yet many would weaken the foundations
are the best of the saints of the Most High.
ers and publishing houses.
A Teacner's THovaHTs. I had rather
were laid in the Rock of Ages. The
that
There are no signs that there will be a ¢ Come out from among them and be ye sermon on the mount, in beauty and purity teach a child than an old man. If I sow
good seed in the soil of that young heart, it
Thousands of ‘wrecked souls
turn in the tide. Indications are rather of separate !”
of expression, in grandeur and sublimity will be dropping good fruit all along the
have
found
when
too
late
the
danger
lurkconsea
and
appetite
an increased literary
of conception, has indeed no equal in any pathway of life,
quent increase in the supply. Publishers ing in the first pack of cards. Happy the language. The word abounds in figures
There stands a
printer with a sheet of
announce new attractions and the boys stand home, in one respect at least, where the and allegories the most sublime. Cana of
a-gape with expectatiqn. Periodicals increase enticing games of cards have never been Galilee witnessed his first miracle. The
in circulation monthly, and in every com- sanctioned‘in the name of a Christian par- transfiguration on Mount Hermon, and the
Sad the memories of that home appearing to him of Moses .and Elias, the
munity arrangements are making for in- ent!
paver under the press. I will endeavor to
where, in the interest of innocent amusecreased privileges in literature.
eave there an imprint that shall make him
great lawgiver and defender of, the law,
ment, the ‘first steps in the down-grade of
Whether this tide can be checked, if desaid to the world that the law and the
girabl
ny means within the power of vice were made easy for the fast youth!
prophets were henceforth to be merged into
philanthropists, is doubtful. Fhe only safe What if fair hands shuffle and throw the the teachings of ‘Christ.
All the types
So much the worse ! What if fash;
resource’ is that of direction, as far as pos- cards?
and symbols used previous to his advent,
gible, in useful ekannels. Some lof the best ion gild the game with wealth and beauty were now of none effect, for they spoke of
Shame upon them all!
methods for accomplishing this result, it and politeness?
.one yet to come. And he was the fulfilling
away from church.
T learned to swear.
will be The object of this and subsequent And far worse shame upon those, with] of the law.
To all the unsatisfied long- became
a thief.” ¢I will tell this to my
Christian name, whose hand or head or
articles to point out.
;
ings of our immortal souls, for a something class,” said I ‘Boys, shun bad company ;
| To consider these methods intelligently, heart or smile sanctions this incipient vice !
yet wanting, comes now the answer, ‘‘Come do'not lie ; do not swear; keep yourselves
If
worldlings
will
play
at
cards,
let
them
it will be necessary to ascertain what diamong those who love and do good things.”
rections the juvenile mind is taking at pres- not have it to say of those who handle the unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy Thousands of boys have been ruined by
laden, and I will give you rest.”
their street education.
It is the devil’s Snnent, what are useful and what injurious, and elements of the Holy Supper, ‘ There is
Our Joving intercessor, having patiently day-school.—D. A. R.
.
little
distinction
between
them’
and
us!”
+
the points which distinguish the good from
+ Lah
ci
’

Pars PLEA ¥O& THE BisLE.. In a sclioel
io the west of Ireland, a few. years ago,
were: two beys about the same age—iif-.
teen or sixteen. Their names were Pat F.
and Philip Oi. F. There were many intelligeat young people in the seheol, but Pat
and Philip took the lead in most things;
and,. isdéed, the visitors were often astonishedat the remarkable readiness and
appropriateness of their replies to the

mis-

cellaneous ynestions put to. them. Philip
has become a missionaryof the cross in
Turkey.
We do not know what has: become of Bat—at that time by far the most
promising boy .in the scieol. But ‘‘the °
day will declare it.”
We remember on one

cecasion

Mr:

B.,

well known in that neighborhood, paid a
wisit to the schoo 3 je ani Sosirons of
ing as once
the knowledze of the Seript7 en
by the sabolars, and! their
power to-apply it to the solution cf controverted pommts. Mr. B. assumed’ the
language of an opponent to the gemeral
reading,of the Word of God.

-

‘‘Boys,” said he, ‘what right have you to

read

the Bible?”

“Every right, sir,”

Christ

said

said

the boys, ‘‘for

(John 9 . 45),

‘‘Skarch. the

Scriptures,”
«All very well,” sail Mr.

that big people
én, who

B.,

‘to

prove

may read—men and, wom-

have come
to years of maturity—

but what has that to. say to Iittle fellows
like you ?”
“The Word of God is fit for little
people,
too,” said Pat, ‘for we read (I Tim, R (15)
that Timothy knew the Scriptures from a
child.”
“Bat,” said Mr. B., ‘“Timothy- afterward, you know; became a priest. Your
text only proves.that young boys who are
going forward to the priesthood should be
taught the Holy Scriptures.”
“OF, but, sir,” said Pat,

with a

bright

twinkle of his intelligent eye,that proclaimed he had the best of the
before the answer came,

argument,

‘‘wasn’

even

Timothy

(3d Epistle, 1: 5) taught by his grandmoth-

er?

and, sure, sir, she wasn't

Wesleyan, Juvenile Offering.

=

a

priest !"—

Sarre,

Firsr SABBATH ScHooL. “I organized
the first Sabbath school in this county and

ran it myseif,” said a shrewd but dissipated

Wisconsin lawyer. “A few of us Americans came here early. We wanted to get
in decent, industrious settlers and keep® the
‘A’ Sabbath
So I said:
rowdies out.
sohool will draw the folks we want. It will
be the best and cheapest way to blow for the
settlement,” They all agreed to it. Therewasn’t a soul of us that pretended to have a
grain of piety. So they pitched upon me to
carry out the plan, I Hid it, sending to Mr.
Rice, of the American Sunday School Union,
for a library, and ran the school all summer.

It did the blowing

for us splendidly. Sever-

al Christian families came in, and, as they
had a better stock of piety, I handed the
Sabbath school over to them. It was a
ood,
grand thing for us. ‘We secured a
In fact, sir, it got

pious, moral settlement.

to be so that couldn’t live there myself,”
~—

Pik

ea

a

EL

MORNING

THE
“Fifty Dollars, or Fifty Cents.”

God’s'
4 Beauty. ;

*

God flings his beauty everywhere,

‘With rich, prolific hand,
It clothes the earth, it fills the air,

Missionary Society” supported a minister,
and maintained regular divine worship.
About the time when it became necessary to pay the minister's salary, there
moved into the place a man who gained
his living by ‘carting coal and other similar labor, “It was noticed that this man
was very regular in his attendance at

His beauty gilds his throne with light,
No eye but his can see,

Sparkles with ever fresh delight

Upon
life's crystal sea;
Jt shines upon a seraph face
With soft, pellucid fay
Gives an insect’s wing its grace
The brow of night its luster wears

.

unobtrusive ray;

ety.

In

one

And torrents hurrying down.

|

But most of all God’s beauty shines
Where patience bows her head,
And faith oft weeps but ne’er repines,
‘When most her hopes seem dead ;
Mid courts and alleys, mansions fair,
And streets which
wealth oft flies,
God’s beauty greéts us everywhere,
When love anoints our eyes,

accordance

fine

morning

with

Deacon

this

was, it seems, a

a man

their

met

minister.

was

the

The

first

person

above-mentioned

Christ Before Men.

with:

———

“Good

morning,

Mr.

he

coal-carter

B——,

ntton

man, ¢ let us

Believe ye that He is able

violent, passionate, close-

build

a house.)

‘What

Christian

double-edged.

It

would show faults in

the church itself, as “well as outside of it.
Wherever a man who is sincerély trying to
serve God remains outside of the church,
there is a presumption—not a certainty,

but a probability—that the church itself is
partly to blame. But our present purpose
is not to treat this side of the

yet to_set forth at large

the

_ men should enter the church.

subject, nor

reasons

why

We wish to
speak only of two misapprehensions which
keep men out of the organized society of

Christ's followers.
First, many shrink from a position which
they. regard as an avowal of superior goodness. They do not want to profess to be

better than other men, knowing as they do
their own short-comings.
Now, it "has
been said a thousand times, and it needs to
be said a millien times more, that church
membership is not a profession of special

I

full - hight, .and with great earnestness
replied:
*I do not value the gospel at

The same spirit actuated

church on hearing the

the rest

story, and

thousand

days the salary was raised by the people
themselves, without the necessity of applying for outside aid.
Reader,
question

it becomes
suggested

“low much
for upon the
for eternity.
tianity, you
crated time,

you
by

to

do you value the gospel at?”
answer may’ depend your fate
If, by a whole-souled Chrisprove that you have conseinfluence, money, all that you

will

have and are to the service

of

the

Master,

at that dread hour all Will’ be well. But
goodness.
It is an avowal of allegiance to if not, then this question may well startle
God, and of friendship with God’s servants. you. For according to your valuation of
When a man entering formally upon citi- the claims of Christ here, will be his valzenship swears fidelityto his country, does vation of your services there.— Religious
he thereby set himselt’ up as pre-eminently Herald.
a patriot?
When a man promises his |
friends to try to let liquor alone, does he,
in doing so, hold himself out as a model of

temperance ?
In openly uniting

with

the

Lord's

peo- |

Acknowledge thy Lord.
When

[ look

abroad

upon

declares is the recognition of a good above |
He recoguizes God's
the } |
law as binding on him. He ’ recognizes
=
A
heavenly Father as a tender and loving
parent—always his father, now owned byA. |
him before men as his father.
He recognizes Christ as the Master and Saviour of

it

is

‘men, worthy

to be wholly

trusted

and

fol- |

lowed.
He does not *‘ profess relicion,” |
as some superiority which he has got in| |

himself.

He

makes

no more profession as |

do, who, the moment they think they are
going to be looked at, trim up their godlitries to hide

himself.

If a ‘man’s

not

need

heart

is

it for

faithiul

to

him, he least of all beings needs lip-service,
God does need that we should publicly
confess him. He needs it for the sake of
his

other children.

And here, again, men

make a mistake. They think the time has
passed when Christianity needs a declaration of allegiance from its friends. In the
days

of the early church, when Christ's re-

ligion was fighting against mighty foes,
hated by Jews and scorned by Gentiles, its
followers set apart for scrutiny and fov
obloquy from all other men—then, indeed,
all manly and honorable feeling urged the
disciple to openly declare his allegiance to
a cause thatso needed friends. But now
Christianity walks in purple, and the world
bows before her ; to assume her badge may
now even seem like courting favor and
po

rity.
ut, the truth is, the Lord's cause

always

needs the open adherence of its friends.
It needs it now as really
as it did when
Jewish high-priests and Roman emperors
were trying to crush the new faith.
At the

present

time,

many

minds,

and

especially those of the young, are earnestly
considering the deepest questions
pertaning to religion. A great many well-meani Bi
are asking themselves, * Is
religion—as a personal relation with God—
a reality and a necessity? Are not the
highest goodness and the highest happiness

possible, withont any dependence on a Su-

pernatural Being?” = Such
more or less distinctness,

questions, with

asked

conscious-

flowers hang down their heads; does the
sun draw a veil over his modest face; does
nature blush until the leaves- of the trees
are scarlet?
Oh, no! Nature cares not
for gazers, and when any come to look upon her, she doth not hasten to wrap a mantle over her fair form, or throw a curtain.

before her grandeur.
So the Christian is not to be always wishing to expose what is in him; that were to

fore men.

and

ignorant, seem

spirit, and

look eagerly in all directions for a sure
answer.
And nothing influences them half

so much

as what they

see in the people

him-

self our friend amidst the splendors of his
Father's court. Nor was he ashamed amidst
the mockery and spitting of Pilate’s hall.
Why,
then, should you find it a hardship
or difficulty to acknowledge kim ?
Acknowledge him! I ought to feel proud
of the honor to be allowed to acknowledge
him!
1, who am black, ashamed to call

him husband who is the fairest of the

dren of men!

I, that am poor as

chil-

poverty,

blush to own that the King of kings calls
himself my brother! I, who deserve the
deepest hell, I be ashamed to own that
Christ has washed me in his precious blood,
and set my feet upon a rock, and put a
new song into my mouth! My Master, I
ashamed

of thee!

How

can it

“yroo

My brother, my sister, you who

retirement
bushel,

you

and

keep

in

hide your candles under a

should

not

do

so.

In a moment or two

saying

he

‘‘Amen,”

For

closed his

the

sake of his dear name, who loved you with
around them whom they know.
The class
of whom we speak honor goodness, and an everlasting love, and has graven you
upon the palms of his hands, come forth
desire to be good themselves, Their in- and avow youv faith.— Spurgeon.
x
quiry is not whether goodness is desirable,
but whether God is necessary to goodness
in men—in other words, whether God ex N
Christ at the Table.
ists at:all, as a practical force.
———
No man who has a strong affirmative
conviction on this subject—no man who
It was in John Fall’s Orpham.Jlouse, in
has felt in his heart that without God all Weimar, one evening, when one of the
effort is failure, all hope is efipty—no man boys had said the pious grade: “ Come,
who knows that all the good in him comes Lord Jesus, be our guest, and bless what
from God, has aright to withhold his testi- thou hast provided,” a little fellow looked
mony. To do so is as if, when men are up and said: *“ Do tell me why the Lord
seeking water in a drought, one who has Jesus never comes.
We ask him every
access to an inexhaustible spring should day to come and sit with us, and he never
conceal his knowledge.
If you are resting comes.”
on God for what is best in your life, you _ *¢ Dear child, only believe, and vou may
owe it to the world—to the community be sure he will come; for he does not dearound you, to those whom you know, and gpise our invitation.” to those who, unknown, are watching you
‘*T shall set him a seat,” said the little
—to openly acknowledge God as the Su- fellow ; and just then there was a knock at
preme Good. You owe your whole life to the door. A poor, frozen apprentice enter-

a

few

I inquired

what

he

about

them bnt one are happily
Gol."—Bishop Bowman.

of

to

seen.
Boston

and
lately,

wall,

a

fish-

seen! ‘But he has an excellent library,
chiefly on the horse and agriculture. He
is a healthy and handsome Hercules, from
whom 1 expected something like the rumbling of a ‘‘son of thunder.” But he is a
very lamb in gentleness of speech—his
style reminded me of ‘“‘bated hreath- and
whispered humbleness.” He
has
more
people flocking to him, and more ministers keeping away from him, than any
other orthodox pastor in Boston. Under
his early preaching, his white

cravat

was

hopefully converted, and ever since has
actively served the church in holy orders
as a flourishing pocket-handkerchief.

The Honor of Usefulness.
—————

Sometimes in a season of drouth, you
may stand upon a hill-top and look on the
parched and yellow fields. Presently you
say: ‘‘What is the meaning of that riband
the

slope,

and

through the meadows, till itis lost in the
distance? Ah! now I remember.
That is
where a brook ran once. Its waters have
been dried up, but the verdure which they
nourished remains.”
And so, how often

does it happen, after a good man’s life has
exhaled to heaven,
that the beatity and
glory of its beneficerice abides.
Lapse of time does not lessen this glory.
Its foundations are deep as the human
heart, broad as the

three years ago
in one of the

or

race.”

a monument

French

of vaccination.
convulsion

human

was

towns, to the

Can

that shall

WE,

man.

and

and

your heart with cheer;
dogmatize; draw men
fidelity ; seek to make
nobler men, and you
Ob, in these cities how

from Geothe.

Of course, no
no credit given
ed.
We need say
mending these
them,
suffices.

Whether

mathematics

guineas or pennies, or rhetoric

or

is but one Imperial City.
Prince Imperial Galop.
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CONTAINS

Easter

Back

specify

by

the

Organs & Melodeons!

Old Established

we

Two

list, which we are sure

invent-

his

of

hold

upon the grateful reverence of mankind?
Wherever a Sunday school meets, beneath

the gothic roof, or.in the log cabin,” under
the shadowed grove, or in the teeming

kitchen, there is a monument enduring,
imperishable,
to Robert Raikes.
And
Wesley, where in Christendom is not his
memorial to be found? And Carey, and
Judson, and Eliot, and Luther, when shall
their glory fade ? Surely, itis no exag-

geration to affirm that while the glory of
mere’ selfish aggrandizement shall grow
with every age more . and more obscure,
the honor that comes
from beneficent
usefulness shall shine through all time
and through eternity, with an ever-bright-

ening effulgence, akin to that which

are these words of the Master, ‘Whosoever

be

1. New subscribers, sending

set

down

$2.50,

will

Glory of God,” and ‘‘ Fairy Stories;
2. New subscribers,

sending

or,

$4.25, will

receive the Star for one year, Avthur’s very
excellent Home Magazine for one year,and
a large, new and very beautiful steel Engraving,

just

executed,

entitled,

¢¢ The

the

of the Star is $2.50; of

Magazine, $2.50;

of

the Engraving,

$5.00 ;—making a total of $10.00.
farnish the whole for $4.25; GF,
3. New subscribers,

sending

receive the Star. for

one

tian

of the

at

Work,—one

We will
$3.60, will

year, The

Chris-

about $12:00;

4. New

This favorite New

England

LUNG

N.

by

16 inches,

H.

EASES

It is recommended

by the

for it,

OF THE

THROAT

AND

LUNGS.

It is pleasant to take and warranted to cure.
Send for circulars with testimonials.

*¢ Little

FISHERVILLE,
0

N. H.

6m4l

peorer dor! Arents wanted! All classes of workin

OA

jd t

wi Vf ple, of either sex, young or old, make

money

more

at

work for us in their spare moments or all the timo than aghnytLing
else, Particulars free. Address G. Stinsen & Co., Portland, Maine.

1y4l

WATERS,
OFFER.— HORACE
GREAT
148 Broadway, New York,will dispose ot ONE HUNDRED
ORGANS of six first-class
MELODEONS and
PIANOS,
makers, including Waters’s, at Extremely bow Prices for
cash,or will take part cash, and balance in small monthly
installments. New 7 octave first-class PIANOS.all modern improvements, for $275 cash. Now ready a new kind
of PARLOR ORGAN, the most beautitul style and perfect
Illustrated Catalogues mailed. Sheet
tone ever made,
Music, Instruction Books. and sSundav - school Yugi
Books
A

AGENTS!
OUR

QUICK !=:cc.

[ J you will

[]
(there is a rush for it)on
greatest work.

®of territor;
"IAG LIE WIS’ last an
:

DIGESTION;

or, MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET
It is by odds the most taking and saleable book n
the field. 1. itis on a vitally important
subject :
1t is. by America’s most popular writer on health. }
1t is, for the price, the largest and handsom®st book
ever sold by subscription. Agents, the peoples:
eager for such a book, and will urge you to bring
to them.

13
y

Write for terms, &c., free.

CEORGE

MACLEAN, Publisher;

3 SCHOOL

ST..

BOSTON,

“Wall

Agency in New

Street

tions,” free on application.

and

its Qoera-

1Y

;

and

all Men

WANTING

will furnish a ¢ nance with
month.
for our

REMEMBER
Circulars giv-

GRAHAM,

REAL

PERRY

& CO.

ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS,

Of all the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in ghose cases
in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire

Insurance companies have failed.
NOW IS THE TIME TO INVEST
here, and to place on loan.
OFFICE AT PRESENT,

" 166 LASALLE

Street,

45tf

CHICAGO

A NEW

QUESTION

The Latest and

BOOK!

Best for Young

People!

PRECIOUS WORDS!
Price

15

Works of Jesus, and intended to be used after them.

All orders promptly filled by

D. LOTHROP & CO.,

his Chromo, which

Publishers of Religious and Sunday School Books.

38 and
40 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS. }
82tf

It opens to us the

|

in one month, our

28 Years

in Africa,

is having. PROVES it above all others the book the
MAS3ES WANT,
It goes hike WILDFIRE, Over 600

pages, only $2 50.
not

OTICE.—Be

made to

MORE AGENTS

WANTED.

deceived ‘by misrepresentations

palm off high-priced inferior works, but send

for I,
and see PROOF of statements
and great
success of our agents. Pocket campanion. worth
$10, mailed free. HUBBARD BROS., Publishers,
733 Sansom

St.. Phila.

1y47

OF

CHURCHES
S. =.

Superintendents ot

pubCatalogue of New Sunday School Books just
lished by the Freewill Bapuet Printing Establishment. These Books are now rcady for sale and delivery.
Prize Series.

$150

Andy Luttrell,
Shining
Master

May

Hours,
Pupil,

150
150

Bel ,

150

Sabrina Hackett,

Aunt Mattie,

150

.

150

Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,

150

Light from the Cross,
Rainy

Day

150

Series.

A Ray Day at School,
Birthday Present,

a5
a5

New Year,
Fireside Angel,

75
ao

Rainy Day at Home,

a5

Mrs. Child’s
The Christ-Child,
Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven.
Bright

Series.
rh]
aD
J5
75
Bf

Day

Bright Days,

Series.

Sap

125

Sunny Skies,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,
Starlight

125
125
125

iq
{
Series.

Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,
Va
Miscellaneous.

a5
5

150.

Anecdotes of Atimals,
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,
Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,

150
100
175
150
125
1 00

Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor?

455
405

Triumph over Midian,
When we were Young,
Sybil’s
Way,
-

90
55
125

Rescued from Egypt,
Claudia,
Child Life,

Any of which will be sent
on receipt of the price.

by mail, free o!

Parties designing to get new
braries, or to

490
490
00

/

replenish old

Sabbath

ones, can

postage
:

School

send

us

Li»
their

orders which will be immediately filled with our own
publications,or will be filled with the books of other
publishers, and will be furnished to Sabbath
in Libraries,at wholesale
.

schools

prices.

L. R. BURLINGAME,

Doerv, N, H,

Cents,

BY MARY
LATHAM
CLARK,
Author of the Old, Old, Story and the Wonderful

Students,

12m6

LIVINGSTONE

MASS,

After the Chicago Fire.

$3.00, will

would be great among you, let him be
least of all and servant of all.”—Na¢. Bap- very heart of what is pure, beautiful and
list.
; suggestive in domestic life, and its merits
dr
/
lth
grow upon one by study.
It would not be worth while to attain to
We shall not probably be able to hold
seventy years, if all the wisdom of the |
out these inducements for move than a lim‘world were foolishness before God.

or Commercial
on

TO PASTORS

Sold by all Druggists.

has just been designed and executed at a
heavy expense, will be sent mounted and

ready for framing.

has

It cures COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP,
BROTCHITIS, ASTHMA, SPITTING OF
BLOOD, CONSUMPTION, AND ALL DIS-'

beautiful Chromo, 13

entitled

N.-B.—Pamphlet

in the market

best physicians, and does all that 1s claimed

receive a copy of the Star for one year, and
a new and especially

House

ork.

THEBESTTRAVELING BUSINESS

REMEDY

of curative agents, though it has been

or,

subscribers, sending

N. Y.

and Gold Board.

REFERENCES.—Mechanics Banking Association, or
any Siskivg

The immense sale, 10,000

most vital and

practical monthly religious sheets published,—for one year, and two very choice and
exquisite Chromos, each about 12 inches
square,entitled ‘‘Good Morning,” and *Carlo in Mischief.”
At the regular prices,
what we thus offer for $3.60 would cost

of Stock Exchange

Publisher and Bookseller, CONCORD, N. H.

Three Graces,” or,Faith, Hope, and Charity.

The regular price

Member

& 00,,

70 Broadway,

elsewhere.
AGENTS and PEDDLERS willfindit to
their interest to do so, and will be honestly dealt with
Address at once for terms
D. L.
GUERNSEY

before

receive the Star for one year, and a copy
of any one of the fine, good-sized steel Eogravings which they may select from the
following list: *“ The Heavens declare the

ra- or, Home Sunshine.”

diates from the throne of God and of the
Lamb.
~ hit
Humanly true, as well as divinely true,

must

H. FOOTE

and Brokers,

ing full description of the business, before engaging

Yet!

as both generous and choice. . Look at what
follows:

RANDAL
Bankers

AGENTS

the

varied and valuable as well as attractive.
At the end of no little thought, inquiry and
planning, we have.decided to offer a new

To Speculate Successfully.

|

C. C. TOPLIFF, M. D., Proprietor.

rich premiums

Troy Bell Foundry

from $100 to $200
per
THIS, and do not fail to send

now to our subscribers, and they have been

erected

conceive

loosen

or

offered

Y.
price.

LOOK lies

For circulars address

Rev. L. L. HARMON,

$H

have

N.

Continue to manufacture those BELLS (which have
made TROY celebrated throughout the world, and
which have been made at this establishment during
the past twenty years) and are now making mor
bells, annually, than any other foun
in the country, for Churches, Academies, Plantations, &c.,
made of genume-Bell Metal (Copper and Tin.) RoMounti
, the best in use. All Bells warranted satisfactory. Large Illustrated Catalogues
sent free on application to JONIES * OO
ROY, N.
Y.
CAUTION.
Beware of parties claiming to
manufacture Genuine Troy Church Bells, whose
Foundry is XOT, and NEVER has been located in
TROY, N. Y., said claims are intended to deceive the
public.
.
5265

isfactory when received, all moneys are readily re
funded and’ all freights paid, so you run no risk in

but little over two years.

We

Broadway,

TROY BELLS.

directed), or damages by transportation.
If Instruments ordered do not prove perfectly sat-

done enough for others.

Premiums

and

HOW

gamed a reputation which places it in the front rank

Richest

Ca-

‘

:
599

Brother Harmon’s supply of Musical Instruments
all over the United States is a steadily increasing
business.
Organs and Melodeons of the bést quality, and
on the most liberal terms, are supplied at short notice, and he sustains all losses of money (if sent as

We seldom do enough for. ourselves;
more comforting is it therefore to hav

The

Kickel.—

Audis Fan post-paid, on Receipt of the Marked

in-

earth.

Polka,

Numbers Supplied,
January, February,
March Numbers sent for: 75 cents.

;

most beautiful metempsychosis is
we
see
ourselves entering into

self is true blessedngss on

Dressler.—Kittie’s-

J. L. PETERS, Music Publisher,

count

defend

Carol,

Address,

to their friends, may be safely assumed.
But we shall seek to fill all orders with
despatch.

Portsmouth,

THE

PRICE, $1.50 FOR SIX MONTHS, OR §3 PER YEAR.

pércentage is allowed and
when premiums are order/
nothing in the way of comoffers. The statement of
That the remittances and

b2tf

PRICE 30c.,

FOLLOWING BELECTIONS OF NEW
MUBIC:
Saviour, Thou art ever Near. Song and Cho., Danks.
—Pretty
Evaline Adair.
8g. and Cho., Hays.—
Geraldine, Song and Cho., Fiske.—He Kissed me
Good-bye at the Gate, Stewart.—Hear me Say my
Little Prayer; Pratt. Just as
I am. For Communion
or Lent,
Wagner.—Let the World Chant and Sing
Easter Carol, Smart.—Put on your Best Array.

dantly, is what may, be expected as a matter of course.
That our readers will
promptly take pains to show these offers

ordering.

(4 hands,) Dressler, 35¢.—
(4 hands.) Pasher, 356¢ —

Sringinsicid Galop. (4 hands,)
Pasher, 35¢.=Wild
unter Galop. (4 hands,) Pasher, 35c.

ordering the

losses

Zimmer-

35¢.—*Christmas Gifts

Bohemian Girl, Pacher.—The Village Festival..
price, Kinkel.—The toast. Brindisi, Tonel.

orders Road come in promptly and abun-

misdirection,

and Czar and

;
:
5
Miiéller, 40c —Silver
Spray.
Caprice Mazurka,
Kinkel,
40c.—Sweet
T oughts, Reverie, Tonel, 40c.—*The render Chord,
March, Kinkel, 85¢.
*The Tender Chord. Polka,
Ducat, 40c.—The Village Festival, Kinkel, 40.—There

the Chro-

and orders plainly, so that there need be no
mistakes,

Betly,

Galop, Carlo Detta, 85c.—*Signal Waltz, La Hache,

in _

to

30¢,

March, Kinkel, 85. —*Gracie’s Waltz, Kinkel, 85¢ —
*Lottie’s Waltz, Kinkel, 35¢c.~*Paradise Mazurka,
Mueller, 30c.—*Sallie’s Waltz, Kinkel, 85¢.—*Signal

need to send 40 cts.

payments

0c

«eos Pract,
rat.

Kinkel, each 35¢.—Ballo en Maschera, Pacher,

85¢ —*Carrie’s Galop, Kinkel,

just what is wanted, and to write the names’

to just such Christ said,
fishers of men.”
How

“a
{

In making

Chorus.....Hays.

8g. and Ch.

~ INSTRUMENTAL.

In each case the

premiums, care should be taken

seek with avidity fine prints, mezzoold books with odd bindings.
Is
royal soul better? There is nothing
world as precious to God as the sou

The
when

ofthe room, a haber-

down

will

and

me Home.

Africaine,, Belisario,

to

true or the false, is of equal value.

dasher’s stock of powder-tlasks,
decoyducks, hooks-and-lines,
peajackets, jackboots,
- meerschaum pipes,
Lone-Jack tobacco, and not a Sunday-school book to be

of green, that winds

mentioned

Song

Papa 18 Calling

others.

on his desk, a riflepn the

ing-rod in the corner

*Our Litttle Pet.

Pretty Evaline Adair. Song and Cho.....Hays.
Tenderly Think of the Dead. 8g. & Ch..Stewart: 30¢,

to catch fish. And
“I will make you

different.

is,
36c.

in addition’to the sums specified above.

I like

meaning

Geraldine. Song and Chorus............Figke,
He kissed me Good-bye at the Gate. ...Stewart.

these new subscribers as they

for framing, they

« The world, nowadays, presses a general
I went to hear the Rev. William H. H.
Murray, the erowd-compelling pastor of education upon us; we need not therefore
Park street church. His sermons, I judge, trouble ourselves further about that; but
are not made in his study. At least, none should rather devote ourselves to specialof the materials which
I saw strewn about ties.
his learned retreat reappeared in last Suan“I believe in a God.” Beautiful, praiseday’s discourse. Fancy an orthodox clerorthy words; but to recognize a
God
gvman in the heart of Boston with a pis- when and wherever he may disclose himtol

year,

Eyes.

from your Door. 8g.& Ch.. Hays. 40e.

Iam Lonely, 80 Lonely
| Song and Cho..Danks. 30¢.
Laughin,
y es of other Duys. Ballad.... Pratt, 30c.

‘mails.

alone is of importance; the

3p.

tian at Work.wish them mounted and ready

is no

insects.

Ballad....J. 8, Cox.

mos mentioned in connection with the Chris-

Mathematics, like dialecties, is an organ
of the inner, higher sense, but, in practice,
an art like
eloquence.
For both, form

at Murray.
in

- Mr.

ed.

nr

Sc
Tilton,
having

for

for one

are to others.
Should any persons, ordering

I look

recognizes his limitations, seeing that fresh
problems appear as knowledge is extend-

his

converted

offered to all

Hypotheses are but cradle songs with
which the teacher soothes his scholars; the
true, thoughtful observer more and more

a

replied, ¢ All

do this?

"There

entitled

BY

VOCAL.

Dreamy

*Do not Turn me

name of one new subscriber must be sent
along with the renewal. And this offer
extends only to Apr. 1, 1873. The premiums mentioned in this paragraph are

— i—

weeks since I met with that good

infidel neighbors, and

there

Gems

after

eyes,

are

Work

titled to the chromo

the game swarms! Patient labor does bring
results. It is good to seek and save men.
—H. W. Beecher.
:

sweetly fell asleep in Jesus. The infidels
said, ** There is something in religion. ”

any

when I blush, be this my shame,
That I no more revere his name.”

to catch from

the atmosphere this questioning

on the other

He is not ashamed to own

ly or unconsciously, are in the minds of
myriads. They are silently working in the gan not be
hearts of men whom nobody suspects of he
doubt. Young
people especially, inexpe‘“ No,
rienced

yet,

hand, if God has put anything that is lovely and beautiful and of good repute in you,
anything that may
glorify the cross of
Christ, and make the angels happy before
the eternal throne, who are you that you
should cover it? Who are you that you
should rob God of his praise?
What!
would you have ail nature’s beauties hid?
why; then, hide the beauties of grace?
Jesus Christ deserves to be confessed be-

sent

infidel friends.”

heard Rev. Mr. Murray
feels free to say:

gazer’s eye.
You walk the valley ; the sun
is shining and a few rain-drops are falling ;
yonder is the rainbow; a thousand eyes
caze at it. Does it fold up all its lovely
colors and retire ? Oh, no! it shrinks not
from the eye of man.
In yonder garden

and

they

shall be

PUBLISHED

And Mailed, post-paid, on Receipt of the Marked Price,
Pieces marked * have Illustrated Title-Pages.

Beautiful

the two chromos specified in paragraph 8,—

above

enthusiasm!

already.

of man. Watch; fill
help, succor, do not
with all patience and
them better citizens,
can not fail to win.

my ministerial brother, ‘I never heard
from mortal lips, for his wife, his ehildren,
for his pastor, for the church, and for his

Theodore

her beauties from the

make himself a Pharisee;

house,

4

:

enti-

to see it; there is nothing God has made
that man may be ashamed to be interested
in; but how much nobler game is a man
than a bug? What! go fora plant days
and nights, glad to get one a month—one
a day is seraphic! This for a plant, . but
how much better a man—to go man-hunting!
-«
.
Men get up at four o'clock, go off, with
a big gun; they go on their knees, on their
belly, crawling, peeping, springing; they
get
a bag full of game, to go back and
stuff themselves.
How they work to get
fish, the denizens of the brook; they thrill
many
tints,
not a
in the

physician and the minister.
He calmly
asked for the Bible, and read in a clear
voice a chapter in St. John’s gospel. After
shutting the Bible, he closed his hands upon his breast, ‘“ and such a prayer,” said

Q

to himself than a child makes in asking to |
{ all the flowers are opening their ‘bejeweled
join an infant-class.
Whag be chiefly does,
cups, the birds are singing, and the insects
is to-acknowledge God as his Master and
humming amid the leaves.
It is a place so
Father and Saviour. - So far from setting
beautiful that God himself might walk thereforth his own merit as commendable, he in at eventide, as he did in Eden.
1 look
declares that, for whatever merit he has,
without alarming the bashful beauties of
God, and not himself, is to be praised.
the garden.
Do all these insects fold their
Bat, it is asked, why make this public wings and hide beneath the leaves; do the

avowal at all ? God does

for

him to the

A Glance

ness to make it look smart.
But on the
other hand, nature is never bashful.
She

never

carried

pastor again.

ple, one avows nothing as to his own char- | true I do not see her fussily trying to make
-acter, except a purpose.
What he chiefly || herself tidy for a visitor, as some professors
cand beyond himself,

They

A

nature,

tation,

have reached his pocket,

and yet did not entirely destroy him.

specimens

he

the Christian at

they don’t nose into it, to find beetles.
Where saw-dust has collected in worn-out
cracks and crannies, in every sign of habi-

man had been buried.
He had gone out
into the forest, and, unfortunately, a tree
fell upon him and crushed him to tae earth,

consider the
this
incident.

of

cellar or straw out of an old wine-vat that

you have conquered his anger,and you have
subdued the man. There is power in the
gospel of Christ.”
A few weeks after my visit there, I received the sad intelligence that that gentle-

a few

to

shall: be

graph 4,—TAKE Notice.

with intervst on scientists, naturalists.

excited, but I will not say

thing in this; you

of the

in

become

presence

money,

specified in paragraph marked 2.—Sending
$1.10, ‘additional,

Lecomte and some English naturalists come
over here; they are devoted to insects, to
the crustacea, to beetles. They
have a

a word or do a thing out of the way.” He
passed through the fiery ordeal without the
least taint of anger upon him. The community then said, “ Surely, there is spme-

fifty centsa year." This answer placed
the case in a new light. The deacon went
immediately to the pastor, related the -incident, and said: “If that man can give
$50, I can give $250.”

shall

:

pre-

Enthusiasm.

Then you must have

you willing to give anything towards the
‘Why do so many good and religious men support of our pastor?” at the same time you give us?” inquired the preacher. “‘Fifty dollars,” was the prompt reply, and the
remain outsideof the church? There can handivg him the subscription paper.
be no doubt as to the fact.
Scattered
The man stopped, stood thoughtfully minister passed through the community
throughout our communities are thousands a moment or two, drew a pencil out of his with the subseription-paper, at the head of
of men, not orly conscientious and faithful pocket and with his dirt-begrimed hand which was this amount, written in the gentleman’s own handwriting, which surprised
toward their fellows, but devout toward headed the list with the sum of $50.
everybody.
”
God,—leading lives of prayer aud of earThe deacon was so taken hy
Surprise
nest effort—who deliberately decline to join that he could hardly believe the evidence. . _Afew days afterwards the most trying
His
any church organization.
What is the rea- {of his eyes; and thinking the man had circumstance of his lite occurred.
son?
;
made
a mistake, and not wishing to take dear wife trembled for him.. * O my husHis
We shall not here attempt any general advantage of him, asked him, “Did you band !” she exclaimed, *‘ don’t go.”
answer to the question.
But of this we not mean that for fifty cents?"The coal- reply was, ‘‘ I must go; my duty calls me
are sure, that a just and full reply would carrier turned and drew himself up to his there; I am perfectly cool and collected.
bé

the

Able to do exceeding abundantly
all that we ask or think.

a little while—touch his pocket, and you
will see where his religion is.’
Presently,” continued my friend, ** I came to him
with my subscription-paper, and spoke of
the difficulties and embarrassments under
which we labored in the neighborhood for
the want of a church.” * Well,’ said the

are

before

and

one.

in the

went to the altar a few months ago,” said
the minister, ‘and gave his heart to Jesus.
The infidels in the community said,
‘Wait

moving along the road with a load of
that material.
The
deacon considered
| within himself that it might be worth
while to ask him to contribute (seeing
that he was a good sort of a person, and
every little helps), and so accosted him

— W. P, Balfern.

man

commit-

7.1. PETERS, 500 Bradway, N.Y,
- JUST

tled to any one of the smaller engravings
mentioned in the paragraph marked 1,—
Sending $1.75. additional, he shall be entitled to the Home Magazine for one year,
and a copy of the large engraving, as

His glory, with exceeding joy.
i
Able to succor them that are tempted.
_Ableto keep all whom the Father hath

fisted man, Not a solitary farthing could
anybody get out of him for the salvation of
souls or for the elevation of humanity. ‘He

of considerable means
and
considerable
penuriousness, started foyth, subscription
paper in hand, to see how much he could
squeeze out of the parish for the support

of

Able to keep that which I have

congregation, and said he would give me
his history when the service was over. He

custom,

A—,

pre

subscriber with the

toward

ted unto Him.
Able to keep you from falling,

my

tion to a tall, manly, vigorous.

he vould from the people, and
obtain the
balance from the Home Missionary Soci-

Through morning’s eyelids wet with tears,
1t shows the pledge of gay;
‘We see it smiling on the hills,
And
in the rocks which frown,
We
trace its lignt in Sparkling rills,

Confessing

he

dire

abound

promptly.

‘Any present subscriber, renewing his
own subscription for another year before
Apr. 1, and sending the name of one new

you, that you having all sufficiency in all
things, may abound to every good work.
I commend you to God, and to the word
of His grace, who is able to build you up
and to give you an inheritance among all
them that are sanctified.

1 had the privilege of dedicating a beautiful country church'in my state, in a neighborhood surrounded almost entirely , wit

was

salary

when the

1t was the custom,

races

NE

Hence the need of sending the.

orders and the money

rs

all

sent you faultless

prayer-meeting ; but in a pecuniary point
of view, he was not considered a valuuble
acquisition.

‘While hastening to decay.

Able to make

A Striking Conversion.

the

from

absent

never’

was

church, and

an-

it,”

is just

ll}

——

ited period.

God is able of these stones to raise up
seed to Abraham,
Able also to save them to the uttermost
that come unto God by Him,
What He has promised He is able to
perform,

swered Fall. * Every piece of bread and
every drink of water that we give to the
sick, or the poor, or the prisoners for Jesus’
sake, we give to him. ‘Inasmuch as ye
have done it unto one of the least of these
my brethren, ye have dong it unto me’ "—
Selected

“‘Home

the

of

help

feeble, still with the

The lite of all #mY’s grands
His active life forever lives
With beauty all a-glow ;
The bliss which he forever gives
His beings overflow.

ith

it” said the child.
«Yes, dear child—that

There is, on the borders of Connecticut,
a small town which, though weak and

12, 187

He Is Able.

him. Every child proffered his plate ; every,
child was ready tv yield his bed.
The little one had been thinking hard all
this time. *¢ Jesus could not come, and so
he sent this poor one in his place—is that

Union.

incomplete.—Christian

ARCH

M

He was
ed, begging a night's lodging.
made welcome—the chair stood empty for

him, and the public confession of him is
the seal without which that testimony is

Selections.

STAR,

®
&

X

TREATISE,

» The New Treatise, just revisedgby order
of the General Conference, can now
be had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
4 cents each for two or more copies.
Orders are solicited
:

More New Books
For the Sabbath Schoo.
? W

Price.

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer
The Judge’s Son,

$1.25
1.50
$150

Happy Summer,
Hester’s
One Year of my Life,
Building Stones,
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
Alice Bensow’s Trials,
The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,
Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl,
Nattie Nesmith ; or, The Bad Girl,
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,

LR.

:

i

BURLINAMGE

195
- 125
£128
2 00
oJ

Dover, NH
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The Rorning Star.

MORNING

STAR, MARCH

craving wilkfashion for itself a correspond-

ing Deiiv,

2,

The

Bible

abounds

in the

strongest statements and illustrations meant
to set for(h this‘matherly quality in the God
whom it reveals, and in whom it calls us to

to nothing in particular, ‘but to live merely
convenient. lives? Tt gets the support of
the wealthy and in a great measure of the
edudred, and exerts an enticing influence
that is second to no “other in the field of
moral effort.
:
It is in the face of this state of things that
the Christian must show a manly ‘independence, relying upon Christ and his own ef-

trusg. 3. The theological systems and the
pulpit teaching which lack or unduly. submm
EE
hd Sh
ordinate this element in the divine nature
#a-All communications designed for publication
and dealings, are sure to meet only a par- forts, and not copying the example of
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
tial success and to find the souls of the peo- others. ' Then failures of model deacons
business, remittances of money, &c., should be adple turning away in their disappointment will not shake him.
It may require stern
dressed to the Publisher.
and heart-hunger; while the preacher who discipline to bring one to this state, seeing
helps to make this real and fresh to his that example has such influence.
t truth
New Subsecribers.—Premiums.
hearers can néver fail to carry one of the is stronger than conformity; and well
—
“highest forms of power.
4. This motherly grounded faith, though +t stand alone, is
“On our third page will be found a state- element is perfectly consistent with the idea mightier than a host who only stand by
ment in which several choice premiums are that God is sovereign ruler, that law is leaning on each other.
GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.

offered

We

for

ask

new

subscribers

aftention.t®

Star. 1 forever to be upheld, and that sin can never

to the

them.

They

have

an interest for all-our present subscribers.
N.

B.

Our

ministers

are disposed to
as agents

to

vited . to

write us

hold of this

others

at

are

in-

this office, and

we

such arrangements

shall encourage them
We

work.

number

to take

hope to hear from

of them

at once.

“The Mother Element in Religion.
It was a somewhat peculiar quality in
Theodore Parker's prayers which appeared

in his habit of addressing God as Father
and Mother:
For this was a habit with
him.

In a volume of these public

two

words

seem

tives of the

to

come

spontaneously

to his lips. They appear
embody. the thought and
feeling lying behind them.
stood in his view for the
enter into both representa-

parental

relation., Que

term

suggested intellect, might, dignity, and
Justice ; the other took hold of heart, sympathy, tenderness, helpfulagss, and love.
And so,

while

the

word

“God” meant

all

these things to him, he seemed to feel that
it might
his

not

perhaps

congregation;

mean

and,

so

much

to

wishing, them

feel what he felt,—that is, trust as
reverence,—and wishing perhaps

well
also

to

as
to

keep his own heart tender and confiding,
he keptup the habit of saying Mother as
well as Father when he talked toward
heaven.
To" go to the other extreme in religious
character and church life, we know how
the devout but ignorant Catholic turns to
the Blessed Virgin in the hour of prayer
and the stress of sorrowful experience. In
sonthern France and Italy it is pre-gminently the Virgin that gets the widest and
the most
hearty
homage. There are
more pictures of her in the galleries of
art than can be found of all other sorts put
together that represent the deeper religious life of the human soul. To her the
tired and anxious mothers
pray.
The
majesty of Jehdvah makes them shrink
away half affrighted. The spotless purity,
the superhuman wisdom and the fearful
sufferings of Christ make them feel separated from him by immense morgl distances, and half palsy their lips when” they
would speak«to him out of .the center of
their souls,
-her human

But in the Holy Mother,
face so full of womanly

with
ten-

derness and maternal yearning, they find
- what appeals at once and strongly to their
trust and sympathy.
They feel that she
knows their lot and life, that she carries
hopes and fears, struggles and burdens,
joys and sorrows like their own.
They
can come close to her. They expect her
notice.

With all her

heavenly

glory

they

find it-ever shining out through an earthly
atmosphere,

glory

and

for

this

reason

in whose coming they are

Queen

of

that they

Heaven Abey

can

graSp

adore

of divine

it is

a

glad. * As
in

her

all

perfection

and aufhority ; as the Virgin Mother they
carry. all their griefs and confidences to
her, sure of being understood and pitied
and helped. And out of this most natural
working

of the heart

has sprung

the Mari-

-olatry which we often fling with hot haste
and impatient zeal at the head of the
~{atholic devotee.
Even in Protestant circles the same want
exists and the same tendency appears.
There

nl

are

not a few

earnest

evangelical

Christians who turn to that special aspect of
the divine nature set forth by Christ, as
answering to a want within them that does
not seem answered to by those aspects pre‘sented in the Father and ‘the Holy Spirit.
Here is the human and sympathetic tenderness which is never really overshadowed by
the divine majesty. It is a tenderness that
stoops to the lowliest of sufferers, that has
a pitying help for the tempted, that has a
word of forgiveness and encouragement

re I

for the sinful and ontedst, that wins the
sconfidence of timid and aspiring women,

that draws little children from their mothers’ arms to his own, that makes the com:
mon people hear him gladly, and, gains for
him the distinction,—though at first flung
at him as a charge,—of being the friend of

,

esty of

Indeed, the real

God's government

can be

maj-

Ending

properly

“that is forever at home in his heart.

Thus |

only do we really comprehend that sentence
which declares that ‘God is love,” and that
other sentence which affirms that ‘‘Love is
the fulfilling of the law.”
And

so

the

great

“the poor Catholic
Ave

Maria,

and

heresiarch of

Boston,

devotee Murmuring
the

evangelical

her

disciple

who finds the name of Jesus springing to
his lipsin the closet, and the moral image
of Jesus a constant glory in his heart,—all
these alike bear effectual testimony to the
need and the blessedness of that element
in religion so forcibly described by that
ood old word, motherly.
:
wrt

Christian Independence.

prayers,

phonographically reported, the reader is
struck with the frequency of this double
name. And there is nothing that suggests
affectation or an aim to be singular. The
from his heart
necessary to
express the
God evidently
qualities that

escape punishment.

and Beginning.

set forth only in connection with the mercy

Who

special service

subscribers,

to make

with them as
a good

undertake

procure

will endeavor

and

We have

an acquaintance,

for

instance,

who professes:te be a sincere Christian.
We have seen him tried in various ways,
and he seems to stand each test safely. We
trust in his sincerity. All at once he shows
himself arascal. We don’t need to examine
his accounts.
He himself
without the aid of a figure.

has

proved
~

We could endure one such betrayal.

For

we could turn to other acquaintances,

we know
liken to

to be true,
the

hills

whom

that

we

change

it

whom

‘proudly

the

winds.

But pretty soon they fail. We almost despair of finding true heartedness,—unless it
be among those who are rascals by profession, and who never surprise us by any
spasm of morality.
An apparently candid man lately made
this complaint: ‘‘Three years ago. I knew
three men, seeming as true as steel.
Their lives were in grateful harmony with

el

We

The transition from one Presidential term
to another made Washington a

very

lively

city . Jast week. There were flashes and
flickers of political enthusiasm observable
here and there throughout the country.
Some bunting was taken out and spread in
the breeze, in a few instances a little burn-

ed gunpowder clouded the day, some ex
tra gas struggled with the night, and the
debates and fepartees of street-corner politicians were a little noisier and sharper than
for some months previous.
But there was
no noticeable jar and no general enthusiasm

attending the

close

of

Gen.

Grant's

official term, and he entered upon

the

first
sec-

ond amid a calm expression of satisfaction
or a silent acquiescence on the part of the
people.
If our campaigns are furiously
heated and extravagant, the American people have a good deal of genuine loyalty,
and they bow to the decision of the majority with a deference which the most firmlyseated monarch could hardly hope to find
responding to his edict.
If Gen. Grant
was elected by a party and in the face of
the most desperate opposition, now he is
hailed as the President of the whole people,
for the intense partisanship of) November
has given way to the considerate patriotism of March.
i
Of the ceremonial pageant connected
with the Inauguration, and of the separate
Teatures and incidents thereof, we

have

no

need to speak. Qur correspondence tells
all that is needful of these things, as the
daily papers and the telegraph had told it
before. There was no lack of fuss,or feathbrs, oy

fustian,

Cts

or

finery,

or

frost.

The!

marched and countermarched, and

tenderness
ot

patience,

pledging

framed

economy,

demanding

retrenchment

and

and

everywhere, and on

certain

streets

a

pa-

tient might be found at almost any hour
needing imwediate
attention. So that,
when the Board of Health did make a few
feeble efforts in the line

its hanas

full.

than the

island

of duty,

were

hospitals

would

contain.

sufficient

facilities

they seemed to be.

own

One of them

been in prison a year,

and

would soon be with him,

the
if the

to

face, so that his brevity was a mercy

now

other

two

both to himself and the crowd that listened

detectives

for his words and heard instead only the
chattering of their own teeth. But the

already knaves,
we are grieved, and rejoice

their conversion.
If they are apparupright, we rejoice, and are grieved
their downfall. But with -this differthat we allow ourselves to be wrought
much more seriously by the failure of

one ordinarily righteous man,

his

has

could only learn their hiding-places. Now,
what.am Ito do? Here are men all around
me, seemingly as true as they were. But
why should I trust them ?*
This apparently candid man is one of a
great host. It may be because we are moral fools. It may be because we are honest
ly betrayed. But there is no doubt that we
allow ourselves to be strongly influenced by
the conduct of our fellow-men. If they are
over
ently
over
ence,
upon

wind, and found them hurled back into

than

we

do

by the redemption of five ordinary sinners.
The man whom we mentioned had seen
scores of sinners converted. But that didn’t
shake his conviction of the acfual presence
and power of sin. Only three professedly

affair was

imposing, brilliant, and,

as

the

phrase goes, * highly successful,” though
the night air was too sharp to allow the
crowd to come out and witness the costly
and elaborate fireworks, and the managers
f the ball are said to be twenty thousand
dollars out of pocket. But surface shows
are always expensive:to somebody, and it
is well enough that the projectors should
sometimes pay the bills as well as the public.
The inaugural address will be found on
our eighth page. It is like its author,—
plain,

direct,

frank,

outspoken,

honest,

unambitious, leaving no room for a question over the authorship, wholly destitute
of fine phrases, and open enough to the

criticism of men who hunt only the smallest

game, who are proud of their own epigrams,
and who can forgive any other sins sooner
than those committed against rhetoric. It
better men proved false, and that did shake: is true that the President seems wholly inhis faith in the reality of religion. And capable of employing the “srlendid style”
there are thousands in the world just like in his state papers, and he never affects the
philosophical method of discussing nationhim.
»
What is to be ov
in the presence of al questions. But he states clearly and forabout fifty defsfilting deacons,—the last cibly the objects he hopes to see accomplishvear’s product,—it is useless to talk of mu- ed, and his two or three closing sentences,
tual dependence. It may be a hard, thing —even if they be declared too strong and
to suy, but from the ordinary walks of life ill-timed,—show that he has nerves enough
we can not select a man whom we would to feel the smart of unmanly blows, and
trust any more implicitly than we did some discernment enough to know when the na"of these deacons. But they betrayed us. tion has vindicated his honor and put its
Why, then, should we trust these who re- owa terrible protest in the place of his
calm silence. On the whole, the inaugural
main?
And if we distrust these, in whom
can we confide? What if we should risk does credit to the man and the occasion,
the hasty remark, that ‘“all men are liars”? and indicates a growth toward real statesmanship.
In that case, what would become of our
faith? It ought simply to be driven where
Of the closing acts of Congress we need
it belongs, and.that is to Christ.
not stop to speak. Thotigh the country had
Therefore, if God has any part in these la- been treated to Credit "Mobilier ad nauseam,
mentable failures of the last few years, we and was wearyof the work of invéstigatknow not what the aim is unless it be to de- ing frauds and briberies, yet it seems unvelop a greater independence of faith and fortunate that final verdicts could not have
action ; to train Christians to stand alone,
been intelligently reached in the cases of
so far as human supports are concerned;
all those members who were on trial before
So far
and to act, not as other men do, but as their peers and before the country.
Christ teaches and the conscience approves. as the Senate is concerned, it may say some
It makes no difference if these men were all decisive word touching its own arraigned
hypocrites. We supposed them to be true, members before it ends its special session.
and that is the same to us. They have It is only fair to say that the debates in the
proved false, and now will

we

allow

our-

selyes to be suitably informed by it?
There is a wide complaint that the church
is drifting towards a kind of humanology.
It satisfies itself only with fine edifices. It

House over the cases of Ames, Brooks,
&c., were, in the main, grave, vigorous,
manly, and worthy of the body and of the

work in hand.
less of

And’ there

turbulence,

passion,

was so much
drunkenness,

indecent haste and dishonorable tactics
than has been usual at the close of a session, that one has a right to be grateful and
5
:
hope for progress.
But the action touching salaries geems to
us unworthy of the hour and of the body

that took it.

There may be a sufficiént rea~

son for ‘Increasing the pay of members of
Congress. We rather think there is. But
for a body of men, just as they are ending
their work, to woté themselves

$5,000 each

out of the public treasury, has anything
but a welcome aspect. It is an act belonging to both parties, for Republican and

face-deportment, that leads men to conform

larger.

And

:

this too in the

face of” plat-

hardly

found

piercing air chilled their enthusiasm and
made them cry out for overcoats and hot
coffee. The President flung the sentences
of his brief inaugural in the teeth of the

occasionally

had

it

more patients

strgngthen my faltering trust in humanity,
by contemplating their integrity. They
somehow convinced me of truth and righteousness, and I would have confidently
risked any judgment to come, shielded as

used

they

There

ber that, ducing the previous night, four
patients, very sick wi
he disease, lay
in an outhouse

on one of the

wharves,

with

rats holding high carnival about them, and
cracks in the building @ quarter of an inch
wide. And the mercury away below zero
besides.

During

that

week

ayeraged about ten a day.
_ That shows to what an
ease prevailed.

the

extent

deaths

the

The Board of Health

diswas

vainly urged to build hospitals and isolate it. Their objections were numerous
but weak.
It would run itself out in
time. The people were afraid to go into

hospitals.

Vaccination was

useless.

And

if it was performed at all, it was done
carelessly and inefficiently. And so each
week

was showing

an

increase

of

fatal

cases, while New England generally was
becoming infected with the disease. Respectable
people went to Boston
on
business, and came

home

to be

sick,

and

perchance to die.
But about this time the new Board of
Health began duty. Capacious hospitals,
convenient both in locality and arrangement, were built. A thorough system of
vaccination was inaugurated.
Likewise
a thorough system of isolation. The localities of the disease were indicated. Pa-

tients were

no

longer left to

roam

the

streets and. die in outhouses. They were
put in clean quarters. They were given
proper
care. They received competent
medical treatment. The disease began at
once to abate.
From an average of about
ten deaths a day during the last half of
December, the fatality sank to eight, seven,
five,

three,

two,

per day,

regularly,

and

last week the whole number of deaths was
too small to be reported.
The result of this rigid treatment of the
disease ought to commend itself to all concerned. And yet there is in communities
a certain fear of hospital isolation. Even
.in Boston, while they were dying at such
an ‘alarming rate, many

infected

localities

professed to dread the hospitals more than
they did the disease. ‘We shall die of
neglect, and be buried in unknown

graves,

if we gothere.” But that is the result of inadequate knowledge of the facts. Of course,
nen
and remote ‘cases would better
e left in their own homes,and so generally,

where there

is an intelligent

ofthe disease,
proper care,

and ability

appreciation
to

secure the
i

But the history of epidemics of this
nature shows that they prevail most alarmingly among those who pay but little regard to sanitary rules. They are crowded
into closg

quarters.

Ifome

is

sick,

it is

almost necessary that another be, also.
They are usually unable to provide medical attendance. - The only right thing to
do, is to put them where the proper care
can be most judiciously. bestowed.
It is
not a slight matter. Every large city has
in it more or less of these very classes.
The salvation of‘the city often’ depends
| upon it. The sanitary statistics of New
York show that more then (once the city
has been saved by ite hospital system, and
seemingly by that only. So of many other cities. This recent course of affairs in
Boston has only accumulated evidence in
its favor, showing what way be done by

a thorough, rigid, business-like

treatment

of a contagious and fatal disease. It ought
to be carefully noted by every city in the
y
country.

.

.

bers than to plant a “church

We have sometimes painfully felt the
lack of this quality of spirituality in Quarterly, Yearly, and General Conferences.
of the Government,—and after there had
The business matters absorb too much time.
been a decisive vote to retrench by abolish-'
Trifling details crowd out the essential obIt naturally
ing the franking privilege.
jects. All things should be dono decently
raises the query, whether these Congressand in order. But when parliamentary
men tossed their penny into the treasury
tactics or willful controversies usurp the
that they might find a pretext for grabbing
place of prayer, praise, and worship, there
the dollar which was thus exposed to their
is a speedy dwindling of the interest and
view. That is retrenchment with a venusefulness of the session, When the life of
geance, and of which the people may have
religion declines, men turn to forms and
something to say hereafter.
ceremonies,
Ritualism is accepted for
But the beginning of the new Presidengodliness, and so there is but the form
auspicious
tial term opens not without
without the power.
The history of the
omens, and we look longingly and not
church, century after century, presents a
without hope for the achievement of several
dark picture of such perversion. The naof those objects upon, which the inaugural
tional church establishments of the Eastern
tells us the heart of the chief magistrate world
have all gone in the same way, {
is
set
18-get.
It cai not be denied that similar inflnences
have affected most denominations here.
The Treatment of Epidemics.
In the rise of our educational and missionary societies we ‘were ‘warned of the
That
most
cases of epidemic disease
danger of being so occupied with the means
should be at once and rigidly isolated ‘has
and measures that our spirituality would dereceived new emphasis in the treatment of
cline. The reply was, that there was no
the small-pox in Boston. During the exveed of such decline; and that so far from
citement of the November fire the disease
having reformatory and progressive works
received so little altention that it began to
prove detrimental to vital piety, they would
spread rapidly, being almost unchecked by
promote it.
So ina good measure they
any proper
sanitary
measures.
From
have. The churches having most interest
either fear or inefficiency, the Board of
in missions and education have had the
Health neglected to do anything like what
most - numerous’ and powerful
revivals,
was (demanded of it. The limited hosspiritual prosperity, and stability. This is
pital room that it afforded was away down
just as it should be, and is very encouragthe harbor, and the patient who was so
ing. Still the warning was not groundless
unfortunate as to be moved there ran great
or needless, nor is (he danger past.
Now,
risk of dying of a seca voyage before he
as much as ever before, it becomes us to
reached the island. There were
gno cauwatch and pray and labor, that while we
tionary signs on any house which contained
are faithful to one set of duties we leave
cases
of
the disease.
Consequently
visitors
were
constantly
blundering
in,
and
being
needlessly
exposed.
For it was chiefly prevalent among the
unweshed classes, with whom it was not
the custom to send in a card to announce
a call.
Therefore,
the
disease
spread itself.
Patients were daily found on the street, in
whom it had already assumed a contagious
form. They besieged the City Hall, asking for hospital
quarters. They
were

“

score of persons

C—O mn

form,—in the face of a condemnation just
uttered over men whose sin was that of
seeking too lirge dividends at the expense

for moving them there, even if they would
contain
them.
For it transpired at one
meeting of the Health-Board in Decem-

“I

Spirituality.

re.

And

professions.

What are the practical lessons to be learn- the standard that it erects, one that is more
ed? Plainly these: 1. That the wants of readily conformed to than that set up by a Democratic members went in for it alike,—
the great mass of htiman souls are such as pure Christian faith ? Doesn’t it encourage or rather the proportion of Democrats who
~ require, a God whose sympathy is full of a habit of moral loseness and of mere sur- supported the measure was considerably
pity,

forms so recently

flaunted their banners and badges till the

their

sinners. And so itis the word Christ, or wants the most brilliant men for preachers,
rather the . word Jesus, that is oftenest on —which is just as it should be, provided
their lips, that embodies their idea of what they are the most spiritual. It is ldss and
is fitted to beget confidence, stir affection, less disturbed by ceremony and display.
and bring all the brooding ard yearning Jove It likes prayers that will bear reporting,
of an infinite motherhood from the hight and sermons that enterprising publishers
of heaven to the lowliest places where can afford to print, It wants singing which
hearts are struggling and suffering on earth. the vocal organs are chiefly concerned in
It is the outery of. the needy child’s heart to making, no matter whether the heart makes
+ the mofherly sympathy looked for in relig- melody to the Lord or not.
ion and haviug its seat in the bosom of
The connection between this state of
God.
things and the prevalence of ' defaulting
What does all this signify and suggest ? deacons may not be apparent. But isn’t

appreciation,

, 1873.
hod

and yeaming; and in some way the inward
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to penitence

by rousing a

fession of faith,
It requires
courage,
skill, singleness
of

and

a pro-

patience,
eye,
and

untiring work, even when the
special
exhilarations
.and stimulants attending the
revival effort are lacking. But this work
can not properly be neglected. Nothing
must push it out of sight or subordinate -it.
The future of these converts, and of the
churches about them, depends upon {his,
It is sad and unnecessary that so -many
Who begin the Christian life with hope and
gladness and courage, should bring out
such small and poor results. It is largely

for the lack of training. And no real cure
will be wrought ill that lack is supplied. ——CHURCH

PROPERTY

AND

TAXATION.

When a pRinciple is set in motion, we may
*not find it stopping
when. w
It.

It goes on, embodying itself in new forms
and suggesting fresh applications.
We
have protested against the union of church
and state. We have insisted that the state
should not support sectarian schools. Now
the question comes up,—Should the state
show special favors to religious corporations? And a negative answer seems to
imply that‘chiirch property, in the form of
meeting-houses,

parsonages,

&c., ought

to

be taxed like any other real estate, since
declining to lay a tax of $100 on a meeting
house is substantially the same thing"as
giving the society that holds it the sum of
$100 a yearto aid it in its general and
|special religious work. And the question
is coming up-for discussion very fully,
whiie not a few religious papers and associations are already committed to.the theory, thit the property should be taxed like
| other real estate, The question will almost
certainly go into our legislatures at no disnot others undone.
The gospel of Christ is our great and tant day, and. the withdrawal of all such
only hope. The work of the churches and special favors need be no matter for seri:
denominations, through the grace of Christ, ous surprise,

is to win

and save souls,

vast and ripe.

Among

The harvest is

us, around us, over

all the land, and throughout the world
sinners are pressing down the broad way
Ilow shall their feet be turned
to death.
to the narrow path of life? Only through
the labors of spiritual

bers, proclaiming

and mem-

ministers

to them

by: precept

example the excellence of religion and

and
the

evil of delay. 'We are commissioned of
God not to. civilize, or educate, or indoctrinate, but to aim directly at the heart,
that men may be

convicted

of

sin, repent,

and become disciples of the Saviour. None
can do the work of God on earth but those
possessing faith, love, spirit and power.
Spirituality is directly essential to growth
in Christian
sinners,

character,

to the

strength

to
and

the

salvation of

——RELIGION
AND
THE CONSTITUTION.
The men who are moving for such an
amendment to the federal constitution as
shall make it involve a direct recognition
of God and Christianity, seem really in
Their
earnest,
York was well

recent convention in New
attended, and the scene of

not a little earnest
partially planned,
cussed

and

talk. A campaign was
and methods were dis-

adopted.

But

the

religious

seeing no
press generally disapproves,
prospective advantage and fearing not a
little mischief.

The

movement

commands

the support of only a very small fiaction“of
the Christian public.
But the meeting
furnishes thé Index, —the organ of the Free
Religionists,—arother pretext for opening
its batteries.
We shall probably see

permanence of { all

the churches.
1t is equally essantial to all | that sheet a-flame with-logic, philosophy,
appeals, prophecies
benevolent operations.
Church
edifices, | protests, arguments,
priests,
rituals
time to come,
can.
not
make
efficient { and denunciations for some
churches of

Christ.

Missionary

societies | while the printer's cases of Ttalic

with any ameunt of - men and money can
not convert the heathen.
Educational
facilities, schools and colleges can not supply the need.
They can have vital force
and efficiency only as they are founded,
fostered, sustained, and pervaded by the
living spirit and power of the gospel.
Without spirituality they will be but an
empty shell, a sounding brass and a tinkling
cymbal. But with it, we shall have God
with us in our individual experience, in
the church, in the

labor of our hands,
I. B,

denomination,

in all the

to own and to bless,—J.

and small
caps will run low every week.
But we
suspect the result of the bombardment will
very likely chiefly appear in flame and
smoke and noise, —the victims being mostly
phantoms and men of straw.

——MR. MURRAY AND HERESY.
The pastor of Park St. Churclf;” Boston, closed his
course of Sunday evening
sermons
in
Music Hall by passing somewhat formally
in review the evangelical theology, pulpit teaching and church methods.
He is
not satisfied with them. He complains of

them openly and freely.

He says they lack

-adaptation to the wants of the people. He
Current Topics.
finds dry fossils in them; he demands
ad
——
throbbing souls, practical aims, and fruit——RELIGION AND ScHOOLS. There are ful lives. He uses strong words. He does
“those who can hardly get over the tenden- not stop to make his distinctions always
cy and habit of thinking of education obvious, nor to qualify accusing speech.
and religion as unsympathetic
if not He has therefore produced a sensation, and
really hostile forces. There is no good so far has accomplished his object. But
reason for it. True, an educated rogue or bis brethren complain.
Mr. Fulton finds
rascal has his power for evil increased by in the sermon a text, and thunders as is
his education. A minister who puts learn- his-wont from the platform of Tremont
ing in the place of loyalty dishonors his Tewple at the young and bold preacher
fonction and
meets a failure.
A proud
across -the way, on the following Sunday.
pedant is a sorry specimen of human nature He,gets a report of his sermons into the
even alone and in human eyes, apd stil papers; on Monday he brings up the subsorrier when standing beside a peasant ject at a meeting of Baptist ministers, and
saint in the clear view of God. But our asks them to support” his assault
for the
seminaries and colleges are not generally sake of saving the old theology from mortal
irreligious places. The number of conver- jeopardy. A vote was dodged only
by means
“sions occurringin them is very large, and of an adjournment.—The offending serit does not lessen.. Many a young man and mon is to appear in a volume containing the
woman, who had lived through many re- whole course, and the sensation it has provivals at home and remained worldly, duced will help the publishers and induce
find the way to Christ and a new and no- critical reading. Mr. Murray
is more or
bler life at the school. And the minds less distrusted, as a religions teacher,
as
reached and won there are generally among Mr, Beecher is; but it does
not yet clearly
the best minds in the community,—keen,
appear that his creed lacks anything which
strong, active, aggressive, and fitted for the Andover theologians would pronounce
leadership. And the conversions are like- vital. He will not
probably be cited to
ly to be intelligent and practical, and lead appear for formal
trial. If he should he,
to such outlooks upon life as prophesy ef- a lively time may be counted
on.”
fective work. Let our schools not be dis~——THE
LIBRARIES AND SUNDAY.
trusted but rather confided in. Let them
The
‘be dealt with as though dedicated to Christ action of the authorities in Boston, providand his Church. Let prayer go up ‘for ing for opening the Public Library on Sunthem.
Let them become training-places day, stirs up a deal of heated and hostile
for souls as well as for intellects.
Let feeling. The measure is resolutely defendyoung minds meet there the influences that ed and stoutly opposed.
Generally, the
sanctify as well as those which kindle, and evangelical clergy oppose it, protest against
it, seek to induce a reversal of the action,
then they will serve their highest ends.
and some of them use speech on the sub~——TRAIN THE CONVERTS.
Many of the ject more furious than wise. One of them
churches report accessions, Here a few said, in a sermon, that the library thus
opencome out and ally themselves with the ed would be a worse place for a
young man
truth as itis in Christ Jesus. There a to spend his Sundays than a brothel;
bemultitude receive the word gladly, many cause in the latter place his conscience
are added to the Lord and to his church, would be free to act, while in the former
and the joy is great in scores of hearts and the legal tolerance would paralyze it.
homes. This is as it should be. But these Which shows that good men sometime
s
converts have only begun their work ; have more zeal than knowledg
e, and use
thay have only gccepted the yoke; only logic so as to cheat themselve instead of
s
put on the armor; only taken their places convincin
g others,—We most seriously
at the Great Teacher's feet ; only just sent doubt the reality of the promised advanup Pauls first question with something tages of the.open library;
we believe the
of Paul's spirit, “Lord, what wilt thou moral evils of it likely to exceed the benehave me to. do ?” They need guidance, fits; we regret to see any drift of the pubcounsel,
encouragement,
and wisely as- lic mind toward laxity in Sabbath observsigned service. In a word, they need ance ; but we do not see reasons for crying
training, = And this suggests what is one out that our religion is in mortal peril beof the most important and vital parts of ¢ause a public institution of this sort fails
the work of both pastor and church,’ to keep its doors locked when those of the
More Christian wisdom is perhaps needed sanctuaries are thrown open.
Anything
to build up & church by training is mem- tending to secularize the Sunday threatens
.
io

STAR. MARCH

1%,

Donations,
to preach to those who are resolved not to surloss and mischief, but the men who make Storer College.—Normal Department.
render to ultramontanism or unbelief.
W. T. SmIrH and wife gratefully acknowledge
G
Ha
and administer law, éven at the hub, don’t
Hussey—J M Hopkinson—0O Hackett -E H Highee—R
This Institution \is located at Harper's the receipt of $40.00 as a donation from their
The clergy of the Established church of Eng- KM Hearn—E
M Heath~1Z Haning—A Hill—Hamiin N
‘by any means hold the fate of Christianity Ferry, West Va. The charter provides friends in West Lebanon, Me., Jan, 22.
land, though teachers of the most democratic Y—A L Houghton—D Hyde—W Huntley—Anna H Hill
—A 8 Jaquith—GW Knapp—dJ P Longley
C Lake—
or of the churches in their hands. If god-:
Lane—C H Latham—E P Ladd-dJ
B Larrowe—8
its advantages | REV. C. A. HILTON and wife were made glad religion which the world has ever known, ally PAlvira
enjoy
may
students
that
Morrill—Milton
Mills,
N
HI
should
it
law,
in
themselves
politically
with
an
exclusive
class
support
less
has
on
the
evening
of
the
14th
of
Feb.,
by
ift
of
liness
Pratt—B I Pritchard—TO Partrid
‘without
distinction of race or color,”
have all the more from the gospel. If the Its number of students, the past winter, $114.00 cash, from the friends and members of and present almost an unbroken front against =G E Sturgis—J F Smith—
Mr. Smith—W H Smith ~8 Tibbetts—Anu C Tuttle—B Thom-A
the F. B. church in Frankfort station, Will Co., the advance of the rights of the people.
statute drops from beneath it, the thing to has exceeded
gne_
hundred
and
fifty,
and
Jacob Bright, the brother of John Bright, re- as—0 Turrill=Mrs H Underhill-Z M Vaughan—-R R
Tl.
This
notice
bears
to
all
concerned
our
Walters--E F Willlams—Geo
Wheeler—8 ND
Wiggin—L
do is, not to cry out in passion or despair, still they come! The accommodations for
cently stated in a public meeting that in a late H Witham~N Woodworth—B (0 Whitaker—V E Viaems
thankfulness.
:
but to buttress it afresh with sermon and ladies, especially, are becoming too lim
=H
P
Lamprey.
J. L. & 0.1. SiNcLAIr gratefully acknowl- political contest in one borough, Salford,only one
prayer, with faith and philanthropy, with ited. | A new hall for their convenience is edge a donation from friends. and parishioners clergyman out of thirty identified himself with
Books Forwarded,
the cause of liberal politics, and he did .so at
lives full of loyalty and deeds full of love.
fast becoming a necessity.
It should at Belmont, N. H,, of $112.
BY MAIL.
some inconvenience to himself,
REV. & MRS. J. ASHLEY wish to thank their
Rev E Knowlton, Rockland, Me,
Merle d’ Aubigne’s private journal, from which
is said that cost at least eight thousand dollars,—ten

It

——SERMONS THAT Pay.

thousand

the family of Rev. F. W. Robertson have
already received $150,000 as their share

would

do

much

better.

friends in Mason, for a donation of $116.00,
Jan, 14, and their friends in Summerville,
for
a donation of 110.00, Feb. 13.

The

chapel, or school-room proper, is also now
Rows of students are obliged
‘too small.
‘of the proceeds of the sale of that famous to sit on common benches around by the
preacher's Sermons, since he went home to wall of the room.
This might readily be
God a few years since from his field of toil enlarged were the money at hand to acin Brighton, England. It is an exceptional complish it.
and striking fact. No other preacher, we-h
Fo-thisias~imr—other—enterprises;
success
suspect, has left
an ‘equal amount of large
creates want. The yearly increasing inpaying capital in the form of sermons.
terest in this school demands fresh outThe fact is a cheering one, too. Taken all
lay. It is the voice of God in providence,
in all, we regard these sermons unequalcalling on his faithfu) stewards to do good
ed for their vitality, freshness, vigor, sug- with their property.” And thanks be to
gestiveness and soul-compelling power,
God that so many are feeling the divine
They throb in every paragraph with the inimpulses of Christian benevolence in these
tense life that so early consumed the preachdays, and are coming forward to bless the
er, It is grateful that such a voice, limited
world with their truly generous benefacin its range while the owner lived, and
just beginning to arrest public
when the earthly silence settled

attention
upon it,

it

family’s purse

power.

world’s
do

we

hope

may be large enough
these profits.
——THE

Far

heart

more

than

that

for

simple

The latest

and
who
has
been detaining himself unexpectedly in India daring his
foreign tour, is very cheering. He has delivered several public lectures dealing . with
the very questions that lie av the basis of
Christianity ; and the interest shown by the
Brahmins in his vigorous, popular, courteous and timely discussions is something
new and significant. They ccowd the audience rooms, hang on his words, ask ques. tions, are equally earnest and courteous ip
debate and colloquy, and frankly confess
that they have no faith in the prevalent religion of the country, and find the semi-infidility into which they have drifted or are
cold, cheerless,

illogical,

his

views,

and

so

and

that

truth is,

there

remote.

and

to

are

millions

Now,

while

it,

hundreds

persons

utterly

unworthy

of

Next session with

If so, permit me
you to consider

the claims of

A. H.

most influential caste in the country may be
on the eve of an abandonment of the old

God.
Col-

power.
Next session at Little York,

—

on under

English auspices;

see that America is ready
of its

to

lend

money, brain, enterprise

léarn-

ing to this work of bringing the testimony of the past to illustrate and enforce
the religious faith of the present. Our own
Dr. Robinson stands at the head of the sacred geographers. who have made the holy
land and the holy book expound and illu-minate each other. We have strong faith
that this new form of effort put forth by
our countrymen is by

anxious.

Salem church, the most able

already

built a house of

exerting a good

bors

of

Rev.

thersaré

in
to

under

Curtis.

two other

and Palmyra, both in

The

them,

worship,

influence,

A.

of

has

and

is

the

la-

Besides

churches,

that,

the Bennett

railroad

towns

class of workingand self-sacrificing Christians who are anxious to see the cause prosper. They are willing to do all they can
to help along with the work; but what
is

more

ofa

workjng

doing, render yourselves useful to the church.

These towns are located on the Midland
Pacific railroad, sixteen to twenty miles
from Lincoln. They are . surrounded by a
fine prairie country which will become a
fine agricultural district. Freewill Baptists who are exerting a good influence
in our favor live in that city. A strong effort
is being put forth atthe present time to
secure grounds for the erection of a church.
At last accounts there was no organization, but we think that one will be effected
time.

We

received

a

letter

the

other day from Rev. S. G. Davis of Arrapahoe, James Co., Neb., who speaks rather

encouragingly in regard to the interest in
that county.

Bro.

Davis is now seventy-

three years old, we think, and

is

not

able

of course to do much in the ministry; but

the good brother is holding meetings

now

and then in hopes ‘of better times. He also
is located in a very fine part ofthe West,

and

is anxious

that some

young

of Freewill

Bap-

Ladies.

One

half

the

trouble

rendered us efficient help.
W. ROGERS.

Rev.

running

your

Sewing Machine may be avoided by using the Eureka
Machine Twist, It is the BEST. .
ARE YOU OPEN TO CONVICTION? If 86, you can
not doubt, from the testimony laid before the public,
that Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar will eure
coughs, colds, and all controllable diseases of the
lungs

and

throat, when

all

other

failed.
Crittenton’s, 7 6th Avenue.

pulmonics

VEGETINE

i8 not a stimulating

bitters which

cre-

sists nature to restore the stomach to a healthy action.
Asthma

Remedy.

‘‘The doctor prescribed as

an experiment—what had been suggested by Dr.
(0. W.) Holmes on his late visit— Jonas Whitcomb’s
Remedy

for’ Asthma.”

A good aight was the result.”

—Extract from the “Life of Washington Irving,” by
his nephew, PIERRP M. IRVING, Vol. 1V., page 272.
or Cold.—As soon as there is
siness of the Chest, with difficulty

for Co

the slightest wu

dication of Cough, take during the.

of breathing,
day a few

* Brown’s

Bronchial

Centaur
not relieve, no

Troches.”

Liniment.
it will

not

lameness which it will not cure.

subdue, and

This is strong

Where the parts are

no

lan-

sprains,

swellings,

and

caked-breasts,

ear-ache,

of strains,

&c.,

spavin,

upon

burns,

galls, &c., upon

animals

in

all-healing pain reliever.

Cripples throw away their

harmless and the wounded

each

humbug.

bottle.

The

It

are healed without a scar.

recipe

is selling

is published

as no article

around

ever before

sold, and it sells because it does just what it pretends

to do.

Those who now suffer from rheumatism, pain

or swelling

deserve

to suffer if they will not

Centaur Liniment.

markable

cures,

rheumatism,

received.

including

frozen limbs,

running tumors, &c., have

any

one

One bottle of the yellow wrapper

ment is worth one hundred
sweenied

sheep.

been

horses

and

Stock-owners—this
family

Centaur

dollars

mules, or

for

Lini-

spavined

or

for screw-worm

in

liniment

should

requesting

be

is worth

attention.

No

without

Unitarian,

A Roman Catholic
pastor of St. Louis has
married a wife, and accordingly been dismissed
from his charge by his bishop.

Liniment.

J.B. Rose & CO., New York.

ed

the

labors

10t5

AC
£

public a
LUNG

.

Read

what well known Druggists say
about Allen’s Lung Balsam.
SPRINGFIELD, Tenn., Sept. 13. 1872.
Gentlemen,—Please ship,us six dozen Allen’s Lung
We

have

not a bottle in the store.

It has

of families,
Saviour.

F. B.

minister might locate near
him that our
cause may be built up there. A little
money properly appropriated by our H.
M. B. would do a great deal for those weak
«churches.
4
» L.C.C.
~ Huntington, N. Y.

have

recently

come

to the

Pray for us.

kK,

Ministers and. Churches.
REV. J. S. POTTER has resigned the pastorate
of the Acton-and Milton Mills church, to. take

effect the last of May,

Any church wanting

his

$197,645.

services can address him at Milton Mills, N. H.

Church

Rev.

Geo. B. Tewksbury;

dress to the church, hy J. Morse.

by

the Congregationalists,

Ad-

added,

ex-

making

fifteen who put on Christ in the ordinance of baptism last Sabbath,
numbers 28. The

quite

a strong

March 2d. The church now
prospect is encouraging for

Free

Baptist church.

those who came into the organization

merly connected with C. Baptists.
be well united now, and having

Some of
were

for-

They seem fo
been blessed

with a good revival interest the past winter, we
hope they may be enabled to see still greater

good, and additions be made to their number.
E. SMrtH, Clerk of Council.

are

Methodist.

2,715

edifices and 1,117,

212 sittings, and the Episcopalians, 2,601 edifices
and 991,051 sittings. The
value of the church
propert? is, however, differently divided: Methodist, $69,854,121; Roman Catholic, $60,985,666 ;
Presbyterian, $47,828,732; Baptist, $39,220,221;

perience and were received by the church, since
which time two more have been

the census of 1870, 21,337

This gives these brethren about one third of the
whole number.
They furnish sittings for 6,528,
209 persons. The Roman
Catholics, with all
their boastings, have but 3,806 edifices, with
1,990,614 sittings. The regular Baptists show
12,867 edifices, and 8,997,116 sittings; the Presbyterians 5,683 edifices and 2,198,900 sittings;

After the or-

ganization, 13 persons retated their religious

This

amount can not, therefore, properly be regarded
as a present from Prof. Tyndall.
It is a very striking fact that of the 63,082
church edifices in the United States, reported

Organized.

|

Centreville,

Allen’s Lung

Tenn.:

“We

Episcopal, $36,614,048, and Congregational, $25,
069,698.
Spurgeon’s college has furnished 169
ers.
Arrangements have been made

purchase of ground
forhe college.
Three
in the
resume
made 4

preachfor the

diseases of

Sold by all druggists.

make any one their own doctor.

Remedies

are given

for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.
Send your direction to Dr. 8, S. FITCH & SON,
Broadway, New yoik.
1v18

“Delapierre’s White Soap
for all

Family

uses.

It is perfectly pure, fragrant and
ble. Depot, 226 Pearl Street, New

very duraYork.” If

your Grocer dow’t kecp
Orders promptly filled.

the

it, send

to

AND

WINTER

MAINE

Depot.
1817

RAILROAD.

ARRANGEMENT,

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence

and Boston,

M.

lings.

Have tried any quantity

Catarrh and all its attendant evils have left: Headache, Pains in Loins aud Back, Dizziness, Loss of

appetite

and

Genera! Weakness.

pleasure

We

has no
LUNG

merit. What they say about ALLEN’S
BALSAM can be taken as a fact. Let all

afflicted test it at once, and be

convinced of its

real

Manchester, N. H,, January 27, 1872.

The

above

trade, an

lady is my mother, I am a painter by
member

chester.

thoroughly tested before using any other Balsam.

and Miss

Callie E. Clark,

all of L.

SEEDS!

year.

Sauffs and Lotions are only

eases of the mucous

membranes, and their attendant

pains and aches, pertaining’ to head, back, shoulders,

kidneys and throat.

Price $1
per Bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
A
Pamphlet of 32 pages, giving a Treatise on Catarrh,
and containing innumerable cases of cures, sent
FREE by addressing the Proprietors,

LITTLEFIELD & HAYES,
-- MANCHESTER, N. H.

MALE or FEMALE

$60 a week guaranK, ING CLAS
WOR
teed.
Respectable employment at home, day or evening;

no capital

required;

full instructions and valu-

able package of goods sent free by mail. Address
with ¢ cent return stamp, M. YOUNG & CO. 16
Cortlandt St , N. Y.

BISHOP SOULE'S
LINIMENT
Is a positive
ralgia,

cure for Sciatica, Rheumatism, Neu -

Spinal

Complaint,

KILLER

FAVORITE

Cures

MEDICINE

cure

for

’

000

as flour.
410

Sciatica.

Two

Address,

the

$3,000 a

N°
|

EEP

the PAIN

entirely new

BUSINESS

assurance

OUT

for

the

exclusive

ET

4
Eyer

SAILOR

KILLER

For Sprains and Bruises.
should carry a bottle of

W
J

PAIN

Pain Killer with him.
EuEuses,

the Pain Killer is for both

i

Internal and External Use.

The Pain Killer is, sold by all the Druggists
Dealers in Family Medicines.
PERRY

DAVIS

& SON,

136 High Street, Providence,

and

Row,

R. I.

London,

Kng.

3

paid. Address, BOSTON CUL-

NT

TIVATOR, Boston, Mass.

MILLER,

4t9

bard Squash, American Turban Squash,

Appointments
| For Rev. O. R. Bacheler on special azency :
Sab., March2, A. M., Charlestown; Pr. M., North
Haverhill;

March

Boston; March 3, Lynn;
y
esbury ; March 6,

/7, Lawrence;

Water-melon, and

March

9,

sionaries,

and will be independent of the apportionment.
C. O. LIBBY.
J

Post

-

Office

Addresses.

Rev. A. Grifiith, Panama, Chatauque Co, NY.

*

»

J. W.Barr, Otseliec,
Letters

use

CO.,

stone,

Potsdam, N.Y.

8:s8388
Fo!

The Best and Most Productive Variety in the World for Field Culture.

season

have

a new

and

exceedingly valua- | ~™

found in my Catalogue, which will be sent free to all
applicants. As stated in my Catalogues, all my seed

is sold under three warrants, 1st:
That. all mone
sent shall reach me. 24: That all seed ordered shall reac

the purchaser.
true to name.

34: That my seeds shall be fresh and

JAMES

:

NY.

Received,

J Ashley—Mrs I, P Abbey—=M Atwood—Allen & Long
~(! J Annis—C Bean—C WBartlett—G Brown—dJ Bishop
=N Bingham—Mrs N Bigelow—G W Corttis—L Cap-

THE

Mass.

NEW

By P. P. BLISS,
For 1873, Now Ready.
Close to the Bible!
Close to the heart!
Close to the musical and réligious needs of the
Sunday School.

SUNSHINE
GREAT VARIETY! DEEP
INTENSE MELODIES!

FEELING !

Responsive Scripture readings, with many songs.
Illustrating!
Enforcing!
Inviting!
A novelty for every Christian worker. Hymns and
tunes that never ‘‘ wear out,” for the family worship
and prayer meeting. A few pages of practice and picces
Suitable Jor Saturday afternoon and concert occasions.
;
PRICE SINGLE, 35 CENTS.
PER DOZEN, $3.60,
A single specimen copy of

SUNSHINE

Sent by mail on receipt of 30 cents by the Publishers.

1545

JOIN

selecting the earliest ripening, largest anc most prolific ears for seed,
120 TO 150 BUSHELS OF SHELLED CORN

GROWN

Marblehead,

SUNSHINE!

;

present perfection by planting largest, most prolific
and earliest kinds fora series of years and annually

J. H. GREGORY,

4tieow

CONTAINS

HOW THIS VARIETY oF CORN wAS ORIGINATED
This celebrated variety has been brought to its

CHURCH
& CO.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

PER ACRE.

.

In order to show that it is NO HUMBUG, wWé have
put up 590,000 small SAMPLE PACKAGES, which we
will send FREE to all who send stamp to pay postage.
WHAT WE CLAIM FOR THE CHESTER COUNTY MAMMOTH CORN:
The important points of superiority claimed for this
corn over other

varieties, and which

tained by the voluntary

are

fully

sus-

statements of farmers who

raised from seed got of us last year, are these:

1st, This corn will yield from twice to three times,
as many bushels to the acre on the same soil and with
the same culture.
:
2nd, The sthlks grow more vigorous and healthy,
and sufficiently strong to produce ane or two very
large ears.
A
i
8rd, The stalks bear more foliage and are better for
feeding.
\
4th, That it will grow and produce a profitable crop:
on ground where other corn will net grow to maturity.
5th, It ripens earlier and is not liable to be caught
by frost.

6th, To be cut green and used for feeding, it is fifty

per cent. better than any other variety of corn.
Our corn has all been selected with the greatest
.care the small: end of every ear broken off, the bal
ance shelled by hand.
!
WE

WARRANT

EVERY

GRAIN

OF IT TO GROW,

The increase yield per acre over the old varieties
will pay for the seed 20 times over, besides eve
farmer
that plants this year will have a large deman:
for seed at good prices. SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND
TESTIMONIALS.
.

Price $2.50 per

wis"

0t10

peck. $8'a bushél; five bushels $20.

N. P. BOYER & CO.,

Parkeshurg, Chester County, Pa.
0

[oe

hy
by

t
a

I

H

many other

rieties from Kuropean growers,
A fine selection of
flower seed, home-grown and imported, will also be

Lowell;

14, Pascoag; March 15, Providence, Park St.; March
16, A. M,, Roger Williams ; P. M,, Olneyville; evening,
Greenwich St. ; March 17, Pond Bt.
The pastors are requested to give notice of the
meetings, and make arrangements. All meetings
for week days willbe in the evening. iEollestions
passage o

SANDSTONE

ble squash; new varieties of corn, three fine melons,
and other choice new Jogeiables for my customers.
My business is to supply, what every good farmer
is anxious to get, the very best of vegetable seed. I
grow a hundred and fifty kinds on my four seed
farms, right under my own eye, making new vegetables a specialty, besides importing their choicest va-

March 10, Tauntonk Weir St. ; March 11, 1st Taunton :
March 12, Pawtuckyt; March 13, Blackstone; March

will be taken for outfit and

Marblehead

Mammoth Cabbage, Mexican Sweet Corn, Phinney’s

Ohio.

Sandstone!

and others about to build, or

385838:
the Hub-

ad-

& CO.,

Toledo,

I
I was the first to introduce to the: public

SUNDAY SCHOOL SINGING BOOK,

Notices and Appointments.

8.

4t9

For particulars

HUMISTON

Potsdam

:

Bennett
-8t .; evening,
March 4, Hampton;

to

<

Proprietors,

377 St. Paul Street, Montreal, Canada.
17 Southampton

$2,000

by HENRY

New and Valuable Vegetables.

Killer in the house,

use the

from

of works

4tltam3

and not get caught without a

EVERYBODY

sale

4t10

always at hand.

Bottle of Pain
I

for a reliable man

of making

of choice Revival Hymns and Tunes for Prayer
and Social Meetings, Sunday Schools and Congrogations. Among the ‘many gems we would name
¢
Where is thy Refuge, Poor Sinner?” “I will
Save, O Jesus, Save,”
Never Cast
Him Out,”
and “Jesus of Nazar
Passeth by.”
Price,
10 cents, mailed; $8 per hundred.
Publishers,
HORACE
WATERS
&
SON,
481
Broadway,
3
3t
N.Y
31

Throat.

you have a COUGH or COLD,

Pla

articles, saleable

+N. H"WHITE
Newark, New J ersey.

Yow will securea good farm.
ress

This

Ir

$1.50;

lyeowil

¥ MN
THE
REVIVAL HTonk
BookAND
Por
THE MILLION. T has little work contains 84 pages

with all classes

KILLER

bottles,

year, can be secured, in connection with an

Churches

COLIC,
Use the Pain Killer.
is so popular
As the Pain Killer.

MEDICINE

Large

WARD BEECHER, WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT; HARRIET BEECHER STOWE, &c. Write for particulars
to J. B. FORD & CO., New York; Boston; Clucago;

It

you have PAINTER’S

Lame

AGENTS WANTED.—SAMPLES SENT
free by mail, with tems, to clear from $5

to $10 per day.

Is Davis’ Pain Killer.

Yr

Cords,

small bottles, 75 cts. Sold by all Druggists.

dt9

Sore

Contracted

Back, Spraitis, Wb, From 2 to 6 large bottles will
cure cases given up by physicians.
The only cer-

send for circular, to
P=

temporary

relief.
The CONSTITUTIONAL CATAERH
REMEDY strikes at the root, builds up the constitution,
makes it new, and drives away Catarrh and all dis-

BETTER « BONDS !

Call for Allen’s Lung Balsam.
J. N. HARRIS & CO., Prop’s, Cincinnati, O.

ga For sale by all medicine dealers.

Council of Man-

We will send our ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE to all
in want of hure and reliable Flower & Vegetable
Seeds. —We sell none but the best.
Address with
An investment in the lands of the National Colony
“Rh
J T. SMITH & SONS,
“will pay. 100 per cent. better than any Bonds or
Brentwood, N. H.
Stocks upon the market.
A small sum invested
ane

It contains

no opium in any form.

of the City

Every word that my mother states ie true.
JACOB J. ABBOTT.

Rogers, assisted

ALLENS
LUNG
BALSAM
is the remedy
to cure all lung and throat difficulties. It should be
will cure when all others fail.
1t is harmless to the most delicate child.

three

WANTED. wages

In Gorham, Me., Jan. 26, by Rev. C. Brown, Mr.
E. F. Mayo, and Mrs. Lydia E. Brown, both of G.
In Lincolnvi)le, Me., March 1. by J. D. Tucker,

SEEDS!

than

medicine or thank God too heartily that through its
instrumentality I have been restored to health.
MARY M. ABBOTT.
No. 17, Manchester Corporation.

with

by Rev. S. Benison, of Mass., Mr. Dennis Straw, of
Barnstead,and Miss Ann Rogers, of S.daughter of the
officiating minister.
In South Strafford, Vt., Jan. 20, by® Rev. M. Atwood, Mr. J. H, Melendy and Mrs. Harriet Hapgood,
both of Jericho, VL.

are

in recommending a great remedy, such as

Less

bottles of Constitutional Catarrh Remedy have cured
me.
Ihave not been so well since I can remember
as now.
I feel as if I could not say too much for the

AG

Rev. W.

Esq., Mr. Austin Mariner

of Catarrh Remedies,

ut have found no relief till I tried your Constitutional Catarrh Remedy, six months ago, and found immediate relief.
y

FIRST-CLASS

for Portlan |,

MARRIED
In Strafford, Feb. 22, by

better before

have suffered beyond description with running at the
nose, droppings in the throat, chokings and stran-

B

1873.

5.50 8.50 A. M. 12.03 5.14, 8.43; P. M. and on Mondays
Trains leave Dover

1 began to grow

Iam 53 years old; have had Catarrh ever sinee I
was eighteen
years old and headache all the time;

tain

BOSTON

August.

Manchester, N. H., Feb. 1, 1871.

4610

sends his “FAMILY
PHYSICIAN,”
9%
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to

practicing physicians, as well as druggists, and take

on which to erect an edifice
J

hundred liberal Catholics have united
address to Pere Hyacinthe urging him to
the pulpit‘at Geneva.
The futher has
favorable reply, saying that he is willing

all

Remedy last

DR. 8S. 8. FITCH,

purchased.d

Balsam, and it sells rapidly.

Use the Pain Killer.

in doing so the association cleared. $1,500.

A F. Baptist church was organized at East
Washington, N. H., Feb. 18, consisting of thirteen members, who assented to our arficles of
faith, The order of exercises was as follows:
Sermon, by Rev. G. W: Knapp; Right hand of
féllowship, by
Rev. E.
Smith;
Consecrat-

Ing Prayer, by

;

The statement that Prof. Tyndall presented
$1,500 to the Young Men’s Christian Association
in Washington,is not strictly correct. The Smithgonian Institute engaged Prof. "Tyndall to deliver his lectures on Light, but they induced the
association to assume the management and ull
the pecuniary responsibility of the lectures, and

REV. LUCIUS W. MANNING, of North Dighton,
Mass., will close. a pleasant pastorate of five
years the present month, and would be pleased
to visit some of our churches with a view to a
settlement with them. Bro. Manning is a man
of ability, sound in doctrine as well as of ex@énplary life, of fresh and vigorous thought, and I
most cheerfully commend him to the esteem of
our people.Any church desiring to secure his
labors can address him at North Dighton, Mass.
i
JAMES BOYD.

from

HURT & TANNER.
physicians and druggists

merits.

The following are statistics of the contributions
made in 1872 by forty-seven of the Episcopal
churches in New York city:
Of these, omitting
those which gave for special
and
temporary
reasons, the largest is that of St. Thomas, $93,940; and the smallest that of St. Stephen’s, $50.
The contribution of Trinity
was $5,144; St.
George’s, $49,679; Church of the Holy Trinity,
$60,041; Ascension, $60,000; and
the Church
ot the Incarnation, $60,000.
The total amount
raised was $845,218, of which
eight churches
gave $647,673, and the
remaining thirty-nine

ROCKLAND, Mg.—There is a little revival interest with us. Three sisters, heads

BE
:
& Ward,

Drs. Wilson

the community, who were

meetingy

been

Manufactured only by A. B. WILBOR, Chemist, No.

166 Court Street, Boston.

ENGE

Is extended to the world to Place betore the
Doster Sonen or Lung remedy than ALLEN’S

we know this to be.
Aa Physicians donot recommend a medicine which

of Mr.-P.-one half of the | their proportionof the cost of a new
house.
J. M. DP.

and

most of

finishing the first bottle. I am now on the third bottle. My Catarrh is cured; my health is restored. I
have no pains, aches or cough: ‘My whole system is
made over new. I know it is this medicine that has

or San Francisco.

write

time for the" coming year.

Diphtheria

that I

Hundreds of cases of a similar nature cured within

have

and Fridays at 7.40,»

The American Christian Review,in referring to the statement that men are never excluded from the churches for the grave sin of
covetousness, asserts its knowledge of five ‘men,
all in good cireumstances and good standing in
in Little Flat Rock,
other charge
was
had refused to pay

Asthma,

Throat and Lungs.

I was obliged to lie in bed

Trains leave for Alton Bay.
9.80 10.50 A. M., and 6.10 P. M.

there is a spirit of

from the Disciples church
Indiana, for that sin, No
made against them.
They

the

so

the time for three months... Ihave tried all kinds of
snuff and Catarrh remedies with no particular benefit, and consulted physicians.
I had a hackin
cough. Ibegan to take the Constitutional Catarrh

the last

hap No give their testimony in favor of the use of
fs Wi
1's Pure Cod Liver Oil and Lime.
Experience has proved it to be a valuable remedy for Con*
sumption,

ago last summer

may rest.

frogn a member

expelled at one time

$147.39
Tréas.

Special Notices.
— Many

save myself

my hedd

at intervals, for
a week at a tithe. Ialso had bad
pains in shoulders, back and kidneys, from which I
suffered immensely. So bad-were they, that a year

agency

Balsam.

prayer meetings, in which
harmony and equality.

14.14

Lowell, Mass,
per L. G Howe,
7.50
8 8, Wash St, Dover. for
sipport of Wm Burr in India, Jor R E Clark,
Treas,
20.00
Miss A P Hodgdon. 'Tuftonboro, N H,
1.50
Miss E-Webster, Wheatville, NY,
»
25
Bristol, N H, per G J Abbott,
85.00
8 Warren, Abbott, Me,
5.00

Consumptives.

bed to

It affected

felt confused, and was troubled with severe headache

certain to assimilate the food, regulate the bowels,
cure wind-colic and produce natural Sleep.
It con-

on the charge of * general worthlessness.”

May God deepen the work.
JAMES ASHLEY,

5.00
= 50.60
9.00

Rock & Dane Q M, Wis,'*

Dover, N. H.

strangulation.

AM. AM.
PM. PM.
10.10 10.45
2.58 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 8.10 ,p. M.

The First Baptist church in Wilmington, N.
fellowship

Mission,

Chatauque Q M, NY, per W U Edward,
Samuel Wheeler, Phillips, Me, per D Waterman,
Oakland,
Wis, per L Hulse,

your

Centaur

50.00
7.50
2.0

2

chronicC-ws she Best and Cheapest

We will send a circular containing certifi

cates, the recipe, &c., gratis, to

it.

use

More than 1000 certificates of re-

gout,

Harmon,

C. 0. LIBBY,

from

rescued me from intense suffering and almost the
rave.
Iam now able to do the hardest work and
3.00
edr the greatest exposure, and feel that I can not
1.00
{
|
say
too
much
in favor of the Constitutional Catarrh
50.00
Remedy.
MRS. E. J. FLANDERS.
13.¢5

$126°5
Concord, N, H.
SILAS CURTIS
reas.
The $110. credited to the church in New Hampton
village last week should have been $10,

crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites are rendered

tains neither minerals, morphine nor alcohol, and is
pleasant to take. Children need not cry and mothers

Dr. Peabody, Harvard eollege

Mission.

2d ch, Buxton, Me, per B P Parker,
B K Moody, Mechanicsburg, O,
A friend,
Chenango Q M,N Y, per L. D Turner.
* A Thank Offering to the Lord,” by L L.
Porismouth, N I,
Lowell ch, Mass, per L. G Howe,
* A Friend of Missions,” Limerick, Me,

To

human frame,

one year than have all other pretended remedies
since the world began. It is a counter-iyritant, an

It is no

$323.00
Financial Agent,
:

G. W. BEAN,
Lewiston, Me., March 6, 1873,

mot gone,

scalds,

the

previously re-

mg, so that I would spring up in

Chaplin, $5 each;
Mr Kneeland, A P Whitney,
Mary Ingalls, $1 each, Harrison ch
SBawyer,8
8 Merrill, G H Stockbridge, Mrs
Stockbridge, $1 each,
4.00
E H Butts, David Harris, $2 each,
4.00
W H Whittum,
hy
5.00
‘W C Barrows,
6.00
Mrs H © Elliot,
10.00
Sabbattisville ch,
7.00
Worthen,
i
;
25.00
Wayne ch & Ladies’ soclal circle,
+ 62,00
J
Chadwick,
52.00
L R Burlingame, Hezekiah Chase, $50 each,
100.00

its effects are marvelous. It has produced more
cures of rheumatism, neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy,
salt-rheum,

at Manchester,
N. H., and

E L

the Centaur Liniment will

swelling

guage, but it is true.

reside

F Walker. $25; L W Raymond,
$105 John Daw. s, CA’

Foreign

Cure

Catarrh Remedy!
State. I have had Catarrh twenty-five years, ever
since I was 19 years old; had it bad all the time. It
run all that period, and nights it would fill up and
drop down
in my throat, causing a feeling of chok-

Home

ates a fictitious appetite, but a gentle tonic which as-

CONSTITUTIONAL

Constitutional Catarrh Remedy, Manchester, N. H.:

Central Enstitute.

have

Sold by all Druggista.

And
Droppings
in
Throat,
Chokings,
Jirauglingty
ains in the Side, Loins
Headache,
Dizziness and
Genera
Weakness,
Cured by less than Three
Bottles of the

Lougee, KE Tilton, N H.

Maine

P=

CUOURBD!

To MESSRS. LITTLEFIELD & HAYES, Proprietors of

E W Page, 37. Park Row. New York city,

Joseph

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

delivers the next course of lectures on Christian
evidences for the New York Presbyterians.

C., has withdrawn

in

Castoria is more than a substitute for Casto
Oil. It is the only safe article in existence which is

General.

Park

HEBRON, ME.—The Lord is blessing the
faithful labors of N. W. Plummer, who
has been preaching with us at Brighton
Hill to the acceptance of all. Some have
entertained a hope, and others are goming
to the Saviour and inquiring what they
shall do*to be saved. We have secur-

force—

more members and more money; and it Is
hoped that if any of our brethren are dis. posed to move west that .they may locate
in the vicinity of those towns; for you
will there find brethren who will receive
you gladly, and you no doubt will, by so

in due

Quimby,

and

within eight miles of each other.
These
churches are small, but composed
of a

they need

A.

M.

did not

church in Mason, and the Lord has saved | The churches of Danbury, Ct., consisting of more FepuiaLion than any cough medicine we have
two Congregational, a Baptist, Methodist, Uni- ever sold. Have been in the drug business 27 years.
some, reclaimed a few, and others’ are se- versalist and Disciples, hold union meetings, and We mean just what we say. Very Trul Yours,

. rious.

order.

M.

Q.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

We are holding a series of meetings at our

the readers of the Star that we have on
that western
frontier several
churches,

working

Q.

tists, Southern Ill. Association, held its last session at Mt. Zion church, Jefferson Co., Ill, commencing on Friday, Feb. 21, 1873. The business
was transacted in harmony, all the churches
being represented. Next session with the Union
Grove church, St. Clair Co., Tll., on Friday,
May 23, 1873.
C. L. RoBiINsox, Clerk.

done that will honor God in eternity.

The Nebraska Mission.

in

NORTH-WEST Dis.

with us at Summerville a few days after
oure4€). M., and some good we trust was

Denominations] News and Notes.
and

graciously

SUMMERVILLE, N. Y.—Bro. Root stopped

less or of little value.

organized

Brethren

and Foster have

no means to be fruit-

1 wish to briefly mention our work
Nebraska. It is well known perhaps

has

dered from the Lord but are now sitting at
the feet of Jesus learning of him. Last
Friday our meetings were brought suddenly to a close by the snow and wind which
entirely blocked up the roads for four days.
Yet the good Spirit is at work; a solemn
awe pervades the community, and we are
about to resume the good work again. Others have risen for prayers, and many are

the aid

and

God

visited the Strafford and Barnstead church,
which has resulted in the conversion of sixteen precious souls, five of whom had wan-

it is grateful to

13—15.

LAWRENCE, N.Y., Q. M.—Held
its last session with the.church in Ellenburgh, Jan. 24—26.
In consequence of a great storm, there were but
few from abroad.
Revivals were reported in
two of our churches.
Rev. R. Parks and Bro.
M. White, ministers of Q. M., were present and
preached Christ with power and effect. A good audience was present on the Sabbath, and an interesting and useful communion season was enjoyud.
S. W. CoweLL, Clerk.

Revivals, &c.
STrRAFFORD, N. H.

of the Reformation”

until eighteen years later.’

23, at 2
Clerk.

J. J. ALLEN, Clerk.

faith and an acceptance of the words of the

studying with some actual success and
a good promise for the future. Heretotore,most of this work of exploring sacred teritory by excavations has been carried

June

EXPRESS,

of his life at the age of twenty-three,

after having visited the castle of Wartbourg, so
full of memories of Luther.
The first volume

Baptist

MoRrreLL, Soliciting Agent.

Great Teacher.

the river Jordan, surveying,excavating,and

Free

M. conference on the 13th at 2 o’clock. Teams
will be at Gouverneur on Friday to convey al
who may come to the meeting.

Harper's Ferry, W. Va., March 3, 1873.

—— WESTERN ENTERPRISE IN THE EAST.
The American Palestine Exploring Society
is already at work in the neighborhood of

re-

JEFFERSON Q.M.—Held its, last session with
the church at Sprague corners.
The churches
were generally well represented by delegates,
and a good season was enjoyed.
The covenant
meeting was the best we have had for years.
The Holy Spirit rested down upon the congregation with such power that some of -the unconverted were led to ery out, ** what must I do to
be saved,” and it is our prayer that the good
seed sown may yet bear fruit to the glory of
God.
We were favored: with the presence of
Rev. R. Parks and Rev. C. H. Chappell from the
Loraine Q. M., who preached the word with

lege.
.
Any information concerning the Institution and its work, especially amongst
the freedmen, will cheerfully be given to
those who desire it.

the

Chestér

the work to whichhe consecrated so large a

There is no pain which

to invite

Storer

.
thankfully

church,
commencing”
Friday,
May
o’clock, P. M,
R. R. WALTERS,

of such

and honor

most earnestly

the

One of these is dated Nov, 28, 1817, and discloses the fact that he sketched eut the plan of
portion

A Woman Having Catarrh 35 Years,

L KE Bates, Fabius, NY.
* GH Bowie, Georgetown, Me,
John Heron, Lockridge, Iowa,
Mrs M A Vary, Harrisburg
N Y.
Ben) Thompson, Stark, N
H,
|
8 H Gilson.
Hydewwn, Pa.
A N True, Hillsboro, Wis.
Mrs D A Gllpatrick, Lisbon Factory, Me.

are now published for the first time,
many choice and interesting entries,

appear

CLEVELAND % M.—Held
its Feb. term
at
Maple Grove.
The churches were well represented, and the meeting was one of interest. It
was protracted,
and resulted in the conversion
of a number of souls.
;
:

May be these lines will pass under the
observation of some who have money and
are anxious to put it where it will most
effectually bless mankind

M.

extracts
contains

of his “History

ceive the Missionary sent us by the Me. F. B.
H. M. 8., and that we heartily co-operate with
him, and recommend that the churches warmly
receive, him, and aid him in his work“by their
frequent prayers and liberal contributions.
he efforts of the Me. F'. B. H. M. 8. have evidently been blessed in bebalf of this
Q. M. The
army of the Lord is making some
demonstrations around the borders of our camp, and also
in the interior, and it is evislent that satan trembles for fear of a more pawerlu) attack: Ministers and laymen are n
making some extra
effort and SXpecting to see good.
;
Next session with the First ¥F. B. church in
Georgetown,of which seasonable notice will be
given.
G. W. JoNEs, Clerk.

the

of

to

Meetings.

the following resolution :
Resolved, That we as a Q.

do not know
them are tfoattempting t
relatives near

benefits resulting in waste and woe.

unsatis-

suggest

contribute

all

the church at Winnegance,
Feb.
21-23.
In
consequence of a very blocking snow-storm the
meeting was hardly what -was' expected,
and
yet more than was expected when we beheld the
streets so blockaded
Saturday morning.
Business was done in good order and with a harmonious interest. Some encouraging reports from
churches cheered us. The conference passed

thousands, yes millions of wealth are -yearly transferred from one generation to
another, and upon different enterprises,
what treasures are bestowed upon objects

factory, and long for a faith at once rational
"and vital. They urge Prof. S. to stay, pay
what seems a hearty deference both to him
and

who will

which the owners thereof
how to dispose of. Many of
day deeply perplexed in
arrange their Dbequests,—to

news from Prof. Seelye, of Amherst College,

drifting,

again,

in

EpGeEcoMB Q. M.—Held its last session with

. Dear brethren - and friends:
Do not
indulge in the least possible alarm in regard to ‘‘so many calls for money.”
The

sales

hereafter to double

Bramyins bisTENING.

Quarterly

endowment fund ?

of the

the

presents
in connection amounting
$98.21,~all aside from salary.

Who will build the new boarding hall ?
And who, at the same time- this is being
done, will enlarge the chapel building?
And

to
for

$67.71 on Wednesday evening, Feb, 19, and for

‘

£

forces that lend

8. W. CoweLL and wife extend thanks
their friends in Ellenburgh and vicinity

tions.

sounds on yet across seas and continents,
and thrills even dull souls with the spiritual
the sake of the

CATARRE!

So oe hi

MORNING

wth

We

Si

¥

ET

—

A

THE

@
—

THE MORNING

STAR, MARCH

12, 1873.
"

Poctry.

too

well

Ethel's

temperament,

her frivoloms nature, and her habit of

came .under

that

ing game of everything

mak-

the Cross.
——

Ed

Heavier the cross; the nearer heaven;

No cross without, ne God within—

Death, judgment from the heart are driven,
Amid the world’s false glare and din;
Oh! happy he with all his loss,
‘Whom God hath set beneath the cross.
Heavier the cross, the better Christian;

This is the touchstone-God applies;
How

many a garden would be wasting,

Unwet by showers from weeping eyes!
The gol by fire is purified;
The Christian is by trouble Friefl.
Heavier the cross, the stronger faith ;
The loaded palm strikes deeper root,
The vine-juice sweetly tssueth
When men have pressed the clustered
fruit;
And
cousage grows where dangers come,
Like pearls beneath the salt sea-foam.

If sky and wind were always fair,
:

-

:

ilar nature, during

WUD

Close to my aching breast.
My darling’s pretty white garments,

I wrought them while sitting apart,

A
a

Under my throbbing heart;
And often my happy dreaming

se

Sige

>

Like the murmur of birds at brooding,
When the days are warm and long.

.

Ah! the radiant summer morning,
So full of a mother’s joy !
“ Thank God! he is fair and perfect,
My beautiful new-born hoy.”
Let him wear the pretty white garments
T wrought while sitting apart,
Lay him, so sweet and helpless,
There, close to my throbbing hefrt. :
Many and many an evening
I sit since my baby came,
Saying, ¢“ What do the angels call him?’
For he died without a name;

Sit while the hours are waning
And the house is all at rest,
And fancy a baby nestling
Close to my aching breast.

:

Family. Crcle.
Lesson.
MILLY.

old

and sister Hat-

for a month's tour

stone .domicile.

This

afternoon,

while musing in prospectus over the loneliness and frequent attacks .of' the ‘ Blues’

1 should

of necessity

experience

their absence, a bright idea

during

struck

me,

to

‘send for you. I went directly to mamma,
stated my wishes, and, to my great joy,
she bade me seize my quill and its necessary appurtenances, and write for you at
once. Please come immediaiely to
*¢ Your harum' scarum niece,
ETHEL.”

Such were the contents
dressed to,

and

received

of

a

note

by,

Miss

adKate

Barclay, a spinster -of uncertain age, as
she was watering her plants, one pleasant
morning.” We have said she was a spinster, but with that common

term, we would

not have you associate the picture usually
drawn of that—we were about to say persecuted class of humanity, but rather a
sweet, pleasant

face,

eyes

that

reminded

one of summer skies, and a voice which
thrilled the very soul.
Kind,
loving,
social as she was, like her adored Master,
she went about d ving godd, with a cheerful

smile for the happy one, a tear for the sorrowing,

and

something

more

for the poor and needy, and

as

substantial
a

natural

consequence, she was beloved by all who
had the good fortune to know her.
Though Ethel Lugrin,-in addressing her,
had‘eiTled her aunt, still she was not any

kin
to her, or) any of the family.

Ethel’s,

grandfather had picked her up one day
. when she was a mere child, crying in the

street
; he had adopted her, as he had
daughter of his own,

wu

and

ever

since

all

a

friend

student

of his,

cate

nq
that

time Kate had remained with the old
couple, though she had always retained her
own pame.
:

AN EXPLANATORY AND CRITICAL COMMENTARY ON THE HOLY BIBLE, and a Revision of
the translation, by Bishops and “Other Clergy
lited by ¥'.C. Cook,
of the Anglican church.

M. A,, Canon of Exeter. Vol.AI. Joshua—L.
Kings. New York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co.
1573 octavo. pp. 624. Soldby E. J.
Lane &

Jo,
The second
volume of what. is ' popularly
known as the * Speaker’s Commentary ,”—from

Bh

why itis so hard to re-

things,

others?

and

I've

so

easy

noticed

to re-

the fact that the movement in its behalf was orig-

that the

inated

meet all

our

duties,

of your

nurse,

you

had

Do you observe

the

time, we

—

——

I know four of them,

and some of the mis-

chief they have done.

I found

out thélr.

names, and I' want to put you on your
guard against them, for they are very sly.
They will make you believe they are your
friends. They appear sociable, easy, goodnatured, and not too much in a hurry.
They seem to wait your own time, ai
entice you when you least expect it.
“Oh, we want you'to enjoy yourselves,”
they say, *‘ and not be so particular;” and

he,

face

quate

the arguments they use
at least I must think so,

are very taking;
since so many of

the young listen to them
by them.

and are led away

And
all,
not
know,

I believe,
because they did
in the first place, who was

If yon are tempted to leave

third;

much money;

to go

or a ride, and

once

‘this

morning asked
do my part,
streamed down
‘Mr. Turner, I

«Well,

yes;

his

business

soul of heaven.

that

and

[or a sail

He

class, for the insulting name with which we
training the ¢ young idea how to shoot.’ 1 have been in the habit, of late, of greeting
presume he has a pretty hard crowd to deal you. We promise to do so nomore. Have
with. I was amused the other day while we your pardon?’
passing a knot of boys, to hear one ragged
“All the class rose as I said this,and Ralph,
urchin shout out to another, ¢ Hullo, Jack, it'seemed to me, never looked so much like
where do you go to school ?’ while the other an angel, as he smiled and expressed in
replied,—* Oh, I go to Nosey; where do such kind words his forgiveness. And do
you

go?”

h)

‘Is the young man a stranger in the
city, Ethel, or is this his native place ?”
*¢ I believe he came out from Scotland,
with ‘three other young men, about twelve
months ago.”
* What a burning shame to treat strangers in, such an insulting manner. From
that young man’s appearance, Ethel, 'I

you believe me, Ethel,

I have

never

city;

but the

since

as I live I shall, with the help of a higher

young

folks can not help having a little sport over Power, never allow myself to be guilty of
that prodigious nose. It doesn’t do him
any harm, certainly, and is an immense
satisfaction to us.”
:
*¢ That is true, It is not probable that
the cruel nickname can do him any material injury; but only think of that poor
stranger’s feelings when he hears,—if he
has not

heard

already,—of

the" ridiculous

sueh a mean, unkind, cruel habit

again.

hope God will forgive me for the wrong
have already done in that way.”

+I shall now go away

I

I

content, willing,

like one of old, to ‘depart in

peace,’

for

I

of ‘ Nosey,”

he

would

receive

visit. Only keep your promise sacred, and
God will strengthen you to.carry it out.”

a

mother’s kisses and a fond -sister’s caress?
Put yourself in his place, my dear Ethel,

and what would be your
such a revelation P”
¢ Everything
but

own

feelings
i

A boy borrowed. his mother’s ' scissors,
and left them on the floor when he had
at done with them, although charged to put
them back in their

place.

He

didn’t mean

but to disobey, he merely forgot. He went
is it such a serious matter ?”
out to spin his top, and when tired of
“ The proper way to judge is~to bring the sport he put the top in his pocket and
On the receipt of Ethel’s hastily written
note, she resolved to go at once. She the subject home to one’s self, But here ran off. He remembered to pick up the
felt that perhaps she might teach her some we are at the ‘ old stone domicile’ again, top—I wonder why ? This boy was rl a
good lessons, during her month's stay, for ‘as you choose to style your home. This to call at the grocery on his way to school

iy

pleasant, Auntie;

asks you to postpone

it.

He

of the Little Ones. -

A father, in the Advance, telling how his
little boy came to him one night, long after
he was supposed to have gone to sleep,
with a request to be taught how to pray
in view of some omission of duty, adds:
He repeated it over and over again and
seemed to love to keep it in his mind.

Then he questioned

me

about

God,

his

less that is really original
Olshausen, b§

it covers the

body for the last time, A celebrated artist
has
depicted the interview upon the canvas.
The
councilors gathered about his bed, and
he ad-dressed them. He thanked them for the token
of honor which they had granted. to him, ands
craved their forgiveness for outbreakings of angot which they had treated with so much
for
arance. He could.say with truth, that whatever might be his faults, he had served their
public with, his whole soul,. He had taught re, he
said, with no feeling of uncertainty respectin
his doctrine, but sincerely and honestly, bccord:
ing to the Word of God. . . He asked their pars
don

for his many faults; in particular for his
quickness, vehemence, and readiness to be
anry. In regard to his teaching and his writings, .

e could say that God had given him the
to
fo to work Sarniest!y and systematically, so that
© had not jktowjng y perverted or erroneousl
interpreted a single passage of the Scriptures,y .

He had written for no personal end, but only to
promot the honor of God. .. He died on the

27th of May, 15664. His--piercing 676 rotain

its

THE REFORMATION.
By George P. Fisher, D.
D., Professor of Ecclesiastical History in Yale
College.
New York: Scribner, Armstrong &
Co. 1873. octavo. pp. 620, Sold by E. J. Lune
& Co.

It is an old subject which Prof. F. here treats,
Alter D’Aubigne bad traversed this field, and so
thoroughly spread out the results of his study in
bis ample, picturesque and eloquent work; it
might have seemed that there was little left for
any successor to do.
But the work of the Swiss
historian is Loo voluminous for general use; it
descends too much into details; it has an excess
of isolated facts and too little of the philosophy of
history; new light has been thrown upon oldd
questions, and new questions have arisen, since
the appearance of the work referred to; while a

volume

devoted

to this

great movement, that

might be used in the class-room ‘of thé Theological Seminary, seemed to be called for. Prof.
F. baving delivered a course of lectures before
the Lowell Institute at Boston on this theme, it
was a happy idea, that of revising them and putting them into this permanent shape.
It isa
valuable volume.
The author has studied his
subject with great care and thoroughpess, and
dealt with it in a way equally historical and
happy.
He follows a method carefully, but it is

At last, as if not quite
dear,

there are such strange things in the Bible! ”

Then

repeating tlie mew

prayer he had

learned he kissed me good-nizht,and bounding away to his room, was soon asleep.
The incigent caused me to reflect.
What
led this little boy of seven years, so full of

gushing life, unbidden to seek his Bible?
Who awakened in him that desire for
words to express a prayer?
Why could
tered his want?

‘I know not what you who

read this may think, but I believe God talks

with children not less now than when Samuel was a child. They are his peculiar
care, and his good angels bring messages
to them. I believe that often, especially
in Christian families, their minds are full
of serious questionings and mysterious
longings, and that a more
sympathetic
-intercourse between

parents

and

children

would often reveal the fact. Itis sad to
think how many such things they keep hid
within their

héarts, because they know not

into whose ear they may pour them out.
Parents,

if God

talks

with

your

child,

ought you not to talk with him? Tf he
plants such thoughts in his heart, ought not
you to nurture them ?

THE

CENTRAL

LAKE

REGIONS

OF

AFRICA.

Compiled and arranged bv
Bayard Tavlor,
With map and numerous illustrations,
New
York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co. 1873: 12mo.
pp. 397,

Another excellent volume belonging to the Li-

is bound in the same style

as its predecessors, is

hardly less valuable than the original work in
two or three large volumes, and sells forless
than one-third of the money.~We have heretofore spoken in such strong terms of the peculiar
merits of Harpér's Household Edition of Dickens, that we only need to announee the appearance of a new volume, and say that each installment seems to testify for it even more strongly
than any which went before it.
ON THE EVE.
A Tale,
By Ivan S. Turgeniefl:
Translated {rom the Russian by C. E, Turner.
Am. edition with amendments.
New York:
Holt & Williams, 1873. 16mo. pp. 272.
Another addition to the Leisure Hour Series
which these publishers are issuing, wearing the
same unique and taking dress asthe other volumes, and giving us another of this author's peculiarly vigorous, brilliant, fresh and stjmulating
tales, whose appearance here almost/ marks an

era in the history of hghter literature. His genius is eminently individual while huving something of the national
happily embodies it.

stamp,

and

this

volume

PROGRESSIVE EXERCISES IN ENGLISH COMPO-

with the freedom

whatever pertains to the art of composition, His
* Aids” is a ‘book to which many thousands of

a method that never wnierieres

the other.

He exhibits some of the'grand move-

ments of Providence, sets forth the reciprocal ac-

tion of varied

powers,

is answered

by

shows how
resistance,

moral pres-

freedom, and putting their consciences and their
passions into the great struggle whose meaning

black Jpyes.

He has been appro-

Jintely styled the Aristotle of the Reforneion.
ile was a perfectly honest man.
He subjected
his will to the eternal rule of right, as far as he
could discover it. His motives were pure.
He
felt that God was near him, and sderificed everything to obey the direction of Providence.
The
fear of God ruled in his soul; not a slavish fear,
but a principle such as animated the prophets of
the Old Covenart.
The combination of his qualities was such, that he could not fail to attract
profound admiration and reverence from one
class of minds, und excite intense antipathy; in
another.
There is no one of the Reformers who
is spoken of, at this late day, with so much personal feeling, either of regard or aversion.
But
whoever studies his life and writings, especially
the few passages in which he lets us into his confidence and appears to invité our sympathy, will
acquire a growing sense of his intellectual and
moral greatness, and a tender consideration
for his errors.

of his mind or pen.
His views are broad and
specific, and he deals skillfully alike with general principles and movements on the one hand,
and with local forces and personal characters on

with earnestness, and thefe were tears in his

bright

be compared with Aquinas.

SITION.
By R. G. Parker, A. M.
Revised
and enlarged by J. H, Hamilton, M. D. BosJon: Robert 8. Davis & Co. 1873. 12mo. pp.

hearing prayer, how he answers it, and how
we know he will. And as he put the
questions his little voice grew tremulous

able to comprehend all, he said, ‘“ Oh

although the imagination and sentiments were
less roundly developed.
His systematic spirit
fitted him to be the founder
of an enduring
school of thought,
In this characteristic he may

brary of Travel, Exploration and Adventure,
Testamentgand its general plan adapts 1t much
epitomizing in a very happy way the substance
betterfo general use; it has less simplicity and
of what is contained in the intensely interesting
variety than the Comprehensive, but its real value is far greater; it is not likely to supersede the ‘and significant narratives of Burton, Speke and
Baker. In point of value and attractiveness it
popular works of such expounders as Barnes,
is equul to the best bf its predecessors.
but it will reward careful study as they can nev
L]
er do; it will be less valuable than a commentaTHE CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND,
ry wisely made up by an electicizing process that
from the accession of Henry VII. to the death
of George II. By Henry Hallam, LL. D., F.
takes a volume by each of u score or more of auR. A. 8, Incorporating the author’s latest adthors, who have made some limited portion of
ditions and corrections, and adapted to the use
the Scriptures the subject of special, prolonged
of students.
By
William
Smith, D. C. L.,
and exhaustive
study, and
distilled the best
LL. D. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1873.
12mo. pp. 747.
thought of many vears into the exposition of
perhaps a single book, but it supplies a thorTHE LIFE AND ADVENTURES
OF NICHOLAS
NICKLEBY. By Charles Dickens, With fiftyoughly good commentary without subjecting the
two illustrations, by C. 8. Reinhart,
Same
purchaser to an immense amount of perplexing
Publishers. 1873. octavo. pp. 339.
inquiry, and saves him three-fourths of his monThese are books which need for themselves no
ey. The work is human, and hence imperfect;
special intiodaction to the world of readers, aod
it is not bard to Rick a quarrel with it here and
both description and praise are little less than
there, nor to find what seems-a has induced by
impertinent. In their respective spheres, Halspecial training and habits in the author, or by
lam and Dickens stand almost at the head of the
“Lhe ecclesiastical position and relations whose
company of magnates,
The one is the coolest,
influence it is hard for even the most indepencalmest, rigidest and most critical of historians,
dent and truth-loving men to throw off. But
forever awakening surprise at his ample and acthe undertaking seems to us especially excellent
curate learning, and at the thoroughly judicial
and timely, the second volume is by no means
character of his mind; the other is forever showless satisfactory than the first, and in some reing how his wide mental realm is crowded With
spects even more £0, the type is unusually good,
the creatures of imagination and fancy, and he
and the whole mechanical excellences are woralmost never sketches a portrait or limns a charthy of the work and of the House that republishacter without running nearly to the extreme
es it in this country.
It is expected that eight
of exaggeration.
One is the pontiff of facts, the
volumes will complete the work, and on many
other is the monarch of fiction.—But a truce to
accounts we wish they might be brought out
criticism and characterization.
We only wish to
with al] the rapidity that is consistent with faithsay that Dr. Smith has done another of his suful and thorough service.
The commentary sells
perbly admirable things in epitomizing Hallam’s
at $5 per volume,
(great work, and in giving us a fresh and choice
addition to the Student’s Series of Histories.
It

sure

have accomplished the great end of this be not -fall asleep, as usud¥, til¥he had ut-

And God did strengthen her, and from
appellation by which he is known.
Think
you his sad heart will not swellup with in- that evening she never forgot her lesson.
dignation, and long to be again in ‘ Auld
Scotia’ with the loved ones at home, where,
The=Sleepy Sentinel.
instead

never

Thoughts

that day allowed myself to nickname any
one, and I have exerted my influence with
others who [ find are liable to err in that
direction. I love you, my dear Ethel, too
dearly to think of allowing you to continue
in that course. It is becoming so naturalto
-you,that you are not really conscious of how
often you speak those names. I have kept
should judge him to be a gentleman. Iam a list ofall [ have heard you use since I
sorry parents do not teach their children have been here. There it is.” And she
better.”
pruduced a long list.
* Why, Auntie, how sober you are about
Ethel read them in astonishment, and with
such a trifle. -I have heard him spoken of tears blinding her eyes, she threw her arms
very highly by some of the aristocracy. I aropnnd her
aunt's neck,
exclaiming,
am sure'he is encouraged and helped by “Thank ycu for your lesson, Auntie. Long
his friends here in the

is

makes no promises and no provisions for
‘ By-and-by.”
Dear children, be on your guard against
these four servants of Satan, in little things
as well as in great ones, for their only aim
is to harm and ruin you.—British Messenger.

ness,not only for myself,but in behalfof my

consists ‘in

‘‘ Now

the accepted time,and the day of salvation.”

God to give me strength to
and rising, while the tears
my .eeks, I sobbed out,—
humbly ask your forgive-

thereis no further

whole Bible instead of being confined
6 The New

” or * Ev-

God says now:

it has

and suggestive than

God’s house,

and break the Sabbath day
* Only

its purpose

| than Lange, but it is also to cost less than half as

‘“ Everybody-does-so™ is the
‘“ By-and-by " is the fourth.

world a cripple, blind, deaf and dumb, as to

to serve

multiplication of words.—On the
a¥ hole, it seems
to us that this Commentary promises to meet the
wants of average clergymen and the more intelligent laity of the Christian church better than
anything else in the same department that has
appeared.
Of course it is less comprehensive

¢ Only this once.” “That is another.

up

trembled from head to foot, but I had

British House of

form; we haye succinct statements of results,
rather than the detailed accounts of processes.
There #re now and then somewhat extended discussions of important critical questions which
arise, such as only scholars familiar with the ancient languages can fully appreciate, but these
are rare and never needless, and even in them
the careful English scholar is enabled to comprehend very fairly the vital points involved and
form a somewhat intelligent opinion respecting
the merits of the argument.
There is little that
is superfluous. = Plain statements and passages
are not made obscure by long and bewildering
comments,
Just where and only where light
seems needful is there an attempt to give it;
and when an explanation has been made ade=-

Dear young friends, Satan has a great
many servants, and they are very busy,
running about doing all the harm they can.

as deformed as poor Ralph. Your Creator
might just as easily have sent you into the

marvel-

Speaker of the

Criticism, “a proper
appreciation of
whatever intelligent and important word modern science has to utter, and a disposition to con-

Four Servants of Satan.

down

grown

the

Biblical

just as

speaking to them. They were deceived.
out, ‘Ralph Turner, sir.’ If you could have
They did not see it was Satan’s uniform
seen his face, Ethel, and the look he gave
they had on. Do you ask for their names?
me, I can see it now.
‘How dare you,’ he
' Here they are:
said, ‘make lerision of one of God's own
‘“ There's no danger.” That is one.
creatures? What if, owing to the carelessness

could no longer stand upon his feet,
he
to partake of the Lord's
Supper, and to a session of the Senate
,
Seein,
that his end was near, he desired to
meet this

brilliancy to the last. Apart from this, his ed face
-had
long worn
look of death, and its appearbe always on duty, and itis a poor excuse “trustful and reverent heart. In a werd, it is hance, as we are theinfor
med by Beza, was not peralike
rational
and
Christian,
written
both
in
the
ceptib
ly changed after the spirit had left the
fora sentinel to say, * Oh, I was asleep !”
interest of the truth which alone satisfies the in- body. His last days were of a plece with his life.
He has no business to be asleep, and you
tellect and of the faith that meets the deepest and His whole course has been compared by Vinet to the growth of one rind of a tree {from another,
should teach him better.— Little Corporal.
most vital wunt of the soul. The information
or to a chain of logical sequences. He was engiven is large, but it appears in_a condensed
dued with a marvelous power of understanding,

“Whom were you shouting after, Miss?
he asked in a stern voice. I dared not tell
a falsehood, and in my excitement I gasped

and,

by

duct religious inquiry in a way that at once hon-»—Y-our--memory is a-sentinel that should “ors
the Togical understanding and defers to the

down

stood

:

hysieal infirmity. From

his sick-bed, he regu.
ated the affairs of the Frenc
h Reformation.
‘When he
was carried to church

however,

much as we want to have a good
should not be apt to forget.

‘Humpy dumpy on the wall,—
Humpy dumpy caught a fall.

“1 turned: from the door, and
to face with Ralph’s teacher.

some

do right, and

the door, and, not satisfied with one insult,
I ran to the door and shouted,—
>

¢ Is he doing business in the city ?”

and ramble among the green hills of Vermont, while I remain a willing captive in
this

were

was very sorry,

remembered,

:

®

‘things we remember are the ones we enjoy Commons,—is marked by the same general charmost, and I wonder ifthe liking has not kawteristics that distingmshed its predecessor.
something to do with the remembering? Tt gives evidence of large and-varied learning,
And if thisis so, are we not to blame for an acquaintance with the results of the latest
the “forgetting ? because if we wanted to and most thorough scholarship in the domain of

It was one afternoon
We

He

to know

member

stairs and went out. A
simultaneous
‘Good by, Humpy’ sufficiently loud for
the young men to hear, foliowed them out

¢ Nosey’ all over town.”

KATE:

¢ Papa, mamma,

member

and

in the hall putting on our cloaks, when
and

ous length of his nose. The girls say that,
in turning a corner, his nasal organ makes
its appearance first. He ‘is known
as

a

tie'are off to-morrow

visit

‘Humpy,’

The boy

nn;

I want

for we would often shout
passed through the hall,

at the close of school.

they had return-

previous

him

Literary Review,

family wait-

erybody does so” whispers at your elbow,
know it is false. The great evil of one sin
is, that you bring your heart and conscience
into such a state that you will be likely to
go on sinning ; for there is not half so much
to stop you as there was to prevent you
setting out at’ first. Hold no parley with
¢ Quly-this-once,” or** Everybody-does-so.
Listen to their dangerous
counsels,
no,
not for a moment.
Are you thinking seriously about the
welfare of your soul? Has the Holy Spirit
fastened upon your conscience the solemn
warnings of a faithful teacher, and brought
to mind a tender mother’s prayer for your
conversion? Does the tear start in your
eye, and are you almost persuaded to
choose Christ and that better purt which
can not be taken from you? That is a moment when ‘ By-and-by ” hovers near to
| poor fellow possesses, and in consequence.
and persuade you fo
next morning, true to his promise,he brought -{ snatch-your confidence,
I have given him that appropriate cognoput away serious things. It succeeded with
Ralph in and addressed himself to our teach
men, though, like aunt Candace, he does
poor Felix when Paul preached to him, and
er :—‘Miss Norton, I hope you will excuse
not by any means relish the compliment.”
almost persuaded
this interruption ; and though Mr. Turner is the Roman ruler was
One afternoon, as they were out walking, perfectly ignorant of my present intention, to become a Christian.” ¢By-and-by”
Ethel startled her aunt by suddenly exclaim- L have to say that your young ladies owe whispered in his ear. He pnt off his soul's
salvation to a more convenient season, and
ing,—** Oh, there comes Nosey 7
that gentleman an apology.
We will be
¢ Who ?” inquired Miss Kate in astonish- pleased to hear it, and will immediately it never came.
’
_ ““By-and-by” is a cheat as well as a liar.
ment.
withdraw !’
By putting you off, he means to cheat your
* Why, that pale young man coming
‘Miss Norton bowed and looked at us, 1
down street.

“ DEAR AUNT

a

called

called him *Humpy.”

for one

dress

erp

have bestowed upon you the pretty form
Always rememEthel soon returned
from the kitchen, and face you now possess.
declaring that ¢* Ace” had had grand suc- ber that, little girl, and remember too that
cess with the muffins, and that her guest for all these things God will bring you into
judgment.
It matters not what kind cf a
would now come and test their good qualicasket contains the soul of man.
And as
room,
dining
the
to
ties. As they passed
you
know,
girls,
that”
deformed
body
is
Miss Kate innocently inquired if they had
is no more Ralph Turner than you are
discharged their old servants.
Ralph Turner. It is the living, noble soul
¢¢ Oh no, indeed,” Ethel replied with a
within that constitutes the man. The body
slight blush. ¢ Candace is still with us,
is only the soul's case,or casket, and in a
and Bill still reigns King of the stables ; but
little from this must be laid away "into _the
ace
*
the
her
call
I
our cookis so black that
of spades,’ for fun of course, though she grave, to become the food of worms, while
the real Ralph Turner goes up to meet . his
don’t like it at ail’; but then you know 1
God, and shall then be given a more gloridearly love to tease one.”
;
ous body than any of you ean conceive of.
¢ Oh, that indeed,” was all the reply her
To-mgrrow morning I shall bring Ralph inaunt made, and Ethel continned her exto yo Precitation room, and all of you (for
planations.
‘‘ I suppose, Auntie, you are
I judge
from your confused faces that you
puzzled to understand, who I mean by
are all guilty) must make an apology to
¢ Red head.’ It is only Bill, the stable boy.
him for yonr former rudeness.’
You remember what a very red head the
“And with these words he left us. The

‘While his mystic life was throbbing

I finished the dainty wardrobe,
And the drawer was almost full
With robes of the finest muslin,
And robes of the. whitest wool.
I folded them all together,
With a rose for every pair,
Smiling, and saying, “ Gem fragrant,
Fit for my prince to wear.”

but he forgot.

Cruel though it certainly

girls

but the

for their dinner, because the or-

to stop on his way home and see about the
new skates that were expected at the hardware store. I wonder why that errand
was more easily remembered than the oth-

blush, we would never know that he heard
us at all.
*‘I well remember the last time I ever

taking from her pocket a memorandum
book, she wrote them at the top of a blank
page, knowing that they would be followed
by a long list of others, and resolving, at
the proper time, to bring them forward as
instruments in curing her of that bad habit
of nicknaming.

I sit, and fancy a baby

to

and we were all the better pleased if our
rudeness called up a look of pain on his
handsome face ; though “fside from a slight

ed to the parlor, Ethel begged that she
might be excused, as she said herself, *‘ to
see how the Ace of Spades was progressing with tea, and to tell * Red head’ to go
to the Post Office.”
Miss Kate had heard Ethel use these
terms, together with many others of a sim-

dainty clothes are lying
darling shall never wear;
while the hours are waning,
hotise is all at rest,

AUNT

When

more comfortable.

There’s a little drawer in my chamber,

BY

play-

1 should

Ethel,

changed her dusty traveling

————
Guarded with tender care,

object,

we

ceal it from him,
after him as he

completely out of breath,

pause,

’ Miss Kate smiled again,and followed her
niece into a cosy room, where she soon

Baby's Drawer.

to listen

indeed we were not at all particular to con-

.good all through your visit, and byggiving
you some of your favorite muffins for tea,”

—From the German.

Ethel's

was,

rightfup, please, and I will try to atonghfor
my stupidity by being very grave and

Thou Crucified! the cross I carry,
The longer, muy it dearer be;
And lest I faint while here I tarry,
.,
Implant thou such a heart in me
£.
That faith, hope, love, may flourish there,
Till for the cross my crown I wear.

|!

‘sadly deformed.

even

not.

hall,

the

like to have a seat; I am really fatigued.
Riding in gi¢ cars always tires me so
much.”
“ Why, to be sure. I do really hope you
will pardon my want of etiquette, Auntie;
but I was so glad to see you that I forgot all
about such nuisanees as fatigue. But come

Heavier the cross, the easier dying;
Death is a friendlier face to see;
To life’s decay one bids defying,
From life's distress one then 1s free.
The cross sublimely lifts our faith
To Him who triumphed over death.

ie

did

ing on her lips,—
«If you don’t

Heavier the cross, the more aspiring;
From vales we climb to mountain-crest ;
The pilgrim of the desert tiring
Longs for the Canaan of his rest.
"The dove has here ne rest in sight,
And to the ark she wings her flight.

4

tired aunt standing in

Miss Kate said sweetly, a quiet smile

And David’s Psalms had ne’er been sung,
If grief his heart had never wrung,

Breaks in a little song,

der was not left.

bo

“Oh, thanks! I do so love

leave an order;

ed in vain

her just now, reading Ethel’s letter .to her your stories,” Ethel replied, as she ran up
the steps into the house,
old foster mathe.
:
That evening, when they were alone in
the
parlor, Ethel’s aunt related the follow+.Oh! you dear old aunt Kate. I knew ing:
Here's one, two, three, |
you would come.
“When I was young, Ethel, like yourself,
coming, and that speaks a
forses
four kis
I was very thoughtless and giddy, ready for
good deal, T assure you, Auntie, for I held
my kisses very sacred indeed. How are any sport or mischief that might be proposyou, any way ? And that dear old bundle of ed. - At the time I refer to, I was studying
goodness, my grandmother, how is she ? at the Grammar School in eur own city, and
Oh, won't we have a jolly time all to our- among the students was one Ralph Turner,
selves? I begaii to think myself a complete a few years my senior. He was considered
the best scholar in the whole class, and was
goosey for mot going with the rest, but
the
acknowledged favorite among the teachnow I am glad I did not, as I shail have an
ers,
His was a bandsome face, and I think
comt
¢ angelin disguise’ for my constan
he had the finest eyes I ever saw ; but, owpanion. Ha!ha!”
;
ing to the unfortunate fact of breaking -his-|
And thus Ethel rattled -on;—never-—once
back when a child, of course bis figure was
her
stopping to think that she was keeping

girl

The sailor would not watch the star;

iE|

ing about this afternoon.”

allowing her a moment to reply to her
many questions; but when the delighted

Heavier the cross, the heartier prayer;
The bruised reeds most fragrant are;

Where the
That my
Ang there,
’Till the

and

leave

fer notice, and with this decision we

Heavier

this evening I will tell you a little of my
own experience in what we have been talk-

>,

she knew

and

how

the

state and the church here combine and there un-

tagonize; and yethe
that

the

human actors

wisest

never allows us to forget

are

of them

always

do

not

ex

.cising their

eomprehend.

The

style is at once marked by the literary finish and

accuracy of the thorough scholar,and by ‘he terse
and picturesque qualities fat makéit attractive
to all intelligent readers. As a'good specimen,

as well us for thé fine portrait and
mate it contains, we make

the fair esti-

the following extract,

which carries its own commendation :
In the concluding years of Calvin's life, he had
the satisfaction of ‘seeing Geneva delivered from
faction, and the institutions of education, which
he had planted, in a flourishing condition.
The
rievous waladies that afflicted him did not move
him to diminish the prodigious labors which, to
othgr men in like circumstances, would have
been unendurable,
It had been his habit when
the day had been consumed in giving his sermons and lectures; in the sessions of the consistory over which he presided; in attending upon
the Senate, at their request, to take part in their
deliberations ; in receiving and answering letters
that poured in upon him from every uarter; in
conferring with the
numerous
gitors who
sought his advice or came to him from different

countries—it

had

been

his habit, when

night

came, to devote himself, with a sense of rellef,
to the studies which were evermost accordant

with his taste, and

to. the

composition

of his

books, For along time, in the closing period of
his life, he took but one meal in a day, and this
was often omitted,
He studied for hours in the

morning,preached and then lectured, before tak-

ing a morsel of food. 'l'oo weak to sit up, he dictated to.an amanuensis from his bed, or transact~
ed business with those who came to consult him.
“When his body was utterly feeble, when he was

reduced to a’ shadow, his mind Jost none of its
clearness or energy. No complaint in reference
to his

physical

His lofty and

sufferings

intrepid

was heard

from him,

spirit triumphed over ull

Parker has long been a standard

authority in

skillful writers acknowledge their indebtedness.
This briefer manual and text-book is really much
better

adapted

for,use

in

ordinary

seminaries

und academies than the fuller one, while containing the substance of almost everything valuable
in that. It is thoroughly analytic and progressive.
It begins with what is simplest and ends only
when the whole ground has been traversed.
It
first deals exhaustively with ‘Words, then with

Sentences, and then with Discourse.

It sets ev

erything in a clear light, by means of abundant
fitting examples and practical
exercises under the head of each new principle that is announced and every successive rule that is addaeed.
It has nothing redundant, and appears to

suffer from no serious lack.

It is simple and yet

philosophical.
Take it all in all, we think it has
no superiors is its own sphere, if it has a single
equal.
THE BATES STUDENT for Feb, is at hand, and
very welcome,
Its papers and its miscellaneous

matter do credit to the enterprising Juniors who
projected and manage it, and the College which
it especially represents need not blush at such
an index to its under-graduate life, even though
the pledge of another $100.000 to its funds may

have enlarged its claims and Iifted its ideals.

Its

second No. i3 not an unworthy follower of its
first, and to say that is to- bear a very favorable
testimony.
on

HARPER'S MAGAZINE {8r March is a fine illustration of the numerous and varied elements
which enter into it. In the way of illustrated
articles it almost excels its usual self,—a thing
which nothing else could be expected to do.
And iy ite literary material, the learned and the
populdr, the

scholarly

and the picturesque, the

solid and-the spicy are so spread out that almost
nobody with a half-healthy appetite could fail to
find all that is essential to a feast in this ample,

taking and Vhried bill of fare.~New York: Harper & Brothers,

:

~
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Literary PWiscellany,

ether.

mocking-birds. As for us, dear Jack, you
and I can not be Hortensius or Plato in one

can in another,

way, but we

precisely like them in being
Harper's Bazar.

Of Mocking-Birds.

ourselves.—

—

1 am writing to you upon the subject of |
mocking-birds: and as Isit and listen to
my little feathered neighbor at the window
whistling and warbling, I feel somehow

The

One

and all the while a party of ladies and

which

into his barber-shop, and seated ourselves
a gountry
seem to be writing of ofie on anything convenient. Ii was
strong
really thinking of another, barber’s shop. It smelled of soap, There
soap.
The
towels
were
not
Snowy.
|
robin,
a
or
thrush
a
to be
on the
a very different bird. This were many flies. Locks of hair ay

as if he had bewitched me with his own

nature, so that I
thing when I am
just as he seems
while be is really

stances of her approaching

looking

scarcely have

on

within

death

seen

was “beautiful

obtruding her opinions upon others, they were,
nevertheless, firmly seated and conscientiously
adhered to, and hence she was respected and
beloved by all who knew her. C. A. HILTON.

er of his, the cat-bird, who is most lively
and noisy through the early summer in the
deep shady thickets along winding streams.
There is a dell at Mrs. Honeysuckle's
where I often sit with a book entirely

vou have the
clear notes of that gurgling sweetness seem
to drip over me.

—brought it outin tufts visible to thé nakit
ed eye.

He goes from one to another; and if
can see his little head, it bobs at me ‘“ What
d'ye think of that?” and if I could discern
his eves, I know

me like those

that

Yet

amusing as it is, it is so be-

shelf

woman,

ndw

a

baby,

a

with

all

our

hearts;

we

should

illusion,

because

the

1 know

not

tions !"’

There was a great blotch of baldness on
one side of Dr. Smith's own head. ‘‘You

greater the pleas-

that

itis

not

to see

me

yesterday,

and

I was

why the physician does not heal himself.
Ran on
Now, the cause of that’s internal.
my mother's hot flat-iron at the age of one
year and eight months.
It dried the capilaries forever. You see it’s internal. You
dry up the

Just then a matted,

movements of the head and hands, an action
of the body, forms of expression—in one
word, and in the sense in which I use the

word in these letters, he has an’ individual
manner.
It was young Echo who came to
see me yesterday; but if you had been in the

have

eaten

aXay

himself.

He

ls hand, he

voice, he moves his
phrases , in the exact

London

sure that it

was Hortengius. Echo greatly admires
him, andI
ajree with him. But his admiration has fonsumed him. It seems to
head, he raises

bends

modulates

body, he
tone and

Now a broad-brimmed

hat

er’s head with a rush,

and

leaves its oy.n-

when

he clears

there’s nothing

sun-bleached

beard,

two or three hundred

evidently

feet

having a through

distant plain,

his

heart

above

him, anc

ticket

sinks

for the

within

him,

and he mournfully descends his heap to
purchase another, or he lets his ‘‘angry
passions rise,” and flails his Caffre- for
“hooraying” at the exciting spectacle.
Again, a digger is industriously sorting
on a light table.
He has nearly finished
his work, when, on looking up, he sees
that which makes him shut his eyes, hermetically seal his lips, and bob his head under the table. I§ is an unlucky position,
for the whirlwind upsets the table on his
head.

It sking’His

down the adjoining

face,

hole

and

on

then

top

dives

of some

affrighted black, while the column of wind
and sand rushes on, increasing in size and

power until it appears on the edge of the
camp, to the dismay of all ladies on the
streets, all cooks in their canvas or openair kitchens, and all owners
dilapidated tents.
A minute

of crazy or
or two more

it is a thing of the past.
The damage is
done. The column is far out on the dreary
plain, and people resume their occupations.
One spring daya tent-maker who lived by
us had

placed a large and

light frame teat.

upon the edgeof the road, without fastening it in any way to the ground. He was
under the victim's chin, gave his lather a warned not to leave it so exposed, but it
stir which filled the shop with the subdued being a calm day, the advice was neglectodor of lye, slapped a razor on the leather ed. About an hour after he was inside
strap, keeping the while one of his ferret busy decorating its walls with red tape,
eyes fixed on the man as if expecting he when a sudden and violent whirlwind swept
might all at once bolt and run.—A/lantic off the claims in all its dusty majesty, and
careering down the Puiel road, encounterMonthly.
:
ed this unfortunate tent. A moment more

what the French might. call a distinguished
personality or individuality. He is emphatically himself. He has tones of voice,

have been

and

attached to a gray shirt, buckskin pants,
big boots, and a black-snuke whip, stepped
ifi to be tortured. Dr. Smith quickly vacated his chair, tucked a blood-spotted towel

and have heard him speak, you have heard
a charming orator, and you have remarked

would

capillaries,

left to build a hair foundation on.”

cer-

tainly amused, but not in the same way as
with the eat-bird. If you know Hortensius,

next room,you

perhaps,

ask,

You

gentlemen..

see that,

Mrs.

Margery's bird escaped, not a wood-thrush,
not any other bird than the doughty little
Hector of the spray.
But it is not every mocking-bird that gives
ws that unalloyed delight,- and it isa pity,
because there is no more common bird. One
came

ever

‘Was

he.

said

Sugar of lead, strychuine, oil of
tude?
vitriol! They were ashamed of its yery
look. ‘That was the reason they kept it out
of sight, wrapping the outside ef the bottle in so many labels and printed direc-

little cat-bird all the time; and therefore
the more inimitable his imitation, the more

perfect the

that,”

at

“Look

such stuff put up to impose on the multi-

laugh more heartily the older and weaker
we saw her to be. And so with this feathered ventriloquist. I know that it is my

ure,

mixture,

uncorked the

poured a few drops in the palm of his hand,
and thrust it under our respective noses.

Frenchman,

and then a Chinaman.
It is exquisitely
entertaining, but it is Matthews all the
time. We kilow that itis not an old woman, infirm and begging, or we should pity
her

attitude,

struck an

nostrum,

opposing

the

of

a bottle

tist at the receding column, as if it was
some naughty boy with a smart pair of legs.

“You al- his sight, and spies it majestically revolving

low the gpposition a fair chance,” was remarked.
:
:
Dr. Smith left Lis chair, reached from a

cause I know it to be imitation. It is a moiiologue by old Matthews.
Now he is ar
old

advertise-

‘‘Invigorator”

well-known

A

ment hung on Dr. Smith’s walls.

wink at

Goodfellow.

of Robin

and

admirable

would

they

Duffy’s bald head,

brought hair out on Jim

and Paris.
——eo—

Going

from

it rose in the air like a balloon, the astound>

London to

:

Paris is, in some

respects, like getting out of the chimney
on to the housetop—the latter city is, by

his

his

contrast, so light

rounds his
with
pre-

cisely the manner of Hortensius.
It is
so striking and ludicrous, that nothing he
says seems to be of importance or arrests
your attention, because it is but a faint
echo of what Hortensius would say. You
feel irresistibly that if this were a person
who had any force of his own,any thoughts,
any opinions, any individual character,
he could not be so wholly overpowered by
another individuality.
His own
voice is

and

airy, and so

Ameri-

ed tent-maker vainly hanging to its ribs,
until, seeing it was bound to go up, he
dropped out like an apple from a tree. Up
it went whirling with frightful velocity,
and pursuing the course of the road until
it -knocked fiercely against the gable of a

can in its roominess.
I[.had- come to Paris
In went the roof,
for my dessert after my feast’ of London neighboring canteen.
joints, and 1 suspect I was a little dainty in while out came the inmates, amidst the
that most dainty of cities.
In fact, I had smash of bottles and the running of brandy.
become quite sated with sight-seeing, and On and on and’ round @nd round ; went the
the prospect of having to go on and ‘do” tent; until, spying a jaunty little canvas
the rest of Europe after the usual manner house which defied wind and rain, in a fit
of tourists, would have been quite appall- of jealousy it went into it, and with a
ing. My interest and delight had been too grand smash both lay in ribbons on the
tense at the outset; 1 had partaken too |8T ound, while the disgusted tent-maker
heartily

6f

the

first

courses;

and

now,

settled a bill for two ruined

homes, instead

kind and affectionate was found in great perfection in her. In early life she gave herself to
the Saviour, and when near death, spoke of being ready to cross the river. Funeral services
were conducted by Rev. Mr. Parker and Rev.
W. F. Eaton.
Com.
RACHEL,
Widow of Rev.
John Harriman, died
in Haverhill, March 8, 1872, aged 84 yeurs and 5
months.
She was baptized in Plaistow when
but 19 years of age, by Elder Farnham, and subsequently removing united with the F. Baptist
church in Canterbury, of which she remained
a worthy member till death, She was a faithful
helper of her husband in his ministry of 50 years,
and cheerfully bore the sacrifices so incident to
the households of the earlier preachers in N.
England.
Her last days, in the household of a
daughter, Mrs. Fellows, of H., were
peaceful,
serene and bright, and beloved and
lamented
she passed onward to her rest and” erown.
May
we meet her.
A. P. TraCY.
Doro¥RY,
wife
of James
Cram,
heart disease, in Brownfield, Dec. 25,

years and 7 months.

died
aged

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,

NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence
on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4, 1872.
\
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.
The tuition will be as follows :
Primary Branches, ~
=~
- $400
#
Common English,
w
owt
we
OY
Higher English,
mt
el
BB
Classical, * - " «
.
W600
Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
rates.

red

tations.
And my
neighbor's mocking-bird
reminds me also of the family of the same

kind of bird which sing, not in cages, but
in books, Once a nightingale came into

the Honeysuckle dell, and the grove was
ravished with his song.
He flew" away,
but still for many and many a day
the dell
rang with his sweet sin ing. The little

Hectors, forgettingto ow
cared onlyto
repeat and prolong the wondrous music.

And

if we could not have

‘we were
ing-bird.

comes, and

nightingale,

the

glad enough to have the mockSo now and then a great singer
the

heart of the

world

listens’

and responds. He touches all the stops,
and ‘““ draws an angel down.” And while
he is still singing, on every side the mocking-birds begin. Often they are mistaken for
the singer. Those who have not heard the
song

are

enchanted

with

the

library, and I look at

those Pes of poetry—many

of the books
am relieved
to know that we need not read them. My
pelgubors mocking-bird in the gilded cage
is pleasant to hear; but if I hear a nightin-

. of to-c ay, of yesterday—and.1

galein the

garden, I should not heed the

. mgeking-bird—no,
We
[J

nor

a grove

of mock-

are a few

“

spirit.

grand things

and

democratic

In London

to be seen,

there

andthe

pulse of the great city itself is like the
throb of the ocean; but in Paris, owing
either to my jaded senses, or some other
cause, I saw nothing that was
grand, but

enough

that

was

beautiful

The more pretentious

and

and

pleasing.

elaborate

speci-

mens of architecture, like the palace of the

Tuileries,

or

the

Palais

Royal,

are

truly

obituary.

Verses areinadmissible.

CHARLES P., son of George W. Mitchell, died
in East Andover. N. H., Oct. 29, 1872, aged 12
and much beyears. Charles was a good bo,
loved by all who knew him,apd we hope he is
gone to a better land, where the wicked cease

from troubling and the weary find rest.
JonN CILLEY died of consumption in, Andover; Feb, 2, in his

eightieth

year,

Our

brother

1842, and united with
superb, but they as truly do not touch that professed: faith in Christin inAndover,
and lived a
the I. Baptist church
deeper chord whose awakening we call the consistent
He was all ready,
life till his death,
Soden of the sublime.—Appletons’ Jour- waiting for his change, and has gone to help

nal.

make up the number who

Tame

Seals.

One of our most interesting dventures at
the Galapagos Islands was landing in a little bay full of seals, so tame, so little afraid
of men, that we could tramp past groups of

sleepers on the beach without awakening

half of them, and without apparently fright-

ening half of those we did awake.
hey
seemed to be fond of crawling under bushes
just above high-water mark, and sleeping
two or three in a place, huddled close towim

a

«J

the metropolitan

imitation.

There is many a little Hector, whose name
1 will mention to you privately, who passes
for a very pretty Bipatingale. I go into

the bookstore or the

‘not patronize it, mustaccompany them with cash
in its uniformity. On the whole, I liked equal to fen cents a line, to insure an insertion.
London best, because I'nm so much of a Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
countryman, I suppose, and affect so little
gingle square can well be afforded to any single

the citizen, and is modern

|

have

been

redeemed

by the precious blood of Christ. He leaves an
aged widow andjone daughter with a husband,
and four grandchildren, to mourn their loss.

A. BUzzZELL,
Dr. N.P. and
of
daughter
Miss SARAH, only
died Feb. 11, in Frankfort,
Mrs. C. Holden,

:

“

“

clubs,

2.00

WM.

Feb.

the College

a pply to

RED, Sec, & Treas,

AUSTIN

Miss IDA E. MORRILL,

and

Nat-

in

ANNA MARCIA, wife of David Cram, died of
consumption in Brownfield, January 27, aged 33
years and 9 months.
In the morning of life she
gave her heact to the Saviour, was baptized by
ev. C. O. Libby, and united with the KF. Baptist church in Browntield.
On account of feeble
health she was never able to enter upon the duties, and to bear the burdens of life as she desired to, yet, with fitness, it .may be said of her,
“ ghe hath done what she could.”
Thus in a
few weeks both father and son are bereft of bosom
companions, and left to wait the hour when on
the other shore, they hope to ** méet again” nog
more to part,
:
;
THOMAS BROOKS died of cmiéét in Brownfield, Jan. 17, aged 80 years and 3 months. He became a disciple of Jesus 50 years ago and remained such to the end.
He wus a great sufferer in
his last days, but sustained by grace and the
Christian’s hope, he endured nis suffering with
marked patience and resignation until released
by the angel of Beath.
An aged companion,
several children, relatives and friends survive to
lament their great loss.
A. G. HILL.

-

.

-

-

French (extra), .
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
-

Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Aa-Clergymen’s children and

-

-

students

«

1.50
1.50

relying

on

clubs

at

their own exertions for an education, received at reduced tuition.
Board from $2.50 to $3.50

in

families;

im

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
LOCATION

:

The new, commodious building, ample in its arrangements,
recently
erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village

of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the universally admired hill scenery of Vermont. The Lyndonvyille station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes

walk

trom

easily accessible from all

the Institution.

parts

It is thus

of the country, and

at the same time tind § from the activities
temptations which tend to divert the attention
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.

in Lyman

was

organized,

when she became a member of that church.
She
loved and walked with God, and was constant
_at the house of God as long as health would permit. Her house was always a home for the
servants of God.
The poor -and needy never
sought relief in vain at her door. Death to her
had no terror, for Christ was with her. When
she felt the grasp of death fastening upon her she
said, *“ I have Tong been trying to be prepared

B., Principal.

tem.

matics and Nat. Philosophy.

GRORGE

MCMILLAN,

A. M.,

:

Prof.

of the Greek

and Latin Languages.

DANIEL M. FISK, i. P., Prof. Nat, Science.
F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M,, Prof. of Rhetorievand
Belles

Lettres.

Miss H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. of the Ladies’ |
Department.
ALEXANDERC, RIDEOUT,
Prin. Com.
Department.
WARREN A. DRAKE, Asg’t Prin, and Instructor in

Penmanship.
GEO, B. GARDNER,
Drawiog,

MELVILLE

Instructor

in Painting

and Vocal Music.

REV, JOHN
partment.

and

W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrurhental
8. COPP, Instructor in Theologicél
A
‘

De-

MRS. ALMA H. FISK, Ins. in French and German.
Miss MARY A. STRATTON, Asst. Prin. in Ladies’
Department.

CALENDAR, 1873,

The

SPRING

TERM

Not sectarian,but

surpassed

in healthfulnéss,

Hoyt, A.

M.,

Agricultural

College

1y48

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
operacion for three years.
The coming year promises more
enlarged
usefulness.
The village of

Evansville is finely located, and few
placesin the
West surpass it in point of moral and religious influences.,
Expenses are reasonable.
;
Prof. Jacoss will have charge of the Music De-

HAMPTON

A. B. MESERVEY,

Four terms of

1, 1872.

2

For further particulars, apply to the Principal, or’
E.C., LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.

' MAINE

N, H., July 22, 1872.

CENTRAL
PITTSFIELD,

Full

course

ME.

of

Normal,

study.

Academ-

Terms,

of this institution

10

weeks.
Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.
Winter term commences Nov. 7, 1872.

will

mence Tuesday, Feb. 11, and continue eleven weeks,
under the instruction of J. LINSCOTT, recently Prin.
Spal of N. E, Masonic Institute, Center Effingham,
«
H.
Tuition from $3 00 to $6 C0.
Rooms for self-hoarding may be obtained at reasonable rates.
a

Forfurther information address IRA A. PHILBRICK
or IVORY MARCH.
att
Dr. MOSES E. SWEAT, Sec’y.
2

Depart-

et

and

:

HI.

ing, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
Mns. J. F. STEERE. Teacher of Music.
WAITT,

(ftom the

Commercial College,

and

Book-

Keeping.

No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness.
Half terms commence
beginning anel middle of the term.

at

$2.00 per week.
Ladies’
men’s are formed.

gentle-

The price of board, in clubs,

clubs

varies
as
Z

the

from $1.60 to

well

as

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
/

the

DITSON

Song Book

:

For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine,
’
C. A. FARWELL, Sesretary.
31

whose

qn
bies

fol-

[]

&

CO.

‘

New

York.

Prices of Freewill Baptist
Single and by

the

dozen;

also

Butler’s

wo
History,

on

the

32mo,
do

single,
dozen,

.85
8.18

08
06

Theology,

single,

1.60

28

do

tf10

Books.

Postage

Price. Postage.
16
Psalmody,18mo.in
Sheep, single, 1.00
16
do
do
dozen,
9.60
192
do Emboss’d Morocco,single,
1.10
16
do
do
‘do
dozen, 10.56
1.96

same
Total.
1.16
1
11.52
1.26
12.52

93
9.14

1.88

dozen, 15.36
single, 1.20

3.26
20

18.62
1.40

do
dozen, 11.52
Christian Baptism, Bound, single,
.25
do
do
do
dozen,
2.40
do
do Paper Cov.single,
.15
do
do
do
dozen, 1.44
Life of Marks,
single,1.00

2.40
Ot
48
02
28
20

HR
29
2.83
a7
1.72
1.20

:

dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,

9.60
.30
2.88
.25

2.40.
08
60

12.00
“8
3.48

04

29

dozen,

2.40

36

single,

dozen,

.25

2.10

01

56

2.66

single,
dozen,

1.00
9.60

20
- 2.16

1.20
11.76

WonderfulWorks
of Jesus,single,

.15

04

S

Thoughts

upon Thought,
0

TheBook

of Worship,
de

do

do

d

.15
1.44

2.76
29

04
28

19
1.72

J19

do
do
dozen, 1.44
Jutler’s Commentary,
doVol.1 TheGospels,
single, 2.00
Vol. 2 The Acts, Romans,
& Corinthians,
do
do

24

2.24

do

do do

.18

04

.08

02

Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year, (Ques. Book) single,

do

do

dozen,

single,

do
Choralist,
do

dozen,
single,
dozen,

Minutes of General Con-

ence,

2 #5

Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Normal Department,
y
.
Miss
ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paint-

rates.

read

Communionist,

Augusta), Teacher of Penmanship

com-

C.

do

GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
REV. A. L. GERRISH,' Principal Normal

“Prof. D. M.

Sabbath School

StoryofJesus,(
Ques, Book) single,
do
do
dozen,

INSTITUTE,

Furnishes College, Preparatory,

ical and Ladies’

Ld

lowing extracts from commendatory letters. Superintendents say: “The more we use it the better
we like it.” “The music has a freshness and
beauty unsurpassed by any book I have seen.”
Choristers say: ‘“ A work of sterling merit.” “Far
e¥celling Sabbath Sthool Music of the many books I
have had the pleasure to nse.” &ec.
Price of Cheerful Voices............ 50 ots.
Price of Sparkling Rubies. ......... 35 cts.
Specimen copigs mailed, post-paid, for the above
prices.
‘0. DITSON & CO., Boston.

ao

2, 1873.

Miss ORRA A. ANGELT, Teacher 6f German.

SEMINARY.

its contents;

Treatise,

Summer Term begins April 28, 1873.

Mathematics.

Sec. ¢ Treas.

is for Com-

do
0
Church Member’s Book;
do
do
do

Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.

Winter Term “loses
January 24, 1873.
Spring Term begins
February 3, 1873,
Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.

Hampton,

Mass.

eowtFeb2l

glittering title aptly describes the brightness of Ru

do
do

with eight

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
¥all Term closes November

Boston,

they will bear compar-

arklin

INSTITUTION.

A. M., Principal,

Summer Term ends July

I fu

711 Broadway,

associates,
=
Six regular courses for both sexes.
ten weeks each.

New

hee

CALENDAR:

FALL TERM opens Aug. 27,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Nov. 22.
;
WINTER TERM opens Dec, 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Feb. 28.
FA
For particulars, address,
a
Rev. G. S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

NEW

C

|

This institution 18 under the control of the Wis:
consin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful

partment.

STEVENS,

Sold by all Druggists.

©. DITSON & CO. offer these new, fresh
genial Juvenile Song Books to the public, believing

S

and use of heavier Furniture.
2
.
For Catalogue or further information, address the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress,
W.

Price $1.25.

mon Schools, and as 300,000 teachers and pupils are
already familiar with his previous School Song
Books, they will need no urging to try this.
J]
And as for our

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
. Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks
including Tuition, Boarding,
ashing, Rent, Fue

ment.

‘June 19—Commencement.
September 3—Fall Term begins.
December 3—Winter Term begins.

PARSONSFIELD

Ten Professors and Instructors.

Miss JANE

ublic.

4 Prepared by H.R.

0. EMERSON,

Open to both sexes. Three full courses of study:
AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC and
CLASSICAL.

P. 0., Center Co., Pa.

-

The remarkable cures effected by VEGETINE have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom we
know to prescribe and use it in their own families.
In fact, VEGETINE is the best remedy
yet discovered tor the above diseases, and is the only
reliable
BLOOD PURIFIER yet placed
before the

ison with any others.
‘ Cheerful Voices,” by
that most successful and
.n
popular Composer, Mr. L. Voices
:

MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French

March 19—Spring Term begins.

For College Caiglogue APPR, to
L. P. REYNOLDS,

the Principal.

AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE
OF PENNSYLVANIA.

thoroughly Christian.
Location can not be

strengthens

and

It invigorates

the whole system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays inflammation, cures ulceration and regulates
the bowels.
For Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Habitual Costiveness, Palpitation of the Heart, Headache, Piles, Nervousness, and General prostration of the Nervous System, no medicine has ever
iven such perfect satisfaction as the VEGETINE.
t purifies the blood, cleanses all the organs, and
sys:
possesses a controlling power over the nervous

I. D. Smith, Principal Commercial Department.
E.C. Smith; Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
Lizzie Maxfield, I. H, Butterfield.
Calendan
FALL TERY, 13 weeks, Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens Dec. 3, 1872.

course in Music.
For further particulars, address

upon the causes

Debility, VEGE TINE acts directly

of these complaints,

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Faculty;

C. A. Mooers, A.

Complaints,

BACK, Kidney

FOR PAINS IN THE

Dropsy, Female Weakness, Leucorrhea, arising from
mternal ulceration, and uterine diseases and General

For further particulars, address the Principal at
Lyndon Center, or I. W, SANBORN, Secretary, at
Lyndonville.
:
Lyndon Center. Vt., 1872.
31
GREEN

has never failed to effect a permanent cure.

"TINE

and
and

Mrs. OLIVE, wife of Nehemiah Nason, died of
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks+—Opens Feb. 25, 1873.
apoplexy,in Lyman, Feb. 1, aged 69 years and |
Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
7 months,
She indulged a hope in Christ more
er week. or rooms may be obtained for self-boardthan forty-five years since, and was baptized by
ing at reasonable rates.
)
.
Rev. James Gray and united with the F. Bap“omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
tist church in
Waterboro’, and remained a memattention given to those desiring to take a thorough

ber until the church

desirin

3.00
10.00
2.00
6.00

-

-

those

a thorough academical education that the schoo
has presented for yearsFor particular information address-the Principal,
I. P. QUIMBY, Jr.
WARREN Foss, Sec.

7.50
8.00

-

-

-

N. H.

£5.00
7.00

=

-

CENTER,

bine to offer the best inducements to

Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins December 3. 1872,
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 11, 1873.

-

advan-

tinued interest of the Trustees in the Academy, com-

CALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 27, 1872.

Higher English
Latin and Greek,

affords

Rooms for self-bearding may be obtained at reasonable rates. Board in private families from $2.50
to $3.00.
The location of a permanent teacher, and the con-

Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

TUITION :
wl
wii.

School,

The Fall Term of this Institution will commene
Tuesday, Aug, 20, and continue eleven weeks, under the instruction of I. P. Quimby, Jr., recently
Principal of Greely Institute, Camberland Center,
e.
Tuition from $3.50 to $5.06.

Music.

-

and

ACADEMY,

STRAFFORD

Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Mathematics and Rhetoric.

Primary Studies,
Common English,

and Theological

5, 1872.

Precepiress, French

13

tages of association with
students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these ingtitutions
are invaluable.
A.M. JONES, Sec.

Faculty :
J. S. BROWN, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
Miss LizziE CALLEY,
ural Science.

begin Jan.
¥

ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra an
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The
Jocation of the school so near

1.00
1.50
1.00
1.50

~~
LITERARY ENSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

LYNDON

TERMS
;

beng composed of only one department, a theroughness mm doing their work is secured from both teach-

$10.00

A course of Lactures on teaching will be delivered
For Catalogue

LATIN SCHOOL.

LG JORDAN, A. B,, Principal, with three Assist
ants.
;
The special work of this #chool is to fit students for
College, and it ie open for both sexes. The gchoal

Rooms for self-boarding may De had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the

)

Monday,

Scituate, R. 1., Jan. 1, 1873,

SPRING AND SUMMER
April 7, 1873.

term, paying from such time to the close of the term
at the regular rates.

Ridgeville, Ind.,

on

G. H. RICKER, Prin.

North

NICHOLS

Use of Instrument for practice,
Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
Ladies,
Penmanship, fifteen lessons

during the term.

will commence

Complete courses of study for both sexes.

COLLEGE.

EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,

Christ in early life, and was subsequently baptized by Rev. Geo. W. Whitney, and united with
the F'. Baptist church in Brownfield, of which
she was a beloved and worthy member at the
time of her death.
She was a true and faithful
wife, a devoted mother, and a daily Christian.
Her summons from earth and loved ones was
very sudden and unexpected.
But all feel that
she was *‘ also ready” and so now rests with
Jesus. There remain to mourn over her departure, an aged companion, five children, besides other relatives and friends.

Id

Miss
Will Co., Ill., aged 19 years and 4 months.
Holden had returned from Boston, Mass., but
her
to
little more than three months previous
death, where she had been for fourteen months,
The privileges
receiving instructionin music.
of the New England conservatory of music were
opened to her, and were faithfully,—perhaps too
With
health, —~improved.
faithfully for her
voice and fingers, giving promise of no mediocre
attainments in the future, she had returned to

LAPHAM INSTITUTE,
The ‘SPRING TERM
Jan. 27, 1873.

will open March 11, and close
!
EXPENSES.
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
$7.00
Room rent, per tefin, from
$2.00
to 4.00
Board, per week, in private families,
3.00
[3

WILTON, "Iowa.

Catalogues sent to inquirers.

The SPRING TERM
May-29, 1873,

®bituaries.

al

-

Commences its Fall Term September 2, 1872.

For further particulars address the Principal, or
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., President,
Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.

where other travelers “begin to warm to the of being paid for erecting one.— Harper's
subject, and to have the keenest relish, I Magazine.
began to wish the whole thing well through
with. So that Paris was no paradise to
Lobsters and Lizards.
one American at least. Yet the mere change
Cr
of air and sky, and the escape from that
for this day.” Her sickness was very short, only
If a lobster’s claw is broken off below about
sooty, all-pervasive, chimney-flue smell of
39 hours ; she was entirely unconscious after
London, was so sudden and complete, that the third joint, suoihet will. soon appear in the first few hours. She:leaves to mourn, a husthe first hour of Paris was like a refreshing miniature at the end of the * stump. About band, nine children,—one-of the number Rev. J.
of North Berwick,~two brothers and
bath, and gave rise to a satisfaction in the third year it will overtake in size the Nason
two sisters, besides a large circle of Rend;
which every pore of the skin participated. one on the other side. This explains why
OM.
My room at the hotel was a gem of neat- Nhe pugnacious creatures are so frequently
contemplative, with a subtle
and
sweet ness and order, and the bed a marvel of art, noticeable with one large and one very
ELIZABETH, wife of James Pitman, formerly
humor, he is one of the men who make us comfort, and ease, three feet deep at least. small pair of fighting shears.
At a partic- of Rhode Island, died at Thomaston, €:.., Feb.
12, aged64 years. Sister Pitman hdd been a
love and respect our common humanity
ular
season,
the
males
engage
in ferocious professor
Then the uniform imperial grace and eclat
of religion for nedrly 30
years, was
more, and have you never remarked the of the city was a new experience.
combats,
cutting
each
other
in
pieces
if
formerly connected with the Freewill Baptists,
Here
Platonic mbcking-birds—the little Platos? I was the city of cities, the capital’ of taste they can. Nipping off the sword arm of but for a number of years had been a member
observe, but in silence, scores and scores of and fashion, the pride and flower of a great an opponentis a point of sanguinary amof the M. E. church.
She was a consistent
them. They have all of Plato but thatwhich race and a great history, the city of kings bition. They quarrel worse than a con- Christian, possessing strong faith in the Saviour.
During her affliction of about 18 months, she
makes -him Plato. They are Plato as you and emperors, and of a people which, after gregation of tailors on a strike.
was never heard to murmur, but fully acquiesced
would be Shakspeare if you smoothed your all, loves kings and emperors, and will not
Whenby accidentor otherwise, a Bra- in the divine will. Months before Ss decease
hair and trimmed your mustache like the long, 1 fear, be happy without them—a gre- zilian lizard’s tail is missing, another crops she expressed a readiness to depart, or a willbust. They are Plato as the wax figure in gatious, urbane people, a people of genius out immediately, requiring considerable ingness to suffer longer if God should so appoint.
the palace at Berlin, covered with the old and destiny, whose god is Art, and whose time, however, to develop into full propor- Her sufferings were very great, .but her physicians and others were informed that Jesus
clothes of the king, is Frederick the Great. devil is Communism.
London has long tions. Itis to them as indispensable an strengthened her to bear them: As her end
The features and form are well molded, ago outgrown itself, has spread and multi- appendage as a balancing pole in the hands drew near, she did not always recognise the
and the clothes are his own. Instead of plied, and accumulated, without a ‘corre- of a rope dancer, in maintaining their cen- members of her family, but the voice of prayer.
saying in their own way
what they them- sponding inward expansion and unification ; ters of gravity
while racing through the and the name of Jesus were still precious.
through the valley she feared no evil.”
selves think, the little Platos imitate Pla- but, in Paris, they have pulled down anc top of a tree in pursuit of prey.
Could a OnePassing
is lost from the record of the militant
to’s way of saying what they think Plato built Jarger, and the spirit, of centralization fox run without a tail? But a second one church,
and one added to the church above.
On
might think. The result is infinitely fun- has had full play. Hence, the French capi- never grows, so he is crippled for life when Sunday, Feb. 16, after a sermon by her pastor,
ny in itself; but it is certainly contempti- tal is superb, but soon grows monotonous. that is gone. Some of the newts have a we laid her away in the grave, until the mornWM. WAKE.
ble for the little Platos. My Tittle Hector See one street and boulevard, and you have new eye generated, if gouged out, which ing of the resurrection.
of the bough is a bird only, and he plays
geen it all. It has the unity and consecu- will ultimately exactly correspond with the
the part of other birds perfectly. But here tiveness of a thing deliberately planned and old one in color, function "and visual perAcademies, &c.
=i
is a human being, and all that he does is to DET Drder from beginning to end. Its fection.
try to be another human being imperfectly. stone is all from one quarry, and its destgnsT| LS ad
ow a daw is very well, but a daw as a pea- all the work of one architect. London has
HILLSDALE COLLEGE.
cock is absurd. Elia is not Shakspeare. But infinite variety, and quaintness, and pictur“FACULTY :
Elia trying to write like Shakspeare would esqueness, and is of all possible shades of
end in Elia supremely
ridiculous. I do not dinginess and weather-stains. 1t shows its
REV. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President, and
Prof. of Mental Philosophy and Biblical Literature.
mean that all the little Platos could be dis- uge, shows the work of innumerable generREV. RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Burr Prof. Systematic
Persons wishing obittinguished; but they could be honest and ations, and is more an aggregation, & conPARTICULAR NOTICE!
and Pastoral Theology.
respectable individuals instead of poor imi- glomeration, than Paris is. Paris shows uaries published in the Morning Star, who do REV. SPENCER J. FOW.LER, A. M., Prof. Mathe-

probably a petulant scold; but if we want
to hear Hortensius, we will go to him.
Yet Echo is but a single specimen; and
there is a very large family of Hortensian
mocking-birds.
Another class you know if you know Plato. “The philosopher is serene and simple
and thoughtful. He has also a hundred
characteristic tones and%ways. They belong to him, as we say; by which we mean
only that he is wholly unaffected. Grave,

WILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,

:

RIDGEVILLE

'

2,1872. The Faculty for the next year is organized
as follows:
:
Rev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
Rev. J. Fullonton, Ix D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
‘History and Pastoral Theoiogy,
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics,
‘Rev. RB. F. Haves, A. M., Professor of Mental and
Moral
Philosophy. .
Rev, J. A.
wg M., Protessor of Systematic
owe, A.
Theology.
A
,
.
Thomas 8, Rich, Professor of Hebrew.
Two Courses of study are
prescribed; one embracing and the other omitting the ancient languages.
:
Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it. -¢ '
.
J. J. BUTLE
.
LER, So
Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872,

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO:, WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for a Circular to
Sion
REV, W, COLGRO¥E, A. M., Pre
A

of
68

Sister C. professed faith

BATES THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
The next Term of this school will commence Aug.

ot

MR. LUTHER Rice died in Sutton, Vt.. Jan.
28, after a long and painful illness, aged T7 years
and 2 months.
Bro. Rice was born in Sandwieh,
N. H., was married to Miss Hannah H. Kennison at the age giiwenifouty and moved to. Sutton seven years later, in which town he resided

privates. San Pablo is a government sup- do. I saw them walk rn the beach, their
ply depot. Dr. Smith in his shirt-sleeves, whole breast clear of the ground, and «even
and white hat a little on one side, took the jump Gpon the sand, . Their favorite gym-.
throne, his own barber's chair. Well; how nastic exercise, however, was to lie upon
asked Mr. B——. Few their, backs and roll, in the manner of a until his death. He-and his wife lived together
was business?
fifty-three years with a Barmony seldom if ever
£.
other questions were put by our party. Dr. horse,
A
very
quiet, unobtrusive man, a
or one
The tameness of these seals and many of equaled,
ulionce:
an
and
ext
&
had
Smith
and
warbles
joker
l
practica
kind, indulgent husband, father, neighbor and
this
and
alone,
the
laud
birds
was
very
surprising.
Irepeatand a half he preached.
friend, a man of the strictest integrity and highscolds all the niorningin the trees over me. | hour
he ai wy was fair, He had edly put my fingers within half an inch of lit= est moral character, b° never made a public
He isa terrible little Hector, and scolds hue Sho
He had tle yellow birds and finches, and within”six profession of religion, t i, for the last year he
more angrily and absurdly than all his patients, He cured them, always.
read the Bible a great deal, conversed
freely
of mocking-birds.—Prof. Agassiz.
He'd knocked hd
But he suddenly becomes now four under treatment.
- feathered kind,
upon his hopes, made his peace with God. and
He always
anxiously waited the summons.
After suffering
pours out the songs of spots out of their complaints.
good-natured, and
had a mixed population; Whirlwinds in Diamond Fields. extremely, he fell'asleep calmly and peacefully
all the birds as freshly and cheerily as if he did. - San Pablo
in the arms of Jesus.
May hesven’s blessing
didn’t consider a greaser
He
greaser.
part
alHe
.
were somebody else continually
rt
—r
—
rest upon the'aged widow who mourns her irconsequently he didn’t
ways seems to me like the wall in the story a human bemg,
reparable
loss.
F. RANDALL.
Whirlwinds of any size or power are alThe soldiers were a nuiin the ** Arabian Nights from which flow- count them in.
ways
considered
unpleasant
visitors,
and
in
EL1ZABETH
BOURGET
died
on
Balter’s Isle,
from
family
and
himself
protect
ed the wine you wished. You had but to sance. To
yp that Du Toits Pan they still keep up their repu- Boothbay, Feh. 23, aged 38 years and 5 months.
put
had
he
outrages,
drunken
their
your
lo!
and
faucet,
the
turn
and
tap it
his medical tation. They do not actually tear things She united with the F. B. church on Barter’s
heart's desire. And so my lively warbler picket-fence five feet high about that fence. upside down and ruin whole tracts of coun- Isle years ago, und has ever since been reputed
inside
club
a
was
There
office.
a consistent and worthy member an Christian,
to
says
stops his harsh, petulant strain, and
States try, as our Western tornadoes do, but they
me, * Will you have canary ?” and out rip- If he should find a drunken United
catch have an elevating influence, which tents
ples the delicate trill of Mrs. Margery's bird private within those premises; he'd
ROSELLE A., wife of 8S, A. Severance, daughone
“lambasting.”
He
had
invented
a
new unfortunately find it hard to resist, and tr
it
if
as
me
delights
and
ter of Ezekiel Fullonton, and niece of Prof. J.
window,
her
at
their hand at some mischievous trick, whic
Sold
fast.
selling
was
It
invigorator.
hair
and
Rev. J. Fullonton, died in Charlestown,
Will
¢
song.
in
wine
canary
were, indeed,
In three weeks it involuntarily makes the sufferer shake his Mass., Feb, 11, aged 26. All that was agreeable,
hermit-thrush ?” and the cool, four bottles last+aionth.
roth-

but we have a Northern

that I hear;

}

mence March 24th,
3
The enlargement is fully completed, at an expense
of over $50,000; and the facilities of a first.class institution are furnished to both. sexes, at moderate
rates, Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.
Whitestown, N. Y., Feb. 19, 1873.
;
0

shrank from duty, and while she refrained from

touching

NARY.

SE

The SumMER TERM of this institution. will com-

to witness. She not only bore her own severe)
disappointment, but she strove to lighten the
great grief of her sorrowing friends. Though
unpretending in. her religious life, she never

gen-

distance.
:
;
These seals had much more length of arm, .
and used their arms more in the manner of
a quadruped than I supposed any seal could

floor, manes of teamsters and United States

is what is called a Southern mocking-bird

the seals could

before, stood

WHITESTOWN

broth-

of death, Sarah has.gone,
but the * blessing” of
her trusting, confiding faith in Jesus, and her
peacefully
triumphant
death, remains,
Her
cheerfulness under-the
peculiarly
trying circum-

We filed tlemen, creatures as large as the seals, and

Dr. Smith was glad to see us.

affectionate

ers. But alas! that fell destroyer, quick consumption, had fastened upon her, and was permitted to clothe the blessing in the habiliments

er, and they all three snarled and snapped
at the flies in the manner of a sleepy dog;

Barber of San Diego.
el

bless her loving paelty and

and

that ode of eur of-

ficers held a piece of cracker to the old one,
and she smelled it in his fingers as a pet
dog. The cubs quarreled with each other
as to which should cuddle nearest the moth-

canbe

We

Under one bush lay a mother

er two cubs, so fearless

ozen.

J

There

.

is no

2.00

on

AN IN GENESIS AND

.75
the

1.72

R44

16

+

97
87
8.64-

20

95

Minutes by

the

IN GEOLOGY:

or, the
Biblical account of Man’
t
tested by Scientific Theories of his Ori, hy or fy
quity,
hae n P. THOMPSON,
D. D,, LLD,
one vol., 12 mo,
rice, $1. Will be sent prepéild by
by
| post, on receipt of price; 3. R. BUPLINGAME.

J

b W

Iz

:

22

44

17
..20
.75
J3
7.20 © 1.44

single,

discount

28

POSTERS,

0
or
«Bill Heads
BUSINESS CARDS, &e.,
done in the best manner, at this Officpy™ ar
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THE MORNING STAR, MARCH 12, 1873.
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Summary.
CONGRESSIONAL,

On Monday

and

till

The German government appropriates 80,000,
000 thalers for the construction of ships-and shipyards,
:

«

after” midnight

Congress

was very busy finishing the work of the session,
consisting of the remaining appropriation bills
and considerable miscellaneous business of minor
importance.
On Tuesday, the Forty-second Congress completed its business and adjourned sine die, and
the Senate of the Forty-third Congress convened
at once for the extra session called by the Presi-

dent.

:

On Thursday, the proceedings of the [Senate
consisted mainly of a discussion on the question
of receiving the credentials of Mr. Spencer as a
Senator from Alabama.
Senator Morton presenteda resolution concerning the commercial
relations of this country with Canada.

On Friday, in the Senate, the matter of the disputed Alabama seat came up again. The motion
to postpone action was lost, and Mr. Spencer
was sworn in,
A. large number of nominatiens
were received from thé President.
The Rev. J.
P. Newman was re-elected chaplin.
On Saturday the Senate was not in session,’

Tidings are received of the sinking of the
schooner, St. Mark of St. Pierre, Miquelon, oft
Cape North, and the loss of twelve men.
The general assembly.of Virginia has passed
a resolution appointing a joint committee to
make arrangements to receive President Grant
in such a manner as shall comport with the dignity of the Commonwealth.
Governor Jacobs of West Virginia was inaugurated Tuesday.
Brigham Young has left Salt Lake City on
tour of the northern sections of the territory.

a

the

latter

shot

him

dead.
Hargrand was taken té the nearest tree
and hanged.
Hadrgrand confessed the murder,
and said he intended to have killed two other
persons.
The murderer’s son said that his father had killed two men before Martin.
Grant’s

“ Vindicators”

at

the

late

numbered 8,597,070, or 762,991 more

election

than

Gree-

ley mustered.

:

A minister hi§ been sent

from

Mexico to negotiate a postal
treaty with the latter republic.

Guatemala
and

to

extradition

The German settlers of Minnesota are

talking

of emigrating to a warmer climate.
George Wilbur, Treasurer of the Washington
Mills in Washington Village, Coventry, R. I.,
has absconded, leaving his business in a sadly

demoralized condition.
A bill has been introduced in the Indiana
Legislature giving ministers fees of from $5 to
$10 for preaching funeral sermons, and more if
the estate exceeds $100,000, the same to be a lien
on the estate of the deceased.
The appropriations of the Minnesota Legislature for the current expenses of the State institutions for the coming year are about $200,000,
and for building purposes $298,000 more.
Wisconsin will elect on the 1st of April a Justice of the Supreme Court for six years, and a
Chief Justice, vice. Luther 8. Dixon, if ‘he shall
resign meantime as expected. Orsamus Cole,
the present incumbent, will probably be the
only candidate for the first named position.

The prophesied length of the special session of
the Senate varies from ten days to six weeks.
Senator Patterson’s case may be taken up aes
cordingto his request.
The alleged corruption
of Senator Ingalls of Kansas and the cases of
Senators Spencer of Alabama and McMillen of
Louisiana must be discussed.

«s.

In the army bill conference report,one million
dollars is appropriated to pay for headstones at

the graves of Union soldiers

in

national

ceme-

a

teries, for which the Secretary of War is directs
ed to advertise in ten newspapers,
Thursday a Chinaman at Stockton, California,
was caught in a belt in a paper mill and dragged
through a hole five inches in diameter, over a
pulley. His jaw was cut, both arms and several
ribs broken, and his body badly bruised, but it
is believed he will recover.
The report of the conference committee on the
postal appropriation bill adopts the Senate provision prohibiting after July 1 any free matter
whatever in the mails, which cuts off exchanges
between newspapers and the free, transmission
of papers within the counties in which they are

printed.

:

Congressman James Brooks is out with an address to his constituents, defending himself
against the Poland Credit Mobilier committee’s
report. He finds evidence of a special enmity
to himself in the composition of the committee,
several members of which he mentions in no
flattering terms, ealling General Banks, for ex-|
ample, & chevalier d ’industrie. He
presents
nothing new in the way of evidence on his side
of the case,
:

Gen. Grant has written a letter to Mr. Colfax,

expressing the utmost confidence in him, and
hoping that their friendly acquaintance may con=
;
tinue throtigh life.

Senators Pattersontind Pomeroy do not

pose to leave Washington,

bu¢

have

pro-

purchased

houses for permanent residences.
Mrs. Grant, learning that a West Point

Cadet

had been seized with a congestive chill while on
the merch near the Executive Mansion,
had
him brought there, and she carefully attended to

him until he was well enough

the next day
.

join his comrades.

to

Two German girls named Cornelia Chrisenton
and Annetta Lawson were murdered on one of
the Ixles of Shoals

Wednesday

night

‘Wagner, who was arrestedyin Boston,

by

Lewis

recep-

at South

Bend,

Indiana, Saturday.
He improved the occasion
to make a speech in self-vindieation, at the close
of which a resolution was adopted expressing

the unimpaired confidence of his fellow- citizens,
Wagner, the Isle of Shoals marderer, has been
delivered to Maine officers and is now, in Saco

jail,

A

!

Tt is reported that members of Congress

New York city will distribute their extra
pensation among charitable societies.

from

com-

Regular passenger trains will begin’ running

,
allt7%

‘over the Boston and Maine extension next Monday.

-

as

Indian speared

out

150 trout in

day.

Extensive sponge beds have been

x

FOREIGN.

;
English papers report the horrible death of a
Jad who was employed as an’ engine-cleaner at
Paddington. - The boy crept, for warmth, into
~ the furnace-box of an engine standing in the
_ Shed, and fell asleep. Soon after, the engine

J. H. Surratt is teaching
burg, Md.
A “Hebrew
members,

society

It is. proposed

in

school in

New

to stock

Emmetts‘

Orleans has 2000

the Califernia Wao
produced

15,174

The amount of money on deposit in the ten
savings banks in San Francisco is reported at
$42,474,935.
Chicago expects Yo have a hotel capacity of
5272 rooms when its forty-one hotels
are all
completed.
Before the fire it had thirty hotels,
containing 2965 rooms.
Glass barrels are to be used for the transportation of petroleum, in order to save the heavy
loss from evaporation in ordinary packages.
A genius has invented a double-barreled combined rifle and shot gun.
The rifled barrels fit
inside the others, and can be taken out at pleasure.
The entire production of anthracite coal in
Pennsylvania in 1872 is estimated at 18,400,000
tons, an increase of 3,286,000 tons, or twenty-one
over the previous

year.

A black walout tree was found in a vein of
coal at Pekin, Illinois, the other day, 500 feet below the surface and 250 from the mouth of the
drift.
The Alder, published at
started 74 years ago, and is
paper in the United States.

Reading, Pa., was
the oldest German

In a charter granted by the New York Legislature to & Young Woman’s Christian Association, ¢ drinking and gambling” in the rooms of
the Society are forbidden.

The senate of Tennessee has
resolution requiring

amended

their sessions

by a Christian minister.

The word

an old

to be-opened

Christian is

stricken out.
The Governor of Nebraska, though receiving
only $1000 salary, is allowed incidental appropriations for secretary, office, gardener, couachman, livery, clerk and
incidental
expenses,
which bring up the total to $10,000.
An inventory taken of the late Edwin Forest's
personal estate shows that he had property valued at $220,386; over £100,000 in securities on
deposit, stocks, etc.; jewelry, $4071; paintings,
$47,000, and $7357 for books.
The cultivation of oranges in California is extending. “Httherto they have mainly come from
Los Angeles; now they come in’ liberally from
several other counties, and are produced even
north of thirty-nine degrees without difficulty.
Dr. Bourne is an enthusiastic vegetarian.
He
is64 years of age, and has walked from Portland, Oregon, to San Francisco,California, a distance of 800 miles.
The aoctor has written a
long account of bis journey.
And what does the
reader suppose was the eccentric objéct of his
little walk?
These are his own words: * My
great object was to demonstrate, by so positive a
test, the value of wheat alone as an article of
subsistence under laborious and exhaustive conditions.” Therefore, ir the ** interest of humanity and dietetic reform,” he gives his record. He

started from

Portland,

Oregon.on the

27th of

May, at four o’clock in the morning, and was
*¢ thirty-four actual walking days” on the road.
Until the fifth day Dr. Bourne ate nothing but
pure, unboiled wheat flour mixed with water,
and stewed fruit. After the fifth day his food
was only ‘crackers, broken up and soaked in
boiling hot water.
Subsisting upon
this food
wholly, having walked 800 miles in thirty-four
“ walking-days”—that is exclusive of ten for
rest, making forty-four in all—he weighed within two pounds of the one hundred and fiftythree pounds with which he started.
Such, he
says, is the value of a wheat diet.
Corsica’s population is 258,507.
Daisies already spangle the Paris parks.
The Jesuit order at present is

8951.

said to number

:

A girls’ school for
ed at Vienna.

type-setting has been open-

A correspondent of the Liverpool Post thinks
the British wheat crop of 1873 will be the short:

est one upon record.

Ty

A lodge of Hindu Freemasons
lished in Bombay.
Out of a population

has

been estab-

of 833,000 in Berlin

000 are receiving public charity.

125,

;

There are forty-three newspapers published in
Constantinople,
King Oscar of Norway and Sweden is to be
crowned at Stockholm en tife 31st of May.
A German chemist says that a drop or two of
mustard oil will prevent ink from molding and
starch from souring.
:

On the third day of the marriage of the Emperor of China he and his

young bride

dresses valued at £360,000.

-

.
lawn

The Japanese are about to adopt an American
patent scaffold and gallows for the execution of
criminals,
Rober, the
has just died

famous hand-organ manufacturer,
in Paris, leaving an immense for-

Speculators demand $70 and $500 for a sitting
in the Grand Qpera, St. Petersburg, on * Patt
nights.”

xi

.

:

under like circumstances.

Tu the first year of the past administration, the
proposition came up for the admission of San
Domingo as a Territory in the Union.
It was
not u question of my seeking, but was a proposition from the people of Santo Domingo, which
I entertained.
I believe now, as I did then,
that it was for the best interests of this country,
for the people of Santo Domingo,and all concerned, that the proposition should be received’ favorably, It was, however, rejected constitutionally, and therefore the subject was never brought
up again by me.
In future, whilé I hold my
present office, the subject of the acquisition of
territory must have the support of the people before T will recommend any proposition looking
to sueh acquisition. [ say here, however,that T do
not share in the apprehension held by manyas
to the danger of the government’s
becoming
weakened und destroyed by reason of their exCommerce, education and
tension of territory.
rapid transit of thought and matter by telegraph
and steam have changed all this. Rather do I
‘believe that our Great Maker is preparing the
world, in his own good time, to bécome one natiom, speakinz one language, and when ‘armies
and navies will be no longer required.
My efforts in the future will be directed to
the restoration of good feeling between the different sections of our common country; to the
restoration of currency to a fixed value as compared with the world’s standard of values—gold
—and if possible to par with it; to the construc-

tion

of cheap routes of transit throughout the

; and that the products of all sections may
la#nd
find a market and give a living remuneration to
the producer;to the maintenance of friendly
relations with all our neighbors and with distant nations; to the re-establishment of our commerce and a share in the carrying trade upon
the ocean; to the encouragement of such manufacturing industries 43 can be economically pursued in this country, to the ends that the exports
of home products and industries may pay for
our imports—the only sure method of returning
to and permanently maintaining a specie basis:
to the elevation of labor,and by a humane course
to bring the aborigines of the country under the
of education and civilization. It
benign influences
is either this or a war of extermination. Wars of
extermination engaged in by a people pursuing

commerce

and all the industrial pursuits are ex-

pensive even against the weakest people, and
Our superiority
are demoralizing and wicked.
of strength and advantages of civilization should
make us lenient towards the Indian. The wrong
already inflicted upon him should be taken into
account and the balance placed to his credit.
The moral view of the question should be considered, and the question asked, * Can not the
Indian be made a useful and productive memteaching and treat.
ber of society by proper
If the effort is -made in good faith, we
ment
the earth und in our

nations of

the civilized

will stind better before

own consciences for having

made it. All these things are not to be accomplished by one individual, but they will receive my support and such recommendations to
judgment, best serve to
I beg your support and

Congress as will, In my
carry them into effect.

encouragement,

appeared in

Five French canon grimly decorate the
in front of Bismarck’s country residence.

|

all the arts of peace and progress.
It is my firm conviction that the civilized world
is tending toward republicanism, or government
by the people through their chosen representa
tives, and that our own great republic is designed to-be the guiding star to all others. Under our
republic, we support
an army less than that of
any European power of any standing, and a navy
less than that of either of at least five of them.
There could be no. extension of territory on this
Continent which would call for. an increase of
this force, but rather might such extension enable us to diminish it. The theory of government changes with the general progress.
Now
that the telegraph is made available for communicating thought, together with the rapid transit by steam, all parts of a continent are made
contiguoufor
s all purposes of government, and
communication between the extreme limits of
‘the country is made easier than it was throughout the old thirteen States at the beginning of
our national existence.
The effects of the late civil strife have been
to free the slave and make him a citizen. Yet
he is not possessed of the civil right which citizenship should carry with it. This is wrong,
and should be corrected.
To this correction I
stand committed, so far as executive influence
can avail. Social equality i$ not a subject to be
legislated upon, nor shall I ask that anything
be done to advance the social status of the colored man, exeept to give him a fair chance to develop what there is good in him.
Give him access to schools, and when he travels let him feel
assured that his conduct will regulate the treatment and fare he will receive.
The States lately at war with the general gOov=
ernment are now happily rehabilitated; no executive control is exercised in any one of them
that would not be exercised in any other State

\

:

It has been, and is, my earnest desire to correct abuses that have grown up in the civil service of the country.
To secure this reformation,
rules regulating the method of appointment and

promotion were established and have been tried.
My efforts for such reformation shall be con-

the spirit of

tinued to the best of my judgment;
the rules will be maintained.

I acknowledge before this assemblage, representing, as it does, every section of our country,
the obligation I am under to my countrymen for
the great honor they have conferred on me by

returning me to the highest office within their

gift, and the further obligation resting on me to
render them the best service within my power.
This I promise, looking forward with the greatto have est anxiety to the day when I shall be released
. from the responsibilities that at times are almost

A monument is to be erected to Byron at Missolonghi—when the funds are collected. A committee has been formed at Athens for the pur-

pose.

The

Greek

church even

lent its aid.

is said

Brandy and aleohol are extensively manufactured from lichen and mosses in St. Petersburg
and the northern provinces of Russia.
The street singers in Paris are all registered,
and none are permitted to carry on their occupa

tion

without a badge,

which

they

must at all

times’be ready to produce.
The number is limited to a hundred, but there are not at present
more than about sixty, as badges are only granted to persons of perfectly satisfactory character.

No song may be sung

until it obtains

an official

stamp.
The principal itinerant songster is called Beaumeoter, and it is supposed thathe afd a
few more earn from ten to fifteen francs a day.

tion.

There are frequent petitions for them.

overwhelming, and from

which I have

scarcely

bad a respite since the eventful firing upon Fort
Sumter in April, 1861, to the present day. - My
services were then tendered and accepted under
the first call for troops growing out of that event,
did not ask for the place or position, and was
entirely without influence or the acquaintance of
persong of influence, but was resolved to perform my part in a struggl® threatening the very
existence of the nation I performed a conscious
duty without asking promotion or command, and

without a revengeful

tion or any individual.
throughout the war aid

feeling, toward

any sec-

Notwithstanding

from

my

this,

candidacy for

my present office in 1868 to the close of the last
presidential campaign, I havé been the subject
of abuse and slander scarcely ever equaled in po-

litical history,

which

to-day I feel that I cun

ER MACHINE

to disregard in view of your
verdict,
1 gratefully accept as my vindication.

WORKS!

——

(Aueal and Domestic,
Winter Butter-making. ,

this

fen corn-fodder, which I manage in
-ftrain’ the milk in tn pans, filling

wal

only half

{pll—a little more

or less will make

no difference; then,as soon as convenient, set
the pans of milk on the stove, where let them
remain until a roughness” or wrinkled appearance on the top of the milk is noticed (if the milk
gets too hot the only harm will be less cream),
then take it in the milk-room or cellar, into a

cool place until next
in a warm

morping, when bring it up

room and let it stand until next

consumed in thie-effort| when it is generally ready to skim. When treatto restore harmony, public credit, commerce and
ed in this way it will not do to skim much un-

Jolla,on the San Diego coast.

driver, not knowinghe was there. kindled the The authorities do not appear to
take the vocal
fire, and the poor boy was literally roastéd to qualities of applicants for badges into considera-

~~

control events, have been

found at La®

tune.

The Hon. Schuyler Colfax had a public

tion on returning to his home

A Wisconsin
one

per cent.

A despatch from San Buenaventura says -that
George Martin, a native of Huron county, Ohio,
engaged in a dispute about a lind boundary with

when

Ohio farmers are turning their attention to the
raising of sorgham.
”
There ure now only four hundred Indians in
Florida,

The Lake Superior region
tons of copper last vear,

MISCELLANEOUS.

Hargrand,

Herschel V. Johnson is now a Georgia judge.

with wild turkeys.

The Modoc Indians, so long hostile and defiant, have surrendered themselves to be removed south.
The Hon. Alexander H. Rice has been appointed and confirmed Massachusetts commissioner to the Vienna Exposition.

ia,

A despatch from Berlin says that many
Rus-sian officers and diplomatists have. left St. Petersburg
tor Asia.
It is probable thaf the Khiva
campaign will oven early.

. Paragraphs.

ed to Thursday.

€reorge

The second inaugural
address of. President
Grant is given below,
It is characteristic of the
man, and is well worth reading:
Fellow-citizens,~Under
Providence I have
been called a second time to act as Executive
over this great nation.
It has been my endeavor
in the past to maintain all the laws, and,so far as
lay in my power, to act for the best interest of
the whole people.
My best efforts will be given
in the same direction in the future, aided, 1
trust, by my
four years’
experience
in the
office.
!
When my first term of the Chief Executive hegan, the country had mot recovered from the
effects of a great internal revolution—and three
of the former Stats of the Union had not been
restored to their federal relations. It seemed
to me wise that no new questions should be
raised so long as that condition of affairs existed.
Therefore the past for years, so far as I could

As the cabmen of-Berlin, Prussia, obstinately
persist in their strike, to the great inconvenience
of the public, the police authorities have ordered
the cab proprietors to resume business or their’
licenses witl be withdrawn,
.

:

On Wednesday, there was no congressional
session, the Extra-Senate session having adjourn-

afford
which

———

«

:

der forty-eight hours. My plan is to skim morning and night’s milking both at the same time
in. winter.
| It does not hurt butter for the cream to sour—
rather aids in churning, making butter come
sooner. ' The cream-kettle I keep in the cellar
until the day or evening before I wish to churn;
then, if convenient, set near a coal stove or one
that fire is_ kept in all night.
In the morning,
before churning, try with a thermometer; it
should be at the temperature of 62 degrees.
If
‘mot convenient to set the cream near a warm
stove, setting the kettle in hot water will answer

day,.}.
r
4
The Exeter sectional Bollers and Steam Engines!
Perfect Safety!
The Greatest Economy and Durabilit ww! Manufacturers
of and dealers in Machinery
and Tools, Harrison’s pat. Corn Mills, Steam Pumps, Steam Whistles, Water Guages,
Judson’s Governors,
Scotch lasses, Leather Belting, Hemp Packing, Rubber Packing, Babbif Metal,
Soapstone Packing, Asbestos Felting, Lace Leather,
Rubber Hose,
ow Water
Detectors,
Brown’s
Pipe
ongs, Hair Felting,
Emery and Emery Cloth, Steam Pipe and Fittings.
Orders by mail or express filled satisfactorily, ins quality and price,
or goods can be returned at our
expense,

WM,

Salestooms,

once avoided

’

The

Passion
———

WITHOUT

BOSTON
For

Cabinet Organ
ing amusement

of a Pleasing

and

elevating

charac.

ter; and which might be made Jhe means of acquiring a most useful and lucrative accomplishment, as
well as a source of health and happiness.

of these Catholic missionaries

to twenty stops; price $55 to $500
They are very durable, do not
adapted to all varieties of music.
that they can be sent anywhere
routes, all ready for use.

men

highly

cultivated in all the learning of the time, and
were consequently more or less naturalists,
As
students of nature, we may imagine that they
were much struck with the beauty and singular
structure’ of this remarkable flower, which they
found growing in wild luxuriance and abundance over the rocks of Hispaniola, Jamaica,
and Cuba; and also climbing the great trees to
their tops, and hanging their beautiful foliage
and blossoms in thick festoons from the branches. The structure of the flower, upon careful
analysis, appeared to them a ** miracle,” which
seemed to foretell that these new countries were
foredestined to Christianity; for the structure
which they so much admired at a first glance
was found upon more careful examination to
contain, as they conceived, representations of
the objects most closely
connected
with the
Crucifixion and the events which immediately

preceded it.— The Garden.

Since the vast improvements
in these Organa in
the last twenty years they have become the MOST

POPULAR
OF
LARGE
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS.
It is estimated that 40,000 of them are sold
yearly in the United States. They widely vary
size, capacity, elegance, and

Whoever

on House
——

8. Never
select gravel as a building-site if
well-drained clay can be obtained.
4. Never allow drinking water to be drawn
from a cistern supplying a water-closet.
:
‘5. Never allow waste-pipes to be inserted into

water-closet traps.

8. Never allow pipes to be fixed so that they
can not empty themselves.
9. Never ventilate except by pipes or tubes,
inlets and outlets being of equ al size.
10. Never use glazed or earthenware pipes for
upward flues.
:

, 11. Never

allow

chandeliers

to be

sive light merely because it has been
— Scribner's for May.

the exclucustomary,

the balance of our orders within a fortnight.

2. The publishers of the * Christian at Work ” and
the chromos

that

are

offered with

it, inform

us that

the stones used in printing these chromos were
burned, which necessitated the making of entirely
new ones, Hence the delay. Subscribers will please
bear in mind that for these delays we are in no way
responsible, and, indeed, the causes of them are
such that they could not have been prevented by any
human skill or foresight.
The pictures shall be delivered just as soon as we
can get them.
]

ITEM
OUR

fred, and post paid, and contain a vast amount of inabout

worthless

ROYAL

instruments, or the payment of high prices.

April.

DIADEM

DIADEM

purchase of inferior or

EXPOSITION.
Of hundreds of such comparisons
there have not been half a dozen altogether at which
any other instruments have obta‘ned a preference
over them.
The Mason & Hamlin Cabinet Organs

American musical instruments of any,

have

obtaineda large

sale

in

Europe,

gans is hardly disputed, it is not so well known that
their prices are not higher than those of many inferior organs.
This is because the Company, having
occasion to manufacture more extensively than any
other makers, have been able to avail themselves of
extensive machinery, and other extraordinary facili-

ties, by which they are enabled to produce not only
best work, but this at least cost.
TESTIMONIAL CIRCULARS, with opinions of
than

1,000

CATALOGUE,

musicians,

free. - Address,

and

ILLUSTRATED

A
of

will contain 160 pages, size of “ PURE GOLD,” and’
will be sold at the same price.
Aa One Copy, in Paper Cover, sent on receipt of 35
Cents, as soon as ready.

Aa Orders filledin rotation, as received,

YORK and CHICAGO,

Successors to Wm, B. Bradbury,
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HUMISTON & CO.,
4
Toledo, Ohio.

|MARCY"S

SCIOPTICON!

With Improved and Cheapened :
Magic
Lantern
Slides.
Sunday

schools and Lecture rooms, it is

L. J. MARCY,

4t8

1240 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE
C.

RN isa long tue since any

ISTIAN
GRA

3

thing

has appeared

5x 80 nn

+ _ Quisite in desi

in relig-

and 80 exand execu-

tion as this large and elegant line and
stipple steel
engraving, which is sent free to every subscriber to

Arthur's Illustrated Home Magazine,
80 long a favorite with the people.
Price of magazine, with picture, $2 50 a year, or for 6 months with

picture $150. In clubs, 3 coples one year for $6, 7
copies $12. Sample numbers 15 cents. Agents wanted everywhere.
rge commissions.
4tSeow
T.S. ARTHUR & SON, Phila., Pa.

A Paying Business
is offered

to every energetic

wants

make

to

from

$40

such agents,

local

town

England.

in

New

address, W.

F,

man

or woman

to $75 a week.

who

We want

and traveling, in every city and
For

STETSON

Oftice, over Quincy Market.

particulars, call

& CO., Boston,
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as well as many of our best Hymns.
It is compact
in form, can be easily carried in the pocket, and
is well adapted to use in social meetings,
Price
per single book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents; per
doz., $3.84, Price per single book, when bound in
thick pasteboard covers, 30 cents; per doz., $2.88.
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Sunday School Songs for Every Variety
Sunday School Service !

~NEW

may pre-

The MASON & HAMLIN CO. make ONLY THE
BEST WORK, and the quality of their Organs is too
well known to be questioned. They are declared by
musicians almost universally to be unequaled, and
have always been awarded highest premiums at Industrial Exhibitions, including a medal at the PARIS

«Address,

DIADEM

is pre-eminently a Book of

ike

in the

It has a large number of selected

all Responsive Readings, Secular Music, etc., as they
would osenpy valuable space needed for Songs, and
for the additional reason that more complete and
valuable works on each of those topics are published
separately at a very small cost.

ROYAL

instruments, which

has been revised and much improved, printed on
stereotype plates, made from new type throughout,

will contain entirely new Hymns and Tunes of a very
superior character, written expressly for the work.
We have purposely avoided in

ROYAL

such

vent disappointment

Diadem,
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formation
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By Rev. ROB'T LOWRY and W HOWARD DOANE,
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Brilliant and easy to show. Circulars
Free. Catalogues 10 cents. =
SCIOPTICON MANUAL (Revised Ed.) 50 ota.
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MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO., acts without reasonele prudence and care. These pamphlets are sent

Organ, or

For Homes,

No one can regret more than we the necessary and
unavoidable delay in delivering our chromos.
1. After the first edition of *“ Home Sunshine” had
been exhausted and the printing of the second had
been nearly completed, it was destroyed by being
wet, by a leak, thus rendering necessary the reprint.
ing of the whole edtion. The picture has so many
colors the printing of it is very slow. At this time,
however, the prospect is that we shall be able to send

9 50
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notwithstanding the difficult competition there with
cheap labor.
While the superiority of the Mason & Hamlin Or-

A paper on this subject, read by
Edward
Roberts, F. 8. A. before the Royal Institute of
British Architects, closes as follows:
1. Never allow pervious drains in pervious
soils.
2. Never allow a cesspool or drain near a

well.
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~ This flower was
originally named Passion
flora, or the flower of the passion, by the Catholic priests who followed closeiy in the track
opened up by Columbus to the new continent
of Ainerica,in orderto attempt the conversion
of the aborigines to the Christian faith.
Many

were

at Exeter,

the week ending FEB, 26, 1873.
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Lacks one of the most useful, attractive, and valuable articles with which it is possible to furnish it;
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every purpose.
Many object to heating the milk because the
railk sometimes burns to the bottom of the pans,
Set pans with water on the stove, and place the
pans with milk in these, and the difficulty is at
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